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Preface
Although the Windows 95, 98, and Me operating systems are widely
regarded as having a lack of stability, this reputation is not entirely fair.
Software as complex as any version of Windows is never likely to be
fully debugged, but it is not really any built-in bugs that are the major
problem with Windows. It is the alterations that are made to the operating

system after the basic installation process has been completed. The
operating system is added to and altered each time any hardware or
major piece of software is added or removed. Windows can be used
with an enormous range of software and hardware, but this leaves it
vulnerable to problems that originate in hardware drivers, installation
programs, and uninstallers. Applications programs can also introduce
difficulties if they do not str ctly abide by the rules involving memory
management, file naming, etc.
Ideally the user would install Windows and some applications programs,
and then make no further changes to the system. For most users th s is

not practical though, and r ew hardware has to be added, software
upgrades have to be installed from time to time, and so on. Most modern
PCs tend to evolve over a period of time, and the operating system has
to change to accommodate this evolution. If Windows should cease
working it is not usually too difficult to get it up and running again. Most
faults introduced into the system are easily reversed, provided you know
how.

This book details some simple procedures that enable most

Windows faults to be quickly pinpointed and rectified. You do not have
to be a computer expert in cyder to follow these procedures, but you do
have to be familiar with the basics of using the Windows user interface.

Where a Windows installation becomes seriously damaged t may not
be practical to repair it. Even if numerous files have been corrupted or
deleted it is probably possible to repair the installation given enough
time, but the more sensible approach is to reinstal the operating syslem.

Full instructions for reinstalling Windows are provided, including
reinstallation over an existing version and the "from scratch" approach.
Either option may seem to be a rather dauntinc prospect fcr those of
limited experience at Windows troubleshooting, but reinstalling Windows
is not particularly difficult. It is the guaranteed metiod of curing Windows
problems and getting your PC back in full working order again.
Robert Penfold

WARNING
Sensible safety precautions should always be observed when dealing
with electrical and electronic equipment, particularly any equipment that
connects to the mains supply or operates at high voltages. Do not open
the case of a monitor or a PC power supply unit. Apart from the fact
that both of these are mains powered, they operate using high voltages
that can remain on the circuit boards even after the equipment has been
switched off for some time. If you use a PC connected to the mains
supply as an earth for anti -static purposes, make sure that the power is
switched off at the mains outlet so that the PC can not be accidentally
switched on. With an AT case and power supply, examine the connections

to the on/off switch before connecting the unit to the mains supply. All
four connections should be completely covered by plastic insulators.
Do not use the unit if there are any signs at all of problems with the
insulation. Never work on a PC while it is switched on.

Trademarks
Microsoft, MS/DOS, Windows, Windows Me, Windows 98 and Windows

95 are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation.

All other brand and product names used in this book are recognised
trademarks, or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
There is no intent to use any trademarks generically and readers should
investigate ownership of a trademark before using it for any purpose.
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Prevention is...

Causes
An installation of the Windows operating system coming to grief s not
exactly a rare occurrence, but why should these problems happen at
all? I suppose that the chances of removing every single bug from
software as complex as this is virtually nil, but genuine bugs in Windows

are almost certainly responsible for only a small percentage of the
problems. Modern PC hardware is very reliable, and hardware glitches
probably have nothing to do with the vast majority of problems either.
Most of the difficulties seem to be due to things that either the user or
applications programs do to Windows.

Unfortunately, quite minor things can prevent Windows from operating
correctly, and it is easily "gummed up" by users making alteraticns to
system settings or deleting essential files. Software that does not strictly
abide by the rules can also generate problems. Probably the only surefire way o' preventing Windows from getting into difficulties is to never
install any applications programs at all, which is not exactly a practical
proposition. However, you can certainly reduce the risk of problems
occurring by following some simple rules.

Do not tweak
Experienced users fiddle around with the Windows configuration files
and manage to customise the user interface in ways that are not normally
possible. This is fine for trose having suitable experience of Windows,
because they know what they are doing. They can largely avoid problems

and can soon backtrack to safety if something should go wrong.
Inexperienced users are almost certain to damage the operating system
if they try this sort of tweaking, and will not have the expertise to c[..ickly
sort things out when problems arise. Just the opposite in fact, an: one
thing can lead to another, with the operating system soon getting beyond
redemption.

1
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If you are not an expert on the inner workings of Windows it is best not
to delve into its configuration files. A great deal of customisation can be
done using the normal Windows facilities, and there are applications
programs that enable further customisation to be undertaken without
having to directly alter files.

Careful deletion
In the days of MS/DOS it was perfectly acceptable b delete a program
and any files associated with it if you no longer wished to use the program.
Matters are very different with Windows 95/98/Me, where most software

is installed into the operating system. There are actually some simple
programs that have just one file, and which do no require any installation.
These standalone program files are quite rare these days, but they can

be used much like old MS/DOS programs. To use the program you
copy it onto the hard disc, and to run it you use the Run option from the
Start menu, or locate the file using Windows Explorer and double-click
on it. No installation program is used, and it is perfectly all right to
remove the program by deleting the program file.

Most programs are installed onto the computer using an installation
program, and this program does not simply make folders on the hard
disc and copy files into them from the CD-ROM. It will also make changes

to the Windows configuration files so that the program is properly
integrated with the operating system. If you simply delete the program's

directory structure to get rid of it, Windows will not be aware that the
program has been removed. During the boot -up process the operating
system will probably look for files associated with the deleted program,
and will produce error messages when it fails to find them.
There is another potential problem in that Windows utilizes shared files.

This is where one file, such as a DLL type, is shared by two or more
programs. In deleting a program and the other f les in its directory
structure you could also be deleting files needed by other programs.
This could prevent other programs from working prcperly, or even from
starting up at all.

If a program is loaded onto the hard disc using an installation program,
the only safe way of removing it is to use an uninstaller program. There
are three possible ways of handling this.
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Custom uninstaller
Some programs load an uninstaller program onto the hard disc as part
of the installation process. This program is then available via the Start

menu if you choose Procrams, and then the name of the program
concerned. When you cl-oose this option there will be the program
itself, plus at least one additional option in the sub -menu that appears.

If there is no uninstall option here, no custom uninstaller has been
installed for that program. Uninstaller programs of this type are a most
invariably automatic in operation, so you have to do little more than
instruct it to go ahead with the removal of the program.
With any uninstaller software you may be asked if certain files should be
removed. This mostly occurs where the program finds shared files that
no longer appear to be shared. In days gone by it did no seem to natter
whether you opted to remove or leave these files, with Windows tailing
to work properly thereafter! These days things seem to be more reliable,
and it is reasonably safe to accept either option. To leave the fies in
place is certainly the safest option, but it also results in files and possibly
folders being left on the disc unnecessarily.

Windows uninstaller
Windows has a built-in uninstaller that can be accessed via the control
panel. From the Start menu select Settings, control Panel and Add/
Remove programs. By default this takes you to the uninstaller, and the
lower section of the screen shows a list of the programs that can be
uninstalled via this route (Figure 1.1). In theory the list should include all
programs that have been added to the hard cisc using ar instalation
program. In practice there -nay be one or two that have not been installed

"by the book" and can no be removed using this method. Some
programs can only be removed using their own uninstaller program,
while others have no means of removal at all. It is mainly older software
that falls into the non -removable category, particularly programs that

were written for Windows 3.1 and not one of the 32 -bit versions of
Windows. In fact it is very J r usual for old Windows 3.1 software to have
any means of removal.

Third party
There are uninstaller programs available that can be used to mon tor an

installation and then uninstall the software at some later time. As this

feature is built into Windows 95/98/Me, and the vast majority of
3
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Add/Remove Programs Properties
Install/Uninstall I Windows Setup I Startup Disk
To install a new program from a floppy disk or CD-ROM
drive, click Install

Install

The following software can be automatically removed by
Windows. To remove a program or to modify its installed
components, select it from the list and click Add/Remove
Adaptec DirectCD
Adaptec DirectCD Reader
Adaptec Easy CD Creator
Adaptec Easy -CD Audio
Adobe Acrobat 4 0
Adobe PageMaker 6 5
Adobe PageMill 3 0
Adobe Photoshop 5 0
Adobe Type Manager
ATI mach64 Display Driver

OK

I

Cancel

Fig.1.1 The built-in Windows uninstaller

applications programs now either utilize the built-in facility or have their
own uninstaller software, these programs are perhaps less useful than
they once were. Most will also assist in the removal of programs that
they have not been used to install, and this is perhaps the more useful
role. Most will also help with the removal of things like unwanted entries
in the Start menu and act as general cleanup software, although Windows
itself provides means of clearing some of this software debris. Figure
1.2 shows the CyberMedia Uninstaller program in action, but there are
numerous programs of this type to choose from.
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Fig.1.2 The CyberMedia uninstaller in action

Leftovers
Having removed a program by whatever means, you will sometimes
find that there are still some files and folders associated with tie program
remaining on the hard disc. In some cases the remaining files are srriply
data or configuration files that have been generated while you were trying
out the program. If they are no longer of any use to you there should be
no problems if they are deleted using Windows Explorer. In other cases

the files could be system files that the uninstaller has decided not to
remove in case they are needed by other applications. Removing files
of this type is more risky and it is probably better to leave them in place.

Sometimes the folders may seem to be empty, but it is best to check

carefully before removing frem. An important point to bear in mind
here is that not all files are shown when using the default settirgs of
Windows Explorer. Using the default settings hidden files will live up to
their name and files having certain extensions are not shown either. In
normal use this can be helpful because it results in files that are likely to
be of interest being shown, while those that are of no interest are hidden.
This makes it much easier to find the files you require in a folder that

contains large numbers o' files.

It

is not helpful when Windows

troubleshooting because it tends to have the opposite effect to normal.
Things like data files that are of little interest are shown, while many of
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Fig.1.3 Windows can be set to show details for each file listed
the system files that are of interest are hidden. Windows Explorer should
be set to show as much detail about the files as possible.

First go to the View menu and select the Details option (Figure 1.3).
This will result in the size, type, and date of each file being shown. Then
go to the View menu again, select Folder Options, and then left -click on
the View tab in the new Window that appears (Figure 1.4). Under the
Hidden Files entry in the main section of the window select the "Show
all files" option. The hidden files are certain critical system files, such as

those associated with the Windows Registry, that are not normally
displayed by Windows Explorer so that they can not be accidentally
altered or erased by the user. I would recommend ticking the checkbox
for "Display full path in title bar". This way you can always see exactly
what folder you are investigating, even if it is one that is buried deep in
a complex directory structure.

Remove the tick in the checkbox next to "Hide the extension for known
file types". The extension should then be shown for all file types, which
makes it easy to see which one is which when several files have the
same main file name. When viewing the contents of directories you can
use either the List or Details options under the View menu, but the Details
6
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Folder Options
General View

File Types

Folder views

You can nake all your folders look the same.

Like Lirrent Folder

Reset All Folders

Advarced settings:

J Files and Folders
Allow all uppercase names
Display the full path in title bar
J Hidden files

AL

O Do not show hid del files
O Do not show hid fei or system files
O Show all tiles
Hide file extensions for known file types
sa Remember each folder's view settings
Show file attributes n Detail View
Show Map Network Dive button in toolbar
RI Show pop-up desclption for folder and desktop items.
Visual Settings

Restore Qefaults

OK

Caicel

f

.Apply

Fig.1.4 Windows Explorer can be made to show all file types
option provides a little more information. It provides the file type it it is a
recognised type, and the date that the file was created or last altered. If
the "Show attributes in Detail view" checkbox is ticked, it will also show
the attribute of the file. These are the letters used for each of the four
attributes:
A

Archive

H

Hidden

R

Read-only

S

System
7
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ElEl

chl him Properties
Gene,

Thus a file that has

"R" as its attribute
letter it is a read-only

cit 1 hen

type, and one that
has "HA" in the

Type

HTML Document

attribute column is a

Loctenon

C\frontPttge

Sue

1 74KB (1.763 bytes) 6 192 bytes used

hidden archive file.
Choose the List

MS-DOS name
I

option if you prefer to
have as many files as
possible listed on the

0-11 HTM
16 Apnl 1999 09 34 16

P.,

16 Apni 1999 09 34 18

Accessed

04 December 2000

Attributes

r fused -only

screen. Details of
any file listed can be

r thdden

A Archive

obtained by right clicking on its entry
in Windows Explorer

and then choosing
Cancel

Fig.1.5 An example file properties window

the Properties option

from the pop-up
menu. This will bring

up a screen of the
type shown in Figure

1.5, which shows the type of file, the creation date, when it was last
modified, size, etc.

Make sure that the checkbox for the "Remember each folder's view
settings" is not ticked. Placing a tick in this box gives each folder its
own settings, making it necessary to alter the settings for individual folders
rather than altering them globally.

If any folders are definitely empty, there should be no problem if they are

removed. The same is true of data and configuration files that are no
longer needed. With other files it may not be clear what their exact
purpose is, and it is a bit risky removing files of unknown function.
Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for uninstallers to leave large numbers
of files on the hard disc. The uninstaller seems to go through its routine
in standard fashion, and reports that the program has been fully removed,
but an inspection of the hard disc reveals that a vast directory structure
remains.

I have encountered uninstallers that have left more than 50 megabytes
of files on the disc, removing only about 10% of those initially installed.
Other uninstallers report that some files and folders could not be removed,

and that they must be dealt with manually. Some uninstallers seem to
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concentrate on extricating the program from the operating system by
removing references to the program in the Windows registry, etc., rather
than trying to remove all trace of it from the hard disc.

Softly, softly
So what do you do if the disc is left containing vast numbers of unwanted

files after a program has been uninstalled? The temptation, and what
many people actually do, is to simple drag the whole lot into the Recycle
Bin. Sometimes this may be acceptable, but there is the risk that sooner
or later Windows will look for some of the deleted files and start to produce
error messages. If you are lucky, the deleted files will still be in the
Recycle Bin, and they can then be restored to their original locations on
the hard disc. If not, you may have problems sorting things out.

The safer way of handling things is to leave the directory structure and
files intact, but change some file or folder names. If only a few files have
been left behind, try adding a letter at the front of each filename. For
example, a file called "draworog.d11" could be renamed "zdrawproa.dII".
This will prevent Windows from finding the file if it should be needed for
some reason, but it is an easy matter for you to co-rect things by removing
the "z" from the filename if problems occur. If there are numerous files
in a complex directory structure to deal with it is not practical to rename

all the individual files. Instead, the name of the highest folder in the
directory structure is renamed. This should make it impossible for
Windows to find the file unless it does a complete search of the hard
disc, and it is easily reversed if problems should occur.

Ideally the complete directory structure should be copied to a mass
storage device such as a CD writer, a backup hard disc drive, or another
partition on the hard disc. The original structure can then be deleted. If
problems occur and some cf the files have been cleaned from the Recycle
Bin, you can reinstate everything from the backup copy.

Modern hard disc drives lave very high capacities so it is perhaps
worthwhile considering whether it is really necessary to remove leftover
files. If you do not need the hard disc space they can be left in place,
avoiding the risks involved if they are removed Do you really need to
uninstall the program at all? The less installing and uninstalling you do
the better the chances of avoiding problems. Eventually you will end up
with a large number of installed programs and this could generally slow
the system down. In particular, the boot -up process can become a very
long and drawn out process. However, this can be overcome by wiping

9
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the hard disc clean and reinstalling the operating system and applications
software from scratch. This is not a particularly quick and easy process,
but it is the only totally reliable method of getting Windows back to a
lean installation that operates at peak efficiency.

Icon and menu entries
After uninstalling a program you will often find that the shortcut icon is
still present on the Windows desktop. If the installation program did not
put the icon there in the first place it will not remove it. Shortcut icons
that are placed on the

Windows desktop
manually must be

Taskbar Properties
eisS her Options I Sten Menu Programs

removed manually.

This simply entails

Bun

dragging the icon to
the Recycle Bin.

J

Lou

.41 Shiji Down

Oirt

There is no risk of this

having an adverse
effect on Windows

1

operation.

An uninstaller should

r Always on to pi

remove the entry in

r Agto hide

the Programs section

of the Start menu

r Show imall icons in Start menu

wnen

i7 Show clod,

a

removing
program.

Unfortunately, this
item does sometimes
be
seem
to
Fig.1.6 The Taskbar Properties window
overlooked, and after
removing a number of
programs there can be a growing band of orphan entries in the menu.
Once again, removing these entries manually should not entail any risk
of "gumming up" Windows.
OK

Cancel

I

To remove an entry go to the Settings entry in the Start menu, and then
select Taskbar And Start Menu. This brings up the Window shown in
Figure 1.6. The Taskbar menu is offered by default, so left -click the Start
Menu tab to bring up the Window of Figure 1.7. Next left -click on the
Remove button, which will bring up a scrollable list of all the items in the
Start menu. Left -click on the item you wish to remove in order to highlight
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it (Figure 1.8), and
then left -click the
Remove button. A
warning message will

appear onscreen to
give you a chance to

Taekber Properties
las kbar Options Stan Menu Programs
Customize Stan menu

You can customize your Stan menu by
ridding or remcrvirg items from e

I

-01

change your mind,
and the entry will be
Remove

Add

deleted if you confirm

Aiitvanced

that you wish to go
ahead. A quick check

Documents menu

Gila the Dear burton to remove the contents
of the Documents -menu and other personal

of the Start menu

history fists

should show that the

offending entry has

Clear

Is

been removed. It is
actually placed in the
Recycle Bin, so it can
be easily reinstated if
you make a mistake.

K

Cancel

I

I

Fig.1.7 The Start Menu Programs screen

Old and new
Both old and brand

new software are
potential sources of
problems
with
Windows. In the case
of
brand
new
software it is the beta

Remove Shortcuts/Folders
To remove an dem from the Stet menu. select the earn end ck
Remove

" fiuSound Audio Setwere
Ser,ces

-

test versions or any
other versions prior to

the
commercial
release that are the
main problem. These
are not fully tried and

tested, and can not
be guaranteed to do
things "by the book".
People who make a

RS Electronic Coteo ue

bemove

CAose

living testing this type

of software almost

Fig. 1.8 Selecting a menu entry for removal

invariably use one PC
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for testing the software and a second PC for other purposes. That way
there is no major loss if the test software runs amok and deletes half the
files on the hard disc. If you do not have a second PC for use with
dubious software it is best not to try it at all.
At one time the initial commercial releases of programs were not always
reliable, and some software publishers seemed to be guilty of getting
their customers to unwittingly do the final testing for them. This sort of
thing may still go on in some niche markets, but it is thankfully something
of a rarity these days. The cost of sending out replacement discs plus
the loss of reputation makes it an unsustainable tactic. New software,
whether it is totally new or an upgrade version should be very reliable
these days. In the past it was advisable to let new software mature
before buying it, but this should no longer be necessary. If new software
should prove troublesome there should be a help -line that can give advice

on the problem. Software publishers' web sites often have software
patches that can fix any obscure problems that have come to light after
the final versions of the programs have been sent out to the shops.

Memory
In the early days of Windows 95 it was not unusual for the dreaded red
cross to appear on the screen complete with a brief error message. In

fact there seemed to be one or two of these messages every time
someone used a PC. Thankfully, this type of thing is relatively rare these
days. There were probably two main reasons for these early problems,

and one of them was a lack of memory in the PCs of the day. At that
time memory was quite expensive. 8 megabytes of RAM was quite typical,

and 16 megabytes was considered to be a large amount of RAM.
Software manufacturers were eager for their programs to appeal to as
many people as possible, which often led them to be overoptimistic
about the system requirements. If the requirements listed 8 megabytes
of memory as the minimum and recommended at least 16 megabytes
should be used, then 16 megabytes was probably the minimum that
would really give trouble free and usable results.
These days memory is relatively cheap, and PCs are mostly well endowed
in this respect. On the other hand, programs seem tc require ever more

memory. Also, many users now have two or more programs running
simultaneously, possibly with some background tasks running as well.
If you run memory hungry programs on a computer that has a modest
amount of memory and error messages keep on appearing, it is worth
investing in some extra memory. Even if it does not cure the problem,
Windows and your programs will almost certainly run more quickly.
12
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The other problem in the early days of Windows 95 was that most
Windows applications softwa-e was designed to work under Windows
3.1 and not Windows 95. Maybe in theory the programs should nave
run perfectly well, but in practice things did not always go well. In fact
with some programs you were lucky to get to the end of the nstallation
procedure without problems! Some of this software altered system files
in a way that was permissible with MS/DOS and Windows 3.1, but was
not the approved way of doing things with Windows 95 and later versions
of Windows.

32 -bit versions of Windows definitely work best with programs that are
specifically written for use with them. Whereve- possible use modern
applications software and avoid the older programs. Apart from anything
else, if you get into problems with software that is about five or more
years old, it is unlikely that The software publisher will be eager to offer
much help in getting it to run properly. It is by no means certain that the
software publisher will still be in existence. Mergers, take-overs, and
failures are not exactly unknown in the software world. Where there is
no alternative to an old program you have little option but to use it and
hope for the best. One precaution I would recommend is to copy the
config.sys and autoexec.bat fies onto a floppy d sc before installing the
vintage software. They can then be reinstated if there are boot problems
after the program has been installed.

Windows problem?
Some users tend to jump to conclusions when there are problems with
a PC running Windows. Probably most problems are the result o4 the
operating system becoming damaged, but by no means all problems
are caused in this way. I have often been asked to help with supposed

Windows problems that turn out to be due to some other cause. A
crucial consideration when locating the cause of a PC fault is whe-e in
the proceedings is it that things go awry? If the FC fails to start up at all,
with no initial messages, etc., from the BIOS's POST (power -on self test) program, the fault is clearly nothing to do with a Windows problem.
The fault is occurring long before the PC starts to boot into Windows,
and is presumably due to a hardware problem.
Matters are less clear cut if the PC gets through its initial checking, starts

to boot into Windows, but rapidly comes to a halt. When this happens
there will often be an error message along the lines that the boot disc is
missing or has a corrupted boot sector, and you will be asked to insert
a system disc and then press any key. This means that the computer
has looked at the boot drives specified in the BIOS Setup program but
13
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has not found a bootable disc. An obvious first step is to check the
BIOS settings by going into the Setup program. The manual for your
computer should give at least brief details of how tc enter the BIOS and
change the settings. This is also covered in more detail in chapter 4.
Assuming the settings are suitable, the problem could be due to hardware
fault with the disc or the IDE interface on the motherboard, or it could be
caused by corruption of the data in the boot sector of the disc.
Sometimes the PC will start booting, but it will stop almost immediately.

When this happens there will not necessarily be an error message
displayed on the screen. In fact there will probably be no message, with
the computer instead "freezing". The Control -Alt -Del key combination
might reset the computer so that it tries to boot acain, but a hardware
reset will probably be needed. In other words, operate the reset button
on the computer if it has one, or switch off, wait a few seconds, and then
switch the PC back on again. If the boot process almost instantly falters
again it is possible that there is a hardware fault, but a corrupted boot
sector on the disc is the most likely cause of the problem.

System files
If the system files in the boot sector of the disc have become damaged,
the obvious first step is to replace them. In order to do this the computer
should be booted using the Windows Startup disc ii drive A:. A Startup
disc is normally made during the Windows installation process, but one
can also be made by selecting Settings from the Start menu, and then
choosing Control Panel and Add/Remove Programs (Figure 1.9). Next
operate the Startup Disk tab on the Window that appears, and follow the

onscreen prompts. Note that the Windows installation disc will be
required during the creation of the Startup disc, as will a 1.44 -megabyte
(formatted or unformatted) floppy disc.

Of course, if you can not boot the PC into Windows it is not possible to
make the Startup disc this way, so make sure you have one of these
discs available before trouble strikes. If you do get "caught short", one

option is to find a friend who has a PC running the same version of
Windows that you are using, and use their PC to make a Startup disc. In
fact I would recommend having two Startup discs available, so that you
can try the second disc if the PC fails to boot from the first one.
With Windows 98 there is another option provided the PC can be booted
in MS/DOS mode with CD-ROM support. Whether or not the PC boots
with CD-ROM support depends on the way it has oeen set up, but the
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PC should really be supplied with the necessary drivers.
in MS/DOS mode, set the CD-ROM drive as the current
command, and press the Return key:

cd tools\mtsutil\fat32ebd

Next place a formatted 1 44 -megabyte disc in drive A:, then type this
command and press the Return key:
fat32ebd

Type "Y" to confirm

that you wish

to
proceed, and the files
will
then
be

transferred to the
floppy disc. Albeit
very slowly, this
process produces
what seems to be a

Add/Remove Programs Properb3s
!nsin!)/Umn ;eel I Windows Setup

,tamp Disk

II you have trouble slanng Windows 90 iou :en use
startup disk to start yo, computer run diegnosac prop tens
arid to marry problems
To create a startup din.. click Create Disk 1.)1.1 will nee done
tlapp, clink

c://am Oak..

j

more or less normal
Windows 98 Startup
disc, complete with

CD-ROM support.
The disc contains the
utility programs such

as Scandisk, but it
does not produce a
virtual disc. It is
intended as a means
of producing a virusfree boot disc having
FAT32 support, but it

can presumably be
used as a general-

oK

I

Cancel

Fig.1.9 Creating a Windows Startup dis:

purpose emergency
boot disc.

First boot
With most PCs the BIOS is set so that the PC tries to boot from ciive A:

first, and then the hard disc (drive C:), so the computer shoulc boot
from drive A: without any problems. If not, check that the appropriate
BIOS parameter has drive A: as the initial boct device, and charge it if
necessary. It is virtually ce-tain that there is a hardware problem if the
PC will not boot from floppy disc or from the hard disc drive.
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Assuming you can get the computer booted using the Startup disc, the
basic System files can be replaced on the hard disc. Booting from the
Startup disc results in the creation of a virtual disc in the computer's
memory, and this contains the program needed to replace the system
files. In the drive letter sequence the virtual disc is normally placed
between the hard disc and the CD-ROM drive. If there is a single hard
disc with one partition, this will be drive C:, the virtual disc will be drive
D:, and the CD-ROM will be drive E:. With two hard disc drives or one
drive having two partitions, the virtual and CD-ROM drives will be moved
up by one letter, becoming drives E: and F:. For the sake of this example
we will assume that there is one hard disc drive with a single partition,
and that the virtual disc is drive D:.
First make the virtual disc the current drive by typing "D:" and pressing
the Return key. Then type "dir" and press the Return key, which should

bring up an onscreen list of the files on drive D:.

One of these is

"sys.com", the program needed to replace the system files. This program

will only work if the system is on the default drive, so type "A:" to go
back into drive A:, and then type this command to place the system files
onto drive C::
E: \sys C:

After pressing the return key the program will immediately start copying
the files from the floppy disc onto the hard disc. Assuming all goes well
a "System Transferred" message will appear on the screen. Remove
the Startup disc from drive A: and then press the Control, Alt, and Delete
key together to reset the PC, With luck it will boot properly into Windows.
At the very least the boot process should get further than it did previously,
and with Windows 95 and 98 installations it should be possible to boot
the computer in MS/DOS mode. This is not possible with Windows Me
because the appropriate menu option is absent when the F8 function
key is pressed at the start of the boot -up process. However, it may be
possible to boot the computer in Safe mode even if this was not possible
previously.

Reinstalling the basic system files will sometimes permit Windows to
load again, but it is only fair to point out that it will fail to totally cure the
problem in the majority of cases. All sys.com does is to reinstall the MS/

DOS system files, and it does not repair any of the Windows system
files. If the PC still fails to boot properly into Windows it is a matter of
delving further into the problem using the techniques described in chapter
2. If there is wholesale damage to the Windows files t may be a matter

of reinstalling Windows. In an extreme case any important data on the
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hard disc that has not been backed up must be rescued, and then the
hard disc wiped clean so that Windows can be installed "from scra'ch".
Emergency rescue of data, backing up the hard disc, and reinstalling
Windows are covered in chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Late problems
Sometimes Windows seems to get 90 percent of the way through the
boot -up process before it comes to a halt. Wheel this happens it is likely
that the problem is in the Windows installation and not due to a hardware

fault. When things come to a halt with an error message stating that a
certain file or files could nct be found, this indicates that the problem is
within Wirdows itself. Matters are less clear cut if any error messages
refer to an item of hardware, or Windows tries to reinstall an item of
hardware that was previously installed correctly. It could be that the
trouble is due to problems with a corrupted driver program, out it is also
possible that a faulty item of hardware is giving the Windows Plug and
Play facility some difficulties.

Fig.1.10 A typical expansion card. The mounting bracket is on the left
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On the cards
Fixing hardware problems goes beyond the scope of this book, but it is
covered in "Easy PC troubleshooting (BP484)" from the same publisher
and author as this book. However, if the item of hardware that seems to

be giving problems is an expansion card, it is probably worthwhile
checking that it is properly seated in its expansion slot. To do this you
will have to remove either the outer casing or a side panel, depending
on the style of case used for your PC. An expansicn card has a metal
bracket that is used to secure it to the rear of the PC's chassis, and
connections on the bottom edge that fit into the expansion slot. The
metal bracket can be seen at the left end of the card shown in Figure
1.10, and the connections can be seen on the extended part of the card
at the bottom.
To remove the card the fixing bolt on the mounting bracket must be
removed (Figure 1.11), and then the card can be pulled free. Many PC
expansion cards are
vulnerable to damage

-

".41.

frcm static charges,
even those charges of

modest voltage, so a

MI

certain amount of
care
must
be
exercised
when
pulling the card free of
the expansion slot. In

this case things are
eased by the fact that

the card does not
need
to
be
completely removed
from the PC. It is just
a matter of pulling the
card free of the

expansion slot and
then pushing it firmly

back into position
again. This makes
sure that the card is

ful y pushed down
Fig.1.11 An expansion card ready for removal
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Expansion ca -d
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Fig.1.12 An expansion card can cause problems if its mounting
bracket does not have the correct right-angled bend

replacing the card also tends to clean the connectors so th 3t any
connections that were previously a bit iffy make good contact once more.

In order to avoid damage from static charge it is advisable to leave the
PC connected to the mains supply, but to switch it off at bcth the mains
19
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socket and the PC's on/off switch. Although the PC is switched off it will
be earthed to the mains earth connection. Touch the metal chassis of
the chassis before pulling the card from its slot. This will remove any

static charge in your body and should be sufficient to ensure that no
harm comes to any of the PC's hardware. Make sure that the card is
parallel to the slot as in the upper view of Figure 1.12, and not at an
angle to it as in the lower view. The bend at the top of the mounting
bracket is often something less than a perfect right angle, which tends
to skew the card slightly as the fixing bolt is screwed into place. Therefore,

make quite sure that the card stays parallel to the expansion slot when

the card is fixed in place. If necessary, remove the card again and
carefully bend the top of the bracket to produce a better approximation
to a right angle.

Diagnostics software
Diagnostics software intended to help to locate the scurce of a hardware
problem can be useful if you are unsure if a problem is due to an obscure
Windows fault or an intermittent hardware problem. Suppose you have
a PC that is largely working but seems to be a bit erratic or unreliable.
Perhaps it sometimes boots into Windows all right but it hangs up on
other occasions. Once into Windows, things may go perfectly well for a
few minutes and then the computer suddenly crashes. This sort of thing
can be caused by a software fault, but it is often due to something like a
memory, processor, or disc problem.

If a problem only occurs when a certain applications program is run, the

problem probably has its origins in that piece of software. Running
hardware checks is then a little pointless, and it is matter of contacting
the software publisher in search of a solution to the problem. Similarly,
if the problem only occurs after a particular program has been used, it is
very unlikely that either Windows or a hardware fault is the cause of the
problem. It is again a matter of contacting the softwa-e publisher to see
if there is a known problem with the applications program.
You may have some hardware diagnostics software, and if so it is certainly

worthwhile running the software on a PC that is giving intermittent
problems. In my experience, if a PC has a tendency to simply grind to a

halt with the display freezing, the problem is more likely to be in the
hardware than the software. This is also the case where things come to
a halt with the screen going blank. The fault is more likely to be in the
software if the dreaded Windows error messages ("This program has
performed an illegal operation and will shut down", etc.) keep appearing.
However, this is only a general rule and there are exceptions.
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Fig.1 .13 The Checkit memory test screen

Diagnostics programs wil run tests on many parts of We system,
including hard and floppy disc drives, the main memory, video memory,
the processor, and the ports. Programs of this type sometimes operate

under MS/DOS. This is pnrrarily so that they pan take control of the
memory when making mencry tests. Windows places restrictions on
the way memory is allocated to programs, and would therefore place
much of the memory beyond tie reach of the diagnostics software. Even
where diagnostics programs t'un under Windows, to make certain tests

they will often reboot into MS/DOS to perform the tests, and thei go
back into Windows to display the results. Figure 1.13 shows the Checkit
memory test screen, and Figure 1.14 shows an e).ample set of test results

after rebcoting into MS/DOS and then back into Windows 98 again.
Ths makes the testing rather longwinded, but it is perhaps a more
convenient way of doing thir gs than rebooting into MS/DOS and car-ying
out all the tests from there.

For those that prefer to use diagnostic programs from within MS/DOS
rather than Windows there ale still programs 01 this type available. In
order to work properly a proc ram of this type normally requires the PC
to boot into a very basic MS/DOS environment that is free from any

memory management prcgi-ams or other software that runs in the
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Memory Installed:
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All
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All

Non.
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Wick

Base/Upper Memory
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Extended Memory

Passed

Expanded Memory

Skipped

Fig.1.14 A test result screen produced by Checkit

background. Even things like mouse and CD-ROM drivers have to be
avoided in most cases. The PC is therefore booted using a basic floppy
boot disc produced using the Format command with the /s switch, or
using sys.com to copy the system files onto an otherwise blank disc.
A Windows Startup disc loads various drivers and other programs during

the boot process and is unlikely to be suitable as the boot disc when
using diagnostics software. With Windows 95 anc 98 it is possible to
perform a very basic MS/DOS boot -up by pressing the F8 function key
as Windows starts to load, and then selecting option 6 (Safe mode
command prompt only) from the menu that appears. This option is not
available with Windows Me incidentally. With some of these programs
the PC must be booted using a custom boot disc, and the instruction
manual should give details of how this disc is produced.
Once into a diagnostics program of this type things are not much different
to a Windows equivalent. Control is via the keyboard rather than using
the mouse, but is otherwise similar. The same kinds of test are available,

as can be seen from the screen shot of Figure 1.15, which shows the
main screen of Amidiag 5.4. Figure 1.16 shows the result of a processor
test using this program.
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Coprocessor Test
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Plug n Play Test
nn
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t

sa

Fig.1.15 The main screen of the Amidiag diagrostics program

If a fault only occurs intermittently it might be necessary to repeat the
test procedures a few times in order to coax :he system into ar error
while the diagnostics software is running. Obviously you should try to
concentrate on tests that are likely to bring results, and nct bother too
much about tests on parts of the system that are unlikely to be causing
the problem. Faults associated with the ports and the floppy disc drive
are unlikely to be responsible for bringing the system to a halt at times
when none of these are in use. On the other hand, you may as well give
every part of the system a 'quick once over" while you are using the
diagnostics software, just in case the problem does actually lie in an
unlikely part of the system. If the system has a tendency to hang up
periodically, the memory, processor and video card are probably the
most likely sources of the p-oblem.

What is a virus?
Do not overlook the possibil ty of problems being caused by a computer
virus.

There is actually a variety of program types that can attack a

computer system and damage files on any accessible disc drive. These
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AMIDIAG PC Diagnostic Software,

Ver 5.42a (C) 1998 Amer.can Megatrends Inc.
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Fig.1.16 Processor test result produced by Amidiag
tend to be lumped together under the term "virus", b_it strictly speaking
a virus is a parasitic program that can reproduce itself and spread across
a system, or from one system to another. A virus attaches itself to other
programs, but it is not immediately apparent to the user that anything
has happened. A virus can be benign, but usually it starts to do serious
damage at some stage, and will often infect the boot sector of the hard
disc, rendering the system unbootable. It can also affect the FAT (file
allocation table) of a disc so that the computer can not find some of the
files stored on the disc. The partition table can also be affected, so that
the reported size of a disc does not match up with its true capacity. The
disc might even be rendered totally inaccessible. The less subtle viruses

take more direct action such as attempting to erase or overwrite
everything on the hard disc, or erasing the system files while flashing an
abusive message on the screen.

A virus can be spread from one computer to another via an infected file,
which can enter the second computer via a disc, a modem, or over a
network. In fact any means of transferring a file from one computer to
another is a potential route for spreading viruses. A program is really
only a virus if it attaches itself to other programs and replicates itself. A
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program is not a virus if it is pit forward as a useful applications prcgram
but it actually starts damaging the system when it is run. This type of

program is more correctly called a "Trojan horse" or just a "Trojan".
Either way, these programs can cause immense damage to the files on
the disc, but there should be no risk of any hardware damage occurring.

Virus protection
This is a case where the old adage of "prevertion is better than cure"
certainly applies. There is probably a cure for every computer virus, but
identifying and eradicating a virus can take a great deal of time. Also,
having removed the virus there is no guarantee that all your files will still
be intact. In fact there is a good chance that some damage wil have
been done. The ideal ap,DrDach is to avoid doing anything that could
introduce a virus into the system, but for most users this is not a practical

proposition.

These days computing is increasingly about

communications between PCs and any swapping of data between PCs
provides a route for the spread of viruses. It used to be said that PC
viruses could only be spread via discs that contained programs, and
that data discs posed no major threat. It is in fact possible for a virus to
infect a PC from a data disc, but only if the disc is left in the drive aid the
computer tries to boot from it at switch -on.

These days there is another method for viruses to spread from data
discs, and this is via macros contained within the data files. Obviously
not all applications software supports macros, but it is as well to regard
data discs as potential virus carriers. Some of the most widespread and

harmful viruses in recent times have been propagated via Emails
containing macros infected with a virus, so this problem is one that needs
to be taken very seriously.

Given that it is not practical for most users to avoid any possible contact
with computer viruses, the alternative is to rely on anti -virus software to
deal with any viruses that do come along. Ideally one of the "big name"
anti -virus programs should be installed on the system and it shou d then
be kept up to date. This should ensure that any infected disc is soon
spotted and dealt with. Software of this type is designed for use before
any problems occur, and it normally runs in the background, checking

any potential sources of infection as they appear. There is usually a
direct mode as well, which enables discs, memory, etc., tc be checked
for viruses.
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Figure 1.17 shows the
start up screen for the

VIRUSWEIP

1111

Quarterdeck

ViruSweep program,

Scan for Viruses

and selecting the

Protect System

option takes the user

"Scan For Viruses"

-

into further screens

Toolbox

that permit various
to
options
be
selected. The first

Exit

screen (Figure 1.18)

Fig.1.17 The ViruSweep start up screen

permits the user to
select the parts of the
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Fig.1.18 The first ViruSweep screen when scanning for viruses
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Fig.1.19 This screen enables the type of scan to be selected

system that will be checked. Viruses can exist n memory as well as in
disc files, so checking the n-emory is normally an option. Further screens
enable the type of scan to be selected (Figure 1.19), and the action to
be taken if a virus is detected (Figure 1.20). Most anti -virus software has
the option of removing a virus rather than simply indicating that it has
been detected. Note though, that in some cases it might not oe possible
to automatically "kill" a virus. The program will then usually give details
of how to manually remove tie virus.
Things are likely to be very difficult if you do not use anti -virus software
and your PC becomes infected. On the face o- it, you can simply load
an anti -virus program onto the hard disc and then use it to remove the

In practice it is definitely not advisable to try this method, and
most software of this type will not load onto the hard disc if it de:ects
that a virus is present. This may seem to greatly reduce the usefulness
virus.
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Fig.1.20 This screen gives control over the action taken when a virus
is detected
of the software, but there is a good reason for not loading any software
onto an infected system. This is the risk of further spreading the virus by
loading new software onto the computer. With a lot of new files loaded
onto the hard disc there is plenty of opportunity for the virus to infect
more files.
Most viruses can actually be removed once they have infected a system,
but not usually by loading a major piece of anti -virus software onto the
hard disc and using it to remove the virus. The method offered by many
anti -virus suites is to boot from a special floppy disc that contains antivirus software. With this method there is no need to load any software

onto the hard disc, and consequently there is no r sk of the anti -virus
software causing the virus to be spread further over the system. With
the Norton Anti -virus 2000 program a boot disc plus four support discs
are made during the installation process (Figure 1.21). If boot problems
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Fig.1.21 Most anti -virus programs can make recovery discs. Norton
Anti -virus 2000 rhaPes a set of five recovery discs

Rescue Disk
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Norton Mains

Morton AntiUirus

Disk: Norton AntiUirus Program Disk
Scans your system for viruses.
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Scan boot records
/R.
Scan memorg
/repair Repair infected files
/a
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scan, press Ctrl*Break.
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rig.1.22 Virus scanning w th the aid of the Norton Anti -virus 2000
recovery discs
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occur at a later date, the PC can be booted using the Norton boot disc,
and with the aid of the other discs a comprehensive range of virus scans
can be undertaken (Figure 1.22). In some cases the virus can be removed
automatically, and it might also be possible to have any damage to the
system files repaired automatically as well.
Often it will soon become clear if a virus or similar program is the cause
of Windows problems. The virus will proudly proclaim its presence with
an onscreen message. In other cases it will not do so, making it difficult
to determine whether the problem is due to a virus o a genuine problem

with Windows. If there are repeated problems with the boot files
becoming damaged or erased, it is very likely that a virus or similar
program is responsible. A lot of inexplicable changes to the Windows
Registry and other system or configuration files is also good grounds
for suspicion.

If at first...
There is plenty of anti -virus software available commercially, on the
Internet at low cost or free, and it is often given away on the cover mounted CD-ROMs supplied with computer magazines. If you suspect
there may be a virus causing the problem it is best to use at least two
and preferably three up to date anti -virus programs to check the PC's
hard disc. Where applicable, download updates for the software so that
you are using the most up to date versions that should detect any new
viruses. There is no guarantee that the problem is not due to a virus in

the event that the programs fail to detect one. On the other hand, it
becomes an outside chance and it is probably better to follow other
avenues of investigation rather than pursue a virus that is probably not
there.

It is only fair to point out that even if the anti -virus software does find a
virus and kill it, you may still need to do some work in order to get the
computer up and running again. The anti -virus program may be able to
repair all the damage inflicted by the virus, but there ,s a fair chance that
the damage will be too great for everything to be fixed. Anyway, with the
virus killed off you are at least in a position to start repairing the damage
and return things to normality.

Before continuing with this it is not a bad idea to give some thought to
the way in which the virus found its way into your PC. There is otherwise
a risk that it will soon return and undo the repairs you have made. If you
had been using some discs from another computer prior to the problem
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occurring, check all those discs using the anti -virus programs. Bear in
mind that many viruses have a sort of gestation period, and that there
can be a substantial gap between the virus program finding its way into
your PC and the program actually starting to do its worst. Ideally you
should check all discs that have been used with the PC in the previous
few weeks or even months.

Closing notes
It helps to avoid problems if the PC is closed down in the app-oved
fashion at the end of each session. Simply switching off with Windows
still runnirg is unlikely to do any harm, but is certainly not a good idea.
Switching off with applicatbris programs running is worse, and can lead
to problems with Windows or the applications programs. One polential

cause of difficulties is that Windows itself and many applications
programs place temporary files on the hard disc drive. When Windows

and the applications programs are shut down in the correct manner
I- ayer

Close Program
)<-Stream Client] [Not -esponding]

Microsoft Word - Chi ioc

Eolorer
C =tire
Realplay
Rr aapp
Di ectcd
Lvcoms
Stmon
At sched
Girdsys32

WARNING Pressing =TRLALTDEL again Adl restart ,ouco -nputer You will lose unsaved information in all
are running

End Task

Shut Down

I

Fig.1.23 The Close Programs window, which can also be used to
close Windows itself
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these files are deleted. If you simply switch off with things still running,
or the PC is suddenly switched off due to a power failure or hardware
fault, these files are left on the disc. This may not matter, but there is a
risk of the files confusing matters when the PC is switched on again.
Even if you do close down Windows correctly every time, it is still possible

to run into difficulties with problem software. You are unlikely to use
Windows for very long without encountering a program that either just
"freezes" and does not respond to the mouse or keyboard. The more
interesting variation is the program that starts to behave erratically with
commands having the wrong effect, odd things happening on the screen,

etc. Often when this occurs the program fails to close down when the
cross icon in the top right-hand corner of the screen is operated. Once
an application program has gone seriously awry it is not uncommon for
Windows itself to behave erratically, and it will often fail to close down
properly.

Wherever possible applications and Windows should be shut down
properly, or in a reasonably orderly fashion, rather than simply resorting
to the on/off switch or Reset button. Windows does provide an escape
route that will usually do the trick if the PC becomes seriously "gummed
up". With MS/DOS the Control -Alt -Delete key combination resets the
computer, but it has a somewhat different effect in Windows 95/98/Me.
Rather than immediately resetting the PC, a message appears on the
screen, as in Figure 1.23. These four options are available:
1

Press Control -Alt -Delete again to reset the computer, which will
then reboot

2

Operate the Cancel button to return to Windows without changing
anything

3

Operate the End Task button to close the program that is
highlighted in the program list

4

Operate the Shut Down button to shut down Windows

If an application program is proving troublesome and can not be shut
down in the usual way, the third option offers a poss ble solution to the
problem. You may well be puzzled at the number of programs in the list,
since with Windows and a couple of applications programs running there

could be half a dozen or more programs listed. The reason for the
discrepancy is that modern PCs tend to have various background tasks
running. In the list of Figure 1.23, amongst other things there is a screen
capture program and the driver software for a CD -RCM writer. Explorer
is effectively Windows itself incidentally, so if you c ose that program
Windows will shut down.
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Fig.1.24 When this message appears it should finally be possible to
close down the troublesome program
To close a program using this route, simply left -click on its entry in the
program list and then operate the End Task button. This never seems to
instantly shut down the program, and instead a further message appears
on the screen (Figure 1.24). Note that this second message can appear
within a couple of seconds, or it can take some time, so be patient and
wait to see what happens. If you have made a mistake and chosen the
wrong program, left -click on the Cancel button and then press Control Alt -Delete again so that ycu can have another try. Operate the End Task
button to close the program. Incidentally, this is not meant to be a normal
method of closing a program, and should only be used in ar emergency,
or to close down a background task that can not be terminated in any
other way.

The PC may operate normally once a troublesome program has been
closed down. If so, I wculd not recommend simply carrying on as if
nothing had happened. It is safer to save any unsaved data and close
down any applications that are running. Then restart Windows and
launch the applications p-ograms again. This way you should manage
to avoid any nasty surprises that the rogue application might have left
behind.
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Fig.1.25 Using the Find Files or Folders facility of Windows Explorer

Emergency exit
Unfortunately, in situations where the crashed software has managed to
get Windows seriously out of kilter it may not be possible to regain proper

control. Where possible, save any unsaved data before trying to exit
Windows. Try to close any running applications programs via the normal
route first, or by way of the Control -Alt -Delete route if that proves to be

impossible. Where possible Windows should be closed down via the
Start menu in the normal fashion, but if this proves fruitess or impossible,
try the Control -Alt -Delete method.
If the Shut Down button does not have the desired effect, press Control Alt -Delete again to check for more programs that are -lot responding. If
no crashed programs are reported, pressing Control -Alt -Delete again
will probably reset the PC and get the system out of Windows. Another

option is to start closing down the background tasks one by one in an
attempt to regain proper control of the PC. It is quite likely that a fault in
one of these programs is causing the problem, and by a process of
elimination it should be possible to find the culprit.
If Windows has well and truly crashed, often the screen will freeze or the

computer will ignore input from the keyboard or the mouse buttons.
Another possibility is that you will find yourself going round in "ever
decreasing circles" repeatedly closing down Windows without it actually
closing down. In these situations it is probably not worthwhile trying to
find an orderly exit route. It is quite likely that there is no tidy way of
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Fig.1.26 In this case the search proved fruitless, and another avenue
of investigation had to be pursued

closing down Windows once things get this badly messed up. Simply
press the reset button or switch the PC off, wait a few seconds then
switch it on again and hope.
Sometimes the Control -Alt -Delete combinatior will fail to bring up the
Close Program window. This can be due to a surplus reboot.vxd file,
and deleting the unnecessary file should solve the problem. Start by
using Windows Explorer to search for files of th s name. Go to the Tools
menu and then select Find followed by Files or Folders. This will bring
up a Window like the one shown in Figure 1.25. Enter "reboot.vxd" as
the name of the file to search for, make sure that you are checkinc. drive
C: and that the "include subfolders" checkbox is ticked. Left -click the
Find Now button and the program will search all the folders on drive C:
for the file. It should not find it, giving a Window like Figure 1.26 once
the search has been completed. If "reboot.vxd" is found, left -click on its
entry to highlight it, and then either select Delete from the Edit menu or
just press the Delete key.
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Fig.1.27 The Windows 98 System Information screen includes
information about the amount of memory currently in use

Background information
As pointed out in the previous section, most modern PCs usually have a

number of background tasks in operation, and not just Windows plus
any applications you are running. If you use the Control -Alt -Delete
immediately after a PC has booted into Windows you will probably find
quite a list of programs, and not just Windows Explorer in the program
list. Some of these programs are probably providing essential Windows
functions, while others are drivers for complex pieces of hardware, antivirus monitoring routines, etc.

In theory there should be no problem in having numerous background
tasks provided the PC has enough memory to accommodate everything.
In practice the PC might not have sufficient memory to accommodate all
the programs if there is a large number of them and you use memory

hungry applications.

Also, if your PC has only the minimum
recommended amount of memory for the version cf Windows in use,
having large numbers of background tasks is inviting problems. The
appearance of error messages mentioning illegal operations, fatal
exception errors, and page faults are often indicative of faulty memory
or inadequate memory allied with poor memory management.
With any version of Windows 95, 98 or Me you can check the amount of
free memory by running the System Information utility. From the Start
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Fig.1.28 This is the Windows Me version of the system information
screen

menu select Accessories, System Tools, and tien System Information.
The Windows 98 version of this utility is shown in operation in zigure
1.27. The important figure here is the one that gives the percentage of
system resources that are free. In this example some 72 percent is free,
which should give trouble -free operation.
Figure 1.28 shows the Windows Me equivalent, which does not present

the information in quite the same way. The total physical memory is
quoted, which is the amount of RAM fitted to tl-e computer. This seems
to be about 1 megabyte less than the amount of RAM actually installed,
and I would guess that it coes not include the lowest 1-mecabyte which
is used by MS/DOS but net by 32 -bit versions of Windows. The virtual

memory includes hard disc space that can be used as a sort cf slow
alternative to RAM. In tie example of Figure 1.28 the PC has 95 megabytes of RAM, of which only about 6 -megabytes are free. As things
stand there is no major problem, but running another major appl cation
would seem to be out of the question.

Another potential problem is that of the background tasks proving to be
incompatible. In theory this should not happen, but with something as
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complex as this there is always a chance of things going wrong, and in
practice things will go wrong from time to time. The computer might
simply "freeze", but a more likely outcome is that an error message will
appear, probably explaining that a task has a fatal problem and that it
will shut down.
With this type of thing it is easy to jump to conclusions that the program

that has generated the error message is the one that is causing the
problem. It can in fact be due to one program interfering with another
program and causing it to crash. If a variety of programs suddenly have
a tendency to crash it is likely that there is a problem in Windows itself or
a background task is causing problems.

If a problem starts just after some new software has been added it is
always likely that there is a problem with the new software. In cases
where the new software includes a background task i: is that much more
likely that the new software is responsible for the system's instability. If
problems occur after new software has been installed, it is worthwhile
uninstalling the program to see if normality returns. When a new program

does seem to be the culprit it is a matter of contacting the software
publisher to see if they can offer any assistance. Some background
tasks seem to be mutually incompatible, and you may have to opt for
leaving one or other of them off the system.

System Tray
The System Tray, also known as "Systray" is at the bottom right corner
of the main Windows screen, and here you will find icons for a number
of background tasks, such as audio control panel, anti -virus software,
etc., and the Windows clock. These programs, and probably a number
of others, are launched as part of the Windows start-up routine. If you
suspect that something here is giving problems, it is possible to stop
the program from loading via the System Configuration utility. In order

to start this utility select Programs from the Start menu, followed by

System Tools and System Information. Then choose System
Configuration Utility from the Tools menu and left-cl ck on the Startup
tab. This should produce a window something like Figure 1.29.

All the programs that run at start up are listed here, and there is a
checkbox beside each one. Uncheck the box for any program that you
do not wish to be launched at start up. Alternatively, if there is a program
that should be launched at start up but it is failing to appear, make sure
that it is in the list and that its checkbox is ticked. Sone of the entries in
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Fig.1.29 The System Configuration utility enables the user to decide
which programs are run at start up

the list are sometimes a bit cryptic, but you shculd be able to find the
ones you need. Note that some of the programs are part of Wintows
and not software you have added to the basic installation. For example,
the Registry Checker utility is run each time Wirdows starts up. When
you have finished, operate :he Apply and OK bi_ttons. You will then be
asked if you would like to restart the computer. The changes will not
take effect until Windows has rebooted.
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Points to remember
Do not mess around with the Windows Registry or configuration files
unless you know exactly what you are doing.

Do not delete files manually unless you are sure it is safe to remove
them. Where possible, programs should be removed using their own
uninstall utility or the built-in facility of Windows.
Avoid using any form of beta or test software. If yoJ wish to experiment
with software of dubious stability, have a PC specifically for this purpose.
Try to avoid using old software that was not written for 32 -bit versions of
software. Modern software is safer and should run much better.

Do not blame Windows if things grind to a halt before the boot -up
sequence starts. A failure this early in the start up sequence is due to a
hardware fault or an error in the BIOS settings.
A hardware fault can be responsible for the boot -up process failing almost

as soon as it starts, or never actually starting. However, it could be due
to damaged or missing boot files, so try replacing them using the MS/
DOS Sys program.
If you have access to some diagnostics software, use it to check that the
problem is not due to a hardware fault. Make sure the expansion cards
are fitted into their expansion slots correctly.

If the boot process stalls late in the boot sequence check that the
hardware drivers are properly installed. One of the programs that runs
at start up could also be the cause of the problem.
The fact that a virus has not announced its presence does not mean it is
not there. If there are inexplicable problems with the system use antivirus programs to scan the files on the hard disc, recently used floppy
discs, etc. Ideally an anti -virus program should be installed on the PC
and used to make regular checks of the system.

Do not switch off your PC while Windows is still running. Shut down
Windows first, and then switch off your PC if it is a type that does not
switch off automatically.

Even if the operating system or applications software are behaving
abnormally, try to close down the system properly.
Do not get your computer to "bite off more than it can chew". There is a
limit to the amount of software that a PC can have running at the same

time. The operating system can be damaged if the computer keeps
running out of resources and crashing.
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Booting problems
Many users of MS/DOS were surprised at the ease with which the new

operating system could be halted in its tracks when they moved to
Windows 95. A relatively simple operating system such as MS/COS
does not usually fail to boot unless there is damage to one of the boot
files. When things go wrong it will throw up a few error messages &ring
the boot process, and it may rot operate exactly as you would like nice
the system has booted, but the system will usually boot. Having booed,
it will to a large extent be functioning and usable.

The situation is different with a complex operating systems suc7 as
Windows 95, 98, and Me which are dependent on numerous files being
present and correct on the hard disc. If any one of these files is damaged
or absent, or a configuration file erroneously specifies a file that is not

present, the boot process will often stop about half way through the
process. In fact quite minor problems seem to bring the boot process
to a halt, such as the system running out of "environmental space",
which seems to mean a lac of memory set aside for use as buffers, for
use by the PATH command, etc.

Windows 95/98/Me do not operate under the "boot anyway" philoscphy
of MS/DOS. This cautious approach could be by accident -ether than
design, but it is probably a safety measure to ensure that the system
only boots if it can do so reliably. With a more complex operating system
such as Windows 95, 98, or Me the last thing you need is the system
booting but then running amok.

Not all Windows problems centre on boot problems, but it is probably
true to say that the vast majority do. Windows can boot normally and
then give difficulties, but this is often the result o' problems elsewhere in
the system. Hardware faults and bugs in applications software can both
produce this kind of behaviour. Much of this chapter is therefore devoted
to boot problems, and it is this topic that is covered first.
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Microsoft Windows 95 Startup Menu

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Logged (\BOOTLOC.TXT)
Safe mode
Step-by-step confirmation
Command prompt only
Safe mode command prompt only
Previous version of MS-DOS

Enter a choice: 1

FS -Safe mode

ShlftP5 -Command prompt

Shift.TO-Step-by -step confirmation

Fig.2.1 The upgrade version of Windows 95 otters seven options

Safety first
Do not jump to the conclusion that the system has become unusable
because Windows crashes during the boot -up sequence. There could
be a major problem, but it is worth resetting the computer a couple of
times to see if the problem clears itself. Also try switching off, waiting a
few seconds, and then turning the PC on again. There can be an
occasional problem with a piece of hardware failing to reset properly at
switch -on. Switching the PC off and on again will usually clear this sort
of problem. If that fails, boot in Safe mode (as described in the next part
of this chapter), shut down Windows in the usual way, and then try
rebooting normally.
When repeated attempts to boot the system result in the boot process
coming to a premature end, Windows should 'De booted in Safe mode
again. This is a sort of very basic "boot at all costs" mode that can be
used when troubleshooting. There are other modes that can be useful
when Windows troubleshooting. In order to boot into one of these modes
the F8 function key must be pressed as soon as the BIOS start up routine

ends and the boot process begins.
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Microsoft Windows Millennium Startup Menu

2. Logged (\BOOTILIC.TXT)

3. Safe mode
4. Step-by-step confirmation

Enter a choice: 1

FS -Safe mode

ShiftF8-Step-by-step confirmation fill

Fig.2.2 Windows Me offers just four start up options

There is only a very brief gap between the BIOS finishing .ts sta-: up
processes and the system starting to boot, so you must press F8 as
soon as the BIOS has finished its routine. In fact with some systems the
only reliable way of entering Safe mode is to repeatedly press F8 as the
end of the start up routine approaches. Pressing F8 when using Windows
98 brings up the simple menu system shown here:

Microsoft Windows 98 Startup Menu
1.

Normal

2.

Logged \BOOTLOG.TXT)

3.

Safe mode

4.

Step-by-step confirmation

5.

Command prompt only

6.

Safe mode command prompt only
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In the mode
There is an additional option in the Windows 95 equivalent (Figure 2.1),
but this only appears in the upgrade version. Windows Me has a much

reduced set of options (Figure 2.2), and is more dependent on Safe
mode than the other versions of Windows, so we will consider Windows
Me separately. It is perhaps worth considering the various Windows 95
and 98 options before proceeding to consider Safe mode in detail.
1.

Normal

Booting using the Normal option takes the PC through a normal Windows
boot -up process, but is obviously of no use if this process fails and the
computer hangs up.
2.

Logged mode

Logged mode produces a normal boot sequence, but a log of the boot
processes is placed in a text file on the boot drive. As we shall see later,
this can be useful in determining the cause of a boot failure.
3.

Safe mode

of the
operating system. The display is a basic 640 by 480 pixel type using 16
colours, and items of hardware such as the soundcard, CD-ROM drive
and modem will not be operational in this mode. Some of the Windows
facilities either fail to operate at all or only work in a simplified mode.
Because Safe Mode provides a very basic version of Windows it is usually
possible to boot in this mode even if the Windows installation is badly
damaged. Unfortunately, once into Safe mode it can sometimes be

Safe Mode boots into Windows, but only a

difficult to track down the cause of the problem and fix it due to the
reduced functionality.
4.

Step-by-step confirmation

Using step-by-step confirmation means that Windows will ask the user
for confirmation before processing configuration files, device drivers,
etc. The point of this is that it enables parts of the boot process to be

bypassed, and this can help to locate the cause of the problem. In
many cases it can also help to get the PC booted into a version of
Windows that has more functionality than Safe Moce, possibly making
it easier to sort out the cause of the problem.
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Command prompt only

The "Command prompt only" option boots tie computer into the
Windows 95 or 98 version o' MS/DOS. Depending on how the PC is set
up, this might get some of the hardware such as the CD-ROM drive and
soundcard working, whereas they are left non-functioning in Safe Mcde.
However, when Windows fault finding it is often better to boot from drive
A: using a Windows Startup disc rather than use this mode. The Startup

disc provides some useful utility programs whi:h are not necessarily
available when booting into the Command prompt mode from drive C:.
6.

Safe mode command prompt

Do not confuse option 3 (Safe Mode) with option E (Safe mode command
prompt only). Using option 6 results in the PC booting into a very basic

version of MS/DOS, with the autoexec.bat and config.sys files IDE ing
ignored. One reason for using this mode is that the PC will always boot

into MS/DOS provided the boot files are intact. Anything in the
configuration files that causes the boot to fail will be ignored. It is unusual
for an entry in the configuration files to prevent MS/DOS from booting,

but it can occasionally happen. This is usually when a severe case of
recursion results in the boot J p process repeating something indefintely.

Another reason for using this mode is that some diagnostics and antivirus software requires the PC to be booted into a "clean" version of MS/
DOS having no drivers, etc., installed. This mode provides an easy way
of booting into a completely "clean" version of MS/DOS.
7.

Previous MS/DOS mode

As pointed out previously, option 7 is only provided when using the
upgrade version of Windows 95. Normally this will have been insta led
on top of MS/DOS, and with this option it is possible to boot into the
version of MS/DOS that was installed prior to the upgrade. This option
is presumably included to make it easier to run MS/DOS applications
software, and it is probably not of any value in the current context.

Using Safe mode
Select option three to boot the system in Safe mode, or simply use F5
rather than F8 to skip the menu and boot straight into this mode. As

pointed out previously, booting the system in Safe mode will alrost
invariably get the PC into Wirdows, and the computer will be "up and
running" to some extent. A warning message towards the end of the
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Fig.2.3 Scandisk offers two basic modes of operation, which are
Standard and Thorough

boot process explains that Safe mode provides a simplified version of
the operating system. It is only intended to permit problems with the
system to be traced and fixed, and it is not designed to permit the system
to be used normally. I suppose that in an emergency it might be possible

to run applications programs in Safe mode, but this is something that
should only done when suitably desperate.
One major difference between Safe mode and normal operation is the
lack of proper hardware support. The video card w II of course function,
but only in a basic VGA mode. Exotic pieces of hardware will not function
because their drivers will not have been loaded, aid even some basic
pieces of hardware such as the CD-ROM drive and the soundcard will
not function for the same reason. Provided the mouse is a reasonably
standard type is should still function in Safe mode. It is important to
realise that the lack of hardware support is not the only failing. Some of
the facilities provided by the operating system will a so be lacking, which
is a pity because this can sometimes make life difficult when trying to
sort out a problem.
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Fig.2.4 Scandisk provides a report once a scan has been completed

Basic checks
Once the PC is booted in Safe mode you can undertake some Dasic
checks, and the usual starting point is the Windows Scandisk utility,
which can be accessed from the Start menu Dy selecting Programs,
Accessories, System Tools, and Scandisk. The Scandisk utility seems
to be the much same in both Windows 95 and 98, and it offers two
modes of operation. These are Standard and Thorough modes, and
you operate the radio buttcns to select the one you require (Figure 2.3).
The Standard check looks for irregularities in the file and folder structure.
This includes simple things like filenames that do not adhere to the rules,
and more serious problems such as one sector of the disc being assigned

to two or more files. Program crashes can leave problems of tnese
types, so it is not a bad idea to run Scandisk if a program comes to an
unscheduled finish. If you tick the appropriate checkbox Scandis< will
try to repair any errors that it finds.
Initially I would recommend using the Standard mode with the checkbox
ticked. This test should be relatively fast, tak,ng no more than a few
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Fig.2.5 The System Properties screen
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only one file, and so on. Any damaged files may rot be fully restored
using Scandisk. If one file partly overwrites another file there is no way
that a utility program such as Scandisk can restore the overwritten part
of the file. Unless you have a backup copy the damaged file will be lost
permanently. However, Scandisk should at least restore order to the
disc if things have gone wrong, improving the chances of getting things
running smoothly again.
The Thorough mode performs the same tests as the Standard mode,
but it additionally carries out a surface scan of the disc. In other words,
it checks that there are no weak spots on the disc that are causing data
to become corrupted. It is certainly worth using the Thorough mode if
you suspect that the disc itself may be causing problems. Note though,
that a thorough check of this type on a large hard disc drive will take
quite a long time. It will probably take a few hours rather than a few
minutes for the test to be completed.

Hardware drivers
Devices such as soundcards, video cards, and even the built-in interfaces
of the PC such as the parallel and USB ports require drivers to integrate
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Fig.2.6 Device Manager uses yellow exclamation marks to indicate
problems with items of hardware

them with the Windows operating system. Problems with Windows
drivers are not exactly a rarity, and it is best to check for driver `cults
sooner rather than later. The normal way of doing this is to go into
Device Manager. This cal be run from the Start menu by selecting
Settings, Control Panel, and then double clicking on the System icon.
Left -click on the Device Manager tab of the window that appears, and
you will then have a screen something like Figure 2.5.
Normally there will be a yellow exclamation mark (!) against an entry if
the program has detected a problem with the tern of hardware in that
category. Double clicking or an entry in the table expands it to show all

the drivers in that category and where appropriate there will be an
exclamation mark against al entry (Figure 2.6). In fact Windows will
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are practically zero.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6,
which actually show
the Device Manager
same
fcr
the

computer but running
in Safe mode and Normal mode respectively, demonstrate this point. If
you try to get status information in Safe mode you simply get a message
of the type shown in Figure 2.7, explaining that stati_s information is not
available in Safe mode. In order to use Device Manager properly it is

necessary to get the PC booted in normal mode, even if this means
bypassing some parts of the boot -up process and having Windows less
than fully operational for the time being. This can usually be achieved

using the step-by-step confirmation method of booting, as described
later in this chapter.

Old hardware
It is best not to jump to conclusions where the PC is one that has been
in use for some time and it has undergone some changes to the hardware
over the years. In the example of Figure 2.6 the faulty mouse is in fact
one that had been removed long ago and replaced by a mouse port
type. The driver for the old mouse had not been removed, but the PC

worked properly because the drivers for the new mouse had been
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installed properly. This demonstrates the point that problems with
hardware will not necessarily prevent Windows from booting. With things
such as mice and soundcards the PC will often boot -up even if there is

a problem, but the hardware concerned will not work properly. The
drivers for more crucial items of hardware such as the hard disc drive
and the video card are more likely to bring the boot process to a halt.
Where hardware problems are found in Device Manager it certainly makes

sense to sort them out before trying to proceed further. This might get
the system working properly again or there could still be boot problems,

but it at least clears away some potential causes of the prob em.
Reinstalling drivers can be problematic with the old drivers still in place.

Even though there is a suspected problem with the existing Dies,
Windows can be reluctant to replace them with drivers that do not have
a later date.

It is best to remove the existing drivers and then shut down Windows
and reboot the system. Drivers are easily removes using Device Manager,

and it is just a matter of left clicking on the relevant entry to highlight it
and then operating the Remove button. Left -click on the OK button
when the warning message appears on the screen (Figure 2.8). The
relevant entry should then disappear from the list of devices. Note that
it

is not possible to select and remove a category from the Device

Manager list.

Where all the drivers in a category are giving problems they must be
removed individually. Even where (say) just one out of four drivers for a
soundcard is not working properly, it is best to remove all the drivers
and reinstall everything "frcm scratch". The drivers can be reinstalled
via Device Manager provided the system was nct booted in Safe mode.
If the system can only be booted in Safe mode it is worth trying the Add
New Hardware option of the Control Panel, which usually seems to work

in this mode. Note also that some hardware drivers have their own
installation program and do not have to use the standard Windows
methods. Before attempting to reinstall the drivers make sure you read
the manufacturer's installat on instructions.

If you have an Internet connection it is a gcod idea to check the
manufacturer's web site to see if a more recent version of the driver
software is available. There are usually frequent updates to the dnvers
for newer items of equipment. In general it is not a good idea to install
an updated driver with the old version still in place, so use Device
Manager to remove the original driver before nstalling the new one.
One exception to this is where the updated drive- is not actually a full set
of driver software. Sometimes the new version uses some of the original
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Fig.2.8 Device drivers are easily removed using Device Manager

files, while changing other files and (or) adding new ones. As always,
read the installation instructions before installing the new software. This
should state whether or not the original drivers should be left in place or
removed. It is does not, then the old drivers should be removed prior to
installing the new ones.

Hardware problems
If repeated reinstallation of the drivers fails to clear the yellow exclamation

marks, and updated drivers do not help either, it is quite likely that the
cause of the trouble is a hardware fault. In the case of an expansiol
card, check that it is fitted in its expansion slot using the simple method
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Fig.2.9 When Windows is tooted in Normal mode, Device Manager
will give some details of hardware or dotter problems

cutlined in chapter 1. If the PC can be booted in normal mode use
Device Manager to check the cause of the problem. Double-click on the
Entry for the troublesome device to bring up a window like the one in
Figure 2.9. The program may be vague in its reporting of the fault,
stating something along the lines that the device is not working properly,
and that the hardware is faulty or the drivers are not installed.

the example of Figure 2.9 It is quite specific, reporting that there is a
hardware conflict. In other words, this device needs to use resources of

tie computer that are already used by another piece of hardware. A
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problem of this type should not occur if the PC has been in use and
working well for some time. It is more the type of thing that happens
when new hardware is added to a PC. A hardware conflict is not strictly
speaking a Windows problem, and goes beyond the scope of this book.
Windows provides some built-in help for dealing with this type of thing
in the form of the Hardware Troubleshooter. This can be launched by
operating the Hardware Troubleshooter button in the Device Properties

window. Wizards will then guide you through the process of sorting
things out. With luck the problem will soon be cured, but if inadequate
resources are available for all the hardware there will be no alternative to
disabling one of the devices producing the conflict.

Logging
If no problems can be found with the hardware, or sorting out the
problems that are found makes no different to the boot problems, it is
time to look elsewhere for the fault. Newly installed software that makes
a mess of a configuration file is probably the most common cause of
Windows start up problems. If the system refuses to boot just after
some new software has been installed it is odds-on that the installation
program has made a mistake somewhere in the process. There are two
options in the Windows 95/98 start up menu that help you to discover
the root cause of the fault when the system refuses to boot. The first of
these is option two, which provides a logged start up.

Depending on the way your PC is configured, it may provide a long
string of messages detailing what is happening during the boot process,

or it may suppress these messages. Even if these messages are
displayed, on a modern PC you often find that many of them scroll off
the screen so fast that there is little chance of reading them. The basic
function of the logged boot up is to write these messages to a file called
Bootlog.txt that is placed in the root directory of the boot disc. This file
can be read using any text editor or word processor. Incidentally, the
previous version of the file, if there is one, will be saved as Bootlog.prv.
One of Window's built-in text editors can be used to examine the Bootlog

file if your PC is not equipped with a word processor. From the Start
menu choose Programs, Accessories and then Wordpad. This produces
a simple but effective word processor, and the Booticg file can be loaded

by selecting File and Open. This produces the standard Windows file
requester that can be directed to the root directory of drive C:. Make
sure that either text (txt) files (Figure 2.10) or all files (*.*) is selected in
the lower part of the window, or Bootlog.txt will be ''invisible" to the file
requester.
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Fig.2.10 Make sure that the word processor is set to recognise a file
having a "txt" extension

Once loaded, there is no difficulty in making a detailed examination of
the file's contents. The list of messages is comprehensive and provides
a full list of every action dLring boot up. The file also shows whetter or
not each action was successful. This is just a small sample from a long
BOOTLOG file:

[00109EE9] Loading Device
C:\WINDOWS\SETVER.EXE
[00109EE9] LoadSuccess
C:\WINDOWS\SETVER.EXE
[00109EE9] Loading Device =
C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\ANSI.SYS
[00109EE9] LoadSuccess
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C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\ANSI.SYS
[00109EE9] Loading Device = C:\MTM\MTMCDAI.SYS
[00109F0B] LoadSuccess
= C:\MTM\MTMCDAI.SYS
[00109F0B] Loading Device =
C:\WAVRIDER\DRIVERS\SGIDECD.SYS
[00109F26] LoadFailed
C:\WAVRIDER\DRIVERS\SGIDECD.SYS
[00109F26] Loading Device =
C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\DISPLAY.SYS
[00109F32] LoadSuccess
C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\DISPLAY.SYS
[00109F32] Loading Device =
C:\WINDOWS\HIMeM.SYS
[00109F32] LoadSuccess
C:\WINDOWS\HIMeM.SYS
[00109F32] Loading Device =
C:\WINDOWS\DBLBUFF.SYS
[00109F32] LoadSuccess
C:\WINDOWS\DBLBUFF.SYS
[00109F32] Loading Device =
C:\WINDOWS\IFSHLP.SYS
[00109F32] LoadSuccess
C:\WINDOWS\IFSHLP.SYS
[00109F33] C:\COLOUR.EXE[00109F33]
starting
[00109F33]

C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\MODE.COM[00109F34]

starting

[00109F33]

C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\MODE.COM[00109F33]
starting
[00109F33] C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\KEYB.COM(Logo
disabled)
[00109F33]
starting
[00109F45] C:\WINDOWS\AZTPNP.EXE[00109F45]
starting
[00109F56] C:\WINDOWS\AZTPNP.EXE[00109F56]
starting
As with all faultfinding, resist the temptation to jump to conclusions. In
this list there is one line that failed, but it is obvious that this did not bring
things to an immediate halt because the boot process continued on for
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dozens more lines and processes. The system file (SGIDECD.SYS) that
failed to load is a driver for a soundcard no longer fitted to the system.
The required file was no longer on the system, anc was no longer needed.
Its failure to load was ignored by the system, which continued to boot.
Most Boot.log files seem to show a few failed processes that turn out to

be of no consequence. It is conceivable that an error early it the
proceedings could result in failure later in the boot process, but it is
towards the end of the Boot og file that the cause of the problem is most
likely to be found.

Step-by-step
Option four in the Windows start up menu provides an alternative me:hod
of locating the problem, and is the one I would recommend using. Step-

by-step confirmation, as one would expect from its name, means that
the system will go through the boot process step-by-step, and that it will
only include those steps that the user authorises. This enables the user
to see exactly where things grind to a halt, and with further attempts it is
possible to bypass certain stages of the boot process to see if this enables

the system to boot. Note that this method of booting offers the option of
having a Boot.log file generated. It is a good idea to select this option.
You may not need the Boot.log file, but it will be there if it should be
required.

It is often helpful to try booting the computer without the config.sys file
being processed, or if that does not get the system to boot try again
without the autoexec.bat file being processed. I' blocking one of these
enables the system to boot, examine the relevant file (which will be in
the root directory of the bool drive) using a word processor or text editor.
When editing any configuration file it is necessary to take great care not
to make inadvertent changes to the file. If you are not very careful you

could easily end up doing more harm than good. Always save an
unchanged version of the file to provide a backup if you make a mess of
things and need to return to the original version of the file. I recommend
making a backup on the ha -d drive called something like config.bak or
autoexec.bak, and also making a backup copy on a floppy disc which
should be write protected so that it can not be accidentally overwrilen.

If you wish to get rid of a
in the file that seems to be causinc the
problem, a useful ploy is to add "Rem" followed by a space at the
beginning of that line. This to Is the operating system to ignore the line
because it contains a rema-k that is merely there as an aid to anyone
examining the file. The advantage of this method over deleting the line
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is that it is so easy to put things back the way they were. If you need to
reinstate the line you simply delete the four charactes you added. There
is little chance of accidentally altering the line, because you never make
any changes to the original text. It is worth looking for repetition in these
configuration files.

Some installation programs make automatic changes to configuration
files, and things do not always work quite as they should. For example,
you will often find two or three almost identical PATH commands in the
autoexec.bat file. What seems to happen is that an installation program
adds a new PATH command that is the same as the original except that
it has one or two additions at the end. Presumably the original PATH
command is supposed to be erased, but a flaw in the installation program
leaves it intact.

The same sort of thing can happen with other commands. The additional

commands may seem to be of no consequence, but they will take up
memory, and the memory set aside for this purpose may be used up.

This usually produce error messages along the lines "not enough
environment space". Lines in the configuration files that run drivers that
are no longer necessary or undertake any unnecessary operations can
waste memory and prevent the system from bootinc properly. Strangely
perhaps, MS/DOS problems that prevent Windows from booting will not
necessarily prevent MS/DOS from booting. Hence it is sometimes
possible to boot into MS/DOS, type "win" and press the Return key, and
launch Windows successfully, even though booting directly into Windows
is not possible.

As can be seem from the screen shot of Figure 2.11, if you opt to have
the config.sys or autoexec.bat file processed at boot -up, you then have
control over the individual lines of each file. If the problem does exist in
either of the MS/DOS configuration files, by a process of elimination this
method should enable the exact cause of the problem to be located.

Later problems
If Windows stalls quite late in the boot sequence it is unlikely that the
processing of the MS/DOS configuration files is causing the problem.
In this case you should opt to have the Windows Registry processed

during boot -up and to have the Windows graphical user interface
installed. Initially try loading everything on offer until the boot process
comes to a halt. The last boot process prior to the system hanging -up is

probably the one that is causing the problem, but it could conceivably
be something earlier on that is causing the problem.
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Fig.2.11 Step-by-step mode give good control over which boot
processes are carried out
Try booting again but with the suspect process bypassed to see if :his
gets the PC booted into Windows. If that fails, try eliminating the process
that occurs one stage earlier, then the one a further s:age earlier, and so
on. With luck you will soon get the system to boot, and the problem
stage will be identified.

Error message
The cause of Windows stallirg during start up is something you will nct
necessarily have to strive to discover. More often than not Windows wi I
halt with a message stating the reason for everything suddenly grinding
to a halt. Sometimes the pro Dlem will be due to a missing file. In fad in

most instances it seems to be due to a damaged or missirg file.

A

damaged file could be one that has become corrupted, but more usually
it is one that has been overwritten by an earlier version of the same file.
This is something we will consider in detail later ii this chapter.
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If the problem occurs after a piece of software has ,ust been uninstalled,
it is likely that the uninstaller removed a file that is needed by another

program. The easy solution is to boot in Safe mode and reinstall the
software, which should reinstate the file that Windows considers to be
essential. Assuming that this is successful, you can either take the easy

option and leave the reinstalled program in place, or try removing it
again. The fact that the original removal of the program did not go
entirely according to plan does not necessarily mean that a second
attempt will also fail. On the other hand, it will not be a great surprise if
it does fail.
It is worth making the point that installing and uninstalling software tends
to be less troublesome if you always opt for the default directory rather
than choosing another directory. I am not entirely sure why this should
be, but it is probably due to minor errors in some installer and uninstaller
programs. Anyway, unless there is a good reason to do otherwise, always
settle for the default directory.

In the event of the boot process failing again, reinstalling the software
once more should restore normal operation. You are not necessarily
stuck with the program for life, and normal operation should be possible
if the program is removed again and the contentious file is reinstated.
The file causing the problem could be in the program's directory structure
or in the Windows directory structure. Either way, using the file search
function of Windows Explorer should soon locate it. Copy the file to a
temporary directory and then uninstall the program. If the file was copied
from somewhere in the Windows directory structure, copy it back to that
location. If it was in the program's own directory structure, the directory
it came from might have been removed by the uninstaller.

One approach to the problem is to remake part o, the erased directory
structure so that the file can be copied back to its original location. This
might not be necessary though, and in most cases Windows will find
the file if it is placed in the Windows directory structure where files of a
similar type are located. In the case of a DLL file for example, Windows
should find the file if it is copied to the Windows/System folder.

File hunt
In cases where reinstalling a recently uninstalled program is ineffective,

or there is no recently uninstalled software to put back, reinstalling
Windows is probably the best option. If Windows is reinstalled on top of

the existing installation there should be no problems with your
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applications software. Any programs that are correctly insti
Windows should remain so after Windows itself has been rein
Although one might think that reinstalling Windows would alw
any boot problems, it is only fair to point out that it is not a i.
panacea. In a fair proportion of cases it will get things back into working
order, but sometimes the problem with the old installation is carried
through into the new one. When Windows is installed over an existing
installation, some of the settings from the old installation are copied to
the new one. This provides a route for an existing problem to find its
way into the new installation.
If no easy solution can be found to a Windows boot problem it is certainly

worthwhile trying reinstallation before spending large amounts of tine
trying to precisely identify and cure the problem. Reinstalling Windows
does not take all that long and there is a reasonable chance that it will
get the operating system fully operational again. If the problem is due
to a missing file, and it is a standard Windows file That has gone "absent
without leave", reinstallation should get Windows running properly again.
Similarly, if a standard Windows file has become corrupted, reinstalling
Windows should overwrite the damaged file with a sound version and
cure the problem. Installing Windows "from scratch" and on top of an
existing installation are both covered in chapter E.
Problems with missing and corrupted files often involve dynamic link
library files, or DLL files as they are usually termed. These files are
easily spotted when browsing the hard disc as they all have a "d11"
extension. Some users make a backup copy of all the DLL files on the
hard disc so that any files cf this type that are accidentally erased or
overwritten by an earlier version can be easily replaced. Backing up
DLL files is covered in chapter 4. There will be a vast number of DLL
files on the backup disc or directory, but if the one you require is actually

there it should not take too long to locate it usirg the Find Folders or
Files facility in Windows Explorer. It can then be copied to the appropriate
folder using Windows Explorer.

Searching Windows
On the face of it, if a DLL file is damaged or missing and you think it
might be on the Windows installation disc, browsing the disc should
bring it to light. In practice there is a minor complication in that most of
the Windows files are not stored on the installation disc as individual
files. Instead you will find a number of cabinet files on the disc, and
these are the ones that have a "cab" extension. Many of the Windows
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files are compressed and grouped together in these cabinet files, out if
you double-click on one of Them using Windows Explorer, provided you
are using Windows Me the files within each one will be shown as if :hey
were separate entities. Furthermore, the files within a cabinet file cal be
copied using the normal W.ndows Explorer methods such as Copy and
Paste.

This does not seem to work wIth Windows 95 or S8, but a decompression
utility such as Winzip will show the contents of a cabinet file and permit
the contents to be extracted. The MS/DOS Extract program shoulc also

do the job, but is relatively awkward to use. It can be found it the
Windows\Command folder. In Windows 98 the System File Checker
program can also be used to extract a file from the installation disc. This
can be problematic in the first version of Windows 98, incidentally. It is
probably worth trying if you use Windows 98 SE, but otherwise Winzip
is a better bet.

In order to run the Systen File Checker program select Accessories
from the Start menu and tnen choose System Information. Go to the
Tools menu in the window that appears and select System F le Checker.

This will produce a
Window like the one
in
Figure 2.12.
Activate the lower of
the two radio buttons

Ce locato,

want to

eu Me

"rn12 ai

and type the name of

EV...

the file you wish to
extract from the

hff7fe.

I

Windows installation

disc (Figure 2.13).
Next operate the Start

button, and type the

Fig.2.14 Specifying the source and
destination for the file

source for the file and

the location to which it is to be copied (Figure 2.14). Operate the OK
button and the file should be extracted from the disc and copied to the
specified destination directcry.

Me safe
Using Windows Me it is possible to do your own troubleshooting when
boot problems occur, but tt-ere is a troubleshooter Wizard to he p sort
out this type of problem. I' you enter Safe mode using Wincows Me you
are greeted with a screen of the type shown in Figure 2.15. This gives
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Safe Mode Troubleshooter
If this troubleshooter appeared automatically, Windows is running in Safe mtdj.

If you got here unexpectedly, shut down your computer. Click Start, dick Shutdown, select
Shutdown, and then dick OK. If your computer doesn't power down, turn it eft Wait ten seconds,
and then turn it back on. If Windows still starts in Safe mode, this troubleshooter may be able to
help. Click Next below to continue with this troubleshooter.
You can also use II System Restore to restore your computer to the most recent configuration in
which it started normally. (To open System Restore from the Start menu, clinc Mort, click Help,
and then dick Using System Restore under FIN a problem.)

If you came to Safe mode intentionally, you can use this troubleshoc ter to try to fix a
problem, or you can click the Close (0) button in the upper -right c unit, of the window to
close this troubleshooter.

Next

I

'Stasi!a

x *Help and Supped

Fig.2.15 The Windows Me Sale mode troubleshooter

the option of using the System Restore program to take the system
back to an earlier stage where it worked properly. System Restore is
covered in chapter 4 and will not be considered in detail here. It is not
applicable if the operating system has only just been installed, or there
are problems installing it at all. It is not likely to help if the problem
occurred after adding a new piece of hardware, or if an existing item of
hardware is proving troublesome, but in most other cases it offers the
quickest and easiest means of getting the computer operational again.

Operate the Next button if you decide to use the troubleshooter to sort
things out. This produces the screen of Figure 2.16. The five radio
buttons at the side of the window are used to select the description that
best suits the way in which you ended up in Safe mcde. These are the
five descriptions:
I added new hardware and my computer started in Safe mode
During or immediately following Windows Millennium Setup my computer
unexpectedly started in Safe mode

I added new software and my computer started in Safe mode

I don't know how I got here
Another troubleshooter instructed me to start in Safe mode
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Fig.2.16 Starting to use the Windows Me
troubleshooter

of the boot sequence with an error message. This gave the optbn of
pressing Enter to return tc Windows, but this failed to work. Probably
because Windows had not fiiished booting and there was no Wirdows
to boot into. The Control -M -Delete keys therefore had to be used to
reboot the computer, which was then rebooted in Safe mode. Although

not strictly accurate, the "I don't know" option seems the most
appropriate.
Selecting this option and operating the Next button brings up the screen
of Figure 2.17. This inst-u:,Is the user to restart the compute-. On
restarting
the

computer it booted
into Windows in

"144; and Support

Normal mode without

any problems, and
another
reboot
produced the same
It
result.
was

therefore

unnecessary to go
any further with the

faultfinding process.
As
pointed out
previously, a one-off

start-up problem of
this type is not
unknown
with
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Fig 2.17 The next stage in using the
Windows Me troubleshooter
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try disabling your startup tiles.

important
The following procedure may require you to restart your computer, which will dose this
troubleshooter. If possible, print this information from another computer, and then perform the steps
on the computer you are troubleshooting.
There might be a problem with any one of several files that normally load when you start windows.
Set your computer to start without loading System
Starttlp folder, and see whether this solves the problem.

static _y_tC., files, and the programs in your

+ To start without loading these files
Note
If you change settings and your computer starts normally, but you want to reopen this
troubleshooter, dick Start, click Help, and then search Help and Support for Safe Mode
Troubleshooter.

If your computer starts and shuts down correctly when you don't load these files, there might be a problem
with one of the files.

SI To determine which file or entry is causing the problem
If you determine that a particular entry is causing the problem, leave that entry turned off, turn on the
other entries, and then restart your computer.
you can leave a problem entry turned off as a workaround, or you can contact the manufacturer of the

*Staid' a 7'; I

:11

4s Help and Smsort

.,:t1

'f6

Fig.2.18 This help screen enables the PC to be booted into Windows
without the Win.ini and System.ini files being processed

Windows, and it could be due to a glitch in Windows itself. It can also
be caused by something like a piece of hardware not initialising properly
when the computer is switched on. If a problem of this type only happens
very infrequently it is probably not worth investigating further. With a
very intermittent boot problem the chances of finding the cause are very
limited.

If restarting the computer fails to clear the problem there is plenty of
help available if the Safe mode is used again. For example, the screen
of Figure 2.18 helps the user to try booting the computer without the
Win.ini and System.ini files being processed. The screen of Figure 2.19
helps the user to restore an earlier version of the Windows Registry, and

there are help screens for the usual steps when Windows
troubleshooting.

Windows Registry
The Windows Registry seems to be regarded by many as the place to
go in order to cure any Windows problem, but matters are not as simple
as that. Problems with Windows are not necessarily due to anything
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Try restoring a previous version of your registry.

0 Important
The 'okaying procedure may require ycv t restart your computer, whech will close this
troubleshooter. If possible, pint this infartrabon from another computer, and then perform the steps
on the computer you are troubleshootenj.
To restore a previous version of your WincOrt% registry, you need to start he computer by use
Windows Startup disk.

a

You might have xeated a Startup disk when ou installed Windows. If you don't have a Startuo disk,
create one.

ti To create a Startup disk
M To restore a registry backup
Does restoring a previous version of the rgietry solve the problem'
r. No, this doesn't solve the problem

Yes. this solves the Problem
1 scant to skip this step and try
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else.
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Fig.2.19 This help screen enables an earlier version of the Windows
Registry to be restored
amiss in the Registry. If a ha'dware driver is not installed properly or is

faulty, the Windows Registry is unlikely to provide an answer to the
problem. Perhaps of greater importance, even wnere editing the Registry
can clear a problem, unless great care is taken it is likely that the problem
will be made worse rather than better. Making any changes to the registry
has to be regarded as a high -risk activity.

As pointed out in chapter 1, Windows automatically produces backup
copies of the Registry, anc it is possible to resort to one of these if the
Registry becomes seriously damaged. Also, you can make your own
backup copies of the Registry files, which can be restored if you somehow
manage to get the Registry files beyond redemption.

If you are determined to go ahead and experiment with editing the
Registry I would certainly recommend making backup copies j.ist in
case things go seriously awry. Even if the Registry is well anc truly
backed up, it is still not a good idea to start making changes unless you
are sure you know what you are doing. You can resort to a backup copy
if things go seriously awry, but realistically, your chances of success are
minimal.
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What is it?
Probably most Windows users have heard of the Registry, but there are
probably relatively few that know its exact nature and purpose. Although
the name suggests that it is one file, it is actually two hidden files in the
Windows folder called System.dat and User.dat. It is a database that
contains all manner of Windows system settings. If you change settings
via the Control Panel, you are actually making changes to the Windows
Registry.

The same is true when you install or remove software or hardware, or
make practically any changes to the system. It is not just the Windows

settings that are stored in the Registry, and it can be used to store
configuration information for applications programs as well. This factor
probably increases the risk of the Registry being corrupted when software

is installed or uninstalled. The Registry files can easily be damaged if
the installer or uninstaller gets it slightly wrong.
Windows experts often edit the Registry as a means of customising their
Windows installation. Obviously many aspects of Windows are easily

changed via the standard routes, such as using the Control Panel to
change things such as screen colours, resolution, etc. Hackers often
prefer to go direct to the Registry because they can make some changes

that are not possible via the approved channels. This is fine for those
having the necessary expertise to make this type of change, but it is not
to be recommended for occasional dabblers.

Editing
Many computer configuration files can be edited by simply loading them
into a text editor or word processor and making the required changes.
Run

1113
Type the name of a program folder. document or Internet

This method is not
normally used with

the Registry files,
and instead they are
edited via the special
editing utility. This

resource and Windows wt11 open n for you
Qpen

program is called
t\t

ors

I

Cancel

I

browse

I

Fig.2.20 The Run option from the Start menu is
used to run the Regedit program
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Fig.2.21 The initial screen of the Registry Editor

the Start menu, choose Run. type "regedit" in the text box, and then
operate the OK button (Figure 2.20). There is io need to include the

path to the Regedit.exe file; Windows will know where to find

it.

Alternatively, use the Run function but use the Browse facility to locate
the Regedit.exe file and then operate the OK button. This will bring up
the rather blank looking initia screen of Figure 2.21.

In operation Regedit is designed to be much ike Windows Explorer.
There are what appear to be files and folders, and there is no hint hat it
is actually two files that are being edited. You need to bear in mina the
program is showing the coitents of a database, and that it can not be
used in exactly the same way as Windows Explorer. For example, the
drag and drop approach does not work when using Regedit. Dcuble
clicking on one of the entries in the left-hand section of The screen
expands it, as in Figure 2.22, to show what appear to be subfolde.s.
In Windows Registry terminology the left-hanc section of the screen
shows keys, and double clicking on one of these expands its entry to
show the sub -keys. With subfolders double clicking on an entry will
sometimes reveal further sublolders. Likewise, double clicking on sub keys will sometimes reveal a further layer of the key structure. A mark
beside a key icon indicates that a further layer of sub -keys is available.
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Fig.2.22 Double-clicking on a key expands it, like expanding a folder in
Windows Explorer

Once the lowest level in the key structure has been reached, double
clicking on an entry produces something like the window of Figure 2.23.
Including the icons on the left, the right-hand section of the screen breaks

down into three sections. The icon indicates the type of data stored in
the key. An icon containing "ab" indicates that the key holds a string,
which means that it contains letters and (or) numbers. The string is
always contained within double quotation marks("). An icon containing
"011110" indicates that the key holds a numerical code, which is often
in the form of a binary number and not an ordinary decimal type. The
hexadecimal numbering system is also used, and r umbers of this type
are preceded by "Ox" to show that they are in this numbering system.
No quotation marks are used for numeric values.

Next to the icons in the Name column are the values, but this term is
perhaps a bit misleading. The Name heading at the top of this column
is more accurate, since the values are names that tell you which piece of

data is stored for each entry in the database. Fortunately, the names
used here usually give a good idea as to the purpcse of each piece of
data, although the names have to be kept reasonably short. The fourth
column is the actual data stored in each value.
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Fig.2.23 Including the icons, the right-hand sec'ion of the screen
breaks down into three sections

Navigation
You do not have to move around the Registry for long in order to realise
that the number of values stored there is vast. I do not know how many
values are to be found in an average Windows Registry, but it must be
many thousands. There are six main Registry keys in the "root directory",
which are known as "hive" keys incidentally. It is obviously much easier
to find the required value if you understand the significance of the hive
keys, and know which one to search. These are the six hive keys and
the types of value that each one contains:

HKEY CLASSES ROOT
All the file associations are stored within this key. This includes OLE
information, shortcut data, a -id file associations for the recognised file
types.

INKEY_CURRENT_USER
The desktop preferences are stored in this key. This mainly n-eans
parameters that are set via the Control Panel, out other data is stored
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here. Under the Software sub -key there is a further sub -key for each
item of installed software, so there can be a vast number or entries here
as well.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
Machine in a Windows context means the PC that

is running on. This
hive key therefore contains data that is specific to the particular PC
concerned. As one would expect, there is a Hardware sub -key here,
but there are others such as a Network sub -key and a security type.
There is a Software sub -key here as well, but it is different to the one
found under the HKEY_CURRENT_USER hive key. The information
stored in this Software sub -key seems to be largely associated with
hardware configuration and uninstalling the software, rather than things
like screen colours.

HKEY_USERS
If the PC has more than one user, this hive key is used to store the
preferences for each user. In most cases the users feature of Windows
is not utilized, so the information here will simply duplicate that stored in

the HKEY_CURRENTUSER hive key. Perhaps more accurately,
HKEY_CURRENT USERS will duplicate the data stored in HKEY_USERS.

HKEY CURRENT CONFIG
This key contains the current software and hardware configuration data.
In the likely event that you are only using one configuration, it will contain
the same data as HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

HKEY DYN DATA
The dynamic data is stored in this hive key. Dynamic in this context
means that it is data that must always be stored in memory so that it can

be accessed quickly. As one would expect, the data stored here is
highly technical in nature.
Even if you know what you are looking for and roughly where to find it,
searching through the numerous entries in the Registry can still be very
time consuming. Fortunately, the Registry Editor has a Find facility that

is similar to the Find Files and Folders facility of Windows Explorer.
Selecting Find from the Edit menu brings up a window like the one of
Figure 2.24. Use the textbox to enter the text you wish to search for, and
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select the fields of
the Registry you wish
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produced if the full

string in the Registry Fig.224 The Registry Editor's Find facility
matches the one you
have entered. If this option is not selected, a match will be produced if

the string you entered matches part of an entry in the Registry. The
whole string option can help to keep the number of matches to more
manageable proportions, bit you have to know precisely what you are
looking for.

Press the Find Next button to search for the string. If a match is found,
it will be shown highlighted the main window of the Registry Editcr. If
this one is not the entry you are looking for, call up the Find facility again

and operate the Find Next button. Keep doing this until the required
entry is located or the whole cf the Registry has seen searched.
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Fig.2.25 Editing an entry in 'he Registry
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Fig.2.26 The opening screen of the Norton Utilities
In order to edit a Registry entry double-click on it to bring up the editing
window, as in Figure
edited in the normal way. Left -click the OK button when you have finished,
or the Cancel button if you change your mind. It is also possible to left click on an entry and then use the Edit menu to either delete or rename
it. Clearly it is necessary to know exactly what you are doing before
altering any registry entries. If you suspect an entry is giving problems

it is not possible to remedy the problem by editing its data unless you
know the correct data to use. Unless you have the necessary expertise
it is better to alter the Registry only via indirect routes, such as installing
or uninstalling software, using the Control Panel, etc.

Backup
For inexperienced users it is better to rely on backup copies of the registry
rather than fiddling with Registry settings when something goes wrong.
Chapter 4 deals with the general topic of backups, including backing up
and restoring the Registry. Windows runs the built-in Registry Checker
program each time Windows is started, and it can also be run manually.
From the Start menu select Programs, Accessories, System Tools, and
System Information. Then select Registry Checker from the Tools menu
of the window that appears.
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Fig.2.27 The Norton WinDoctor utility in action

If all is well, once the check has been completed you will be asked
whether or not you wish to backup the Registry. It is automatically backed
up each time Windows boots, so there is not usually any point in doing
so. However, it will not do ary harm to have a new backup produced. If
Registry Checker finds a problem, which it never has in my experience,
it

will provide a warning message. Since Registry Checker runs

automatically at start up, it will only find the newest of problems, which
is presumably why it hardly ever finds anything wrcng when run manually.

Windows checkers
There is not exactly a world shortage of software to help fix Windows
problems. The software on offer ranges from simple utilities that are
designed to investigate and fix problems in one particular aspect of
Windows, to large suites of software that cover just about everything.
These larger software suites often have utilities that are designed to "tune"

the system and maintain it in peak condition. The Norton Utilities suite
is probably the best known program of this type, and Figure 2.26 shows
the start up screen. Here it is possible to select from a range of options,
which include hard disc utilities an enhanced Registry editor, and various
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Fig.2.28 Example results produced by the DiskDoctor utility

diagnostic tools. Figure 2.27 shows the Norton WinDoctor facility in
action, and amongst other things this scans the Windows Registry and
other configuration files in search of errors.

Figure 2.28 shows an example of the test results produced by the
WinDoctor utility. You always have to be slightly wary with this type of
thing, because the checking utility might think it has found an error when

things are in fact correct. The section of the report headed "Drive
Changed from C to D" notes some 160 problems, but the PC in question

is a dual boot type, and this has confused the checking utility. The
problems that the program thinks it has found disappear when the PC is
booted using the second hard disc drive. The program correctly advises
against fixing the problems automatically. In most cases problems will

be reported correctly, especially if your PC does lot have an unusual
configuration. Many of the faults can be fixed autorr atically by a program
such as the Norton Utilities.

Sysed it
Sometimes Windows boot problems result in tne system simply grinding
to a halt, giving little clue as to what is wrong. Often though, Windows
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will provide an error message, and this is likely to refer to some form of
Windows driver or system file that is mentioned n a configuration file.
The problem can be due to the driver or other system file being absent

or faulty, or it can simply be that the file is being called up in error.
Uninstallers sometimes get things slightly wrong, and leave a reference
to something like a driver or DLL file in a configuration file, even though

that file is no longer needed and has been deleted. This might bring
Windows to a halt during the boot -up process, but often the process
can be continued without the missing file.
Normally when Windows reports that a file is missing it is necessary to
reinstate it somehow. If a program has just been uninstalled, reinstal ing
the program will probably put the missing file back again. If the file in
question is a standard Windows type that is present on the installation
disc, it can be copied from the disc. Where the system seems to work
perfectly well without the file, it is likely that the reference to it in the
configuration file is erroneous.
You can simply put up with an error message being produced each t me

Windows boots, but it is better to remove the incorrect entry in the

configuration file. The error message will usually mention the
configuration file by name so that you know which one to edit. These
files are usually straightforward text files, so they can be edited using a

word processor or text ed tor. Whenever anything of this type is
undertaken it is a good idea tc make a copy of the file before you start
editing. That way you can restore the backup copy if the changes make
things worse rather than betel.
Windows 95/98 has a built-in editor for the configL ration files. It is called
Sysedit, and it can be run by selecting Run from the Start menu, typing

"sysedit" into the text box, and then operating the OK button. There is
no need to give the path to the Sysedit program file. Running this
program produces a window like Figure 2.29, w th five windows open
within the main window. Each pf the five windows contains the text for a
different configuration file. Two of these are for the MS/DOS configuration
files autoexec.bat and config.sys.

The autoexec.bat file is used tc run any ordinary programs that mus: be
launched at the end of the toot process. Any programs mentioned in

this file should be normal MS/DOS commands or program fi es.
config.sys is similar, but it is used to run prog -ems that have a sys
extension. These are programs that can only be run from Config.sys,
and they are mainly used to provide a backgrounc task such as a mouse
driver.
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Fig.2.29 Sysedit opens five configuration files in separate windows.
It is basically just a simple text processor

The other three files are Windows configuration files, and in my
experience it is System.ini that is most likely to require editing. It is not
exactly unknown for Win.ini to require some adjustment, but I have never
yet needed to edit Protocol.ini. Both System.ini and Windows.ini have
their origins in the pre Windows 95 era, and are presumably retained
mainly to provide compatibility with software written for earlier versions
of Windows. The Windows Registry is the main scurce of configuration
data for Windows 95/98/Me. This does not mean that these two files are
no longer used by the system though, and mistakes in the initialisation
files can still cause problems with modern versions of Windows.
If you wish to edit a configuration file using Sysedit, left -click on its Window
to make it the current one, and it is a good idea to maximise the Window
as well. The text can then be edited in standard Windows word processor

or text editor fashion, and the usual facilities are available from the File
and Edit menus (Figure 2.30). These can be used to save the edited
version, but make sure that you save an unedited version under a different

name before you start making changes. If things go seriously wrong it
is then quite easy to return to the original version of the file.
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Fig.2.30 Sysedit has the usual File and Edit facilities

Reinstallation
If the usual methods of fixing Windows fail to get results, realistically
there are only two options available. One is to continue searching for
the cause of the problem, running diagnostic software, checking through
configuration files, checking the hardware and drivers, or anything else
you can think of. Option two is to reinstall Windows. Initially reinstall it
on top of the existing version, which will leave your applications software
properly installed and with luck will cure the problem. If that fails, any
important data must be backed up to another hard disc or other mass
storage device. The hard disc can then be wiped clean and Wincows
plus all the applications software and data must be reinstalled trom
scratch".
This may seem like a defeatist attitude, but searching for the cause of an
obscure fault in Windows can be very time consuming. A straightforward

reinstallation is almost certain to be quicker, and even reinstalling
Windows "from scratch" could be a quicker route to success. It is also
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Fig.2.31 The Microsoft Knowledge Base has a good search engine

worth bearing in mind that reinstalling everything has the beneficial effect
of removing the numerous unnecessary files that tend to start cluttering

the hard disc as a Windows installation grows older. This will often
produce a significant reduction in the time it takes for the system to
boot, for programs to load and the general speed of operation when
hard disc accesses are involved.
Where there is no easy solution to a Windows problem, professional PC
maintenance engineers tend to opt for the reinstallation option sooner
rather than later. For those with less experience of these things it will

probably be more of a last resort than a routine method of fixing and
streamlining a damaged Windows installation. However, having
reinstalled everything you will probably be quite happy that you did.

Knowledge Base
In some circumstances there may be no option but to press on in an
attempt to find a cure for the problem. With masses of important data
on the hard disc and no means of backing it up, wiping the disc clean is
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Fig.2.32 The search engine succeeded in finding a start up
troubleshooter
not an option. The best course of action would be to have the computer
fitted with some form of mass storage device so that the data could be
backed up. Apart from leaving your reinstallat on options open, This
also guards against losing important data due to a hard disc failure. If
you have an Internet connection and decide to press on rather than
reinstall, it Is worthwhile investigating the Microsoft Knowledge Base.
There is actually a massive amount of help available at Microsoft's Neb
site (www.microsoft.com), including articles and troubleshooting Wizards
for a large range of Microsoft products.
A good place to start is the Self Support section. This brings up a screen
like the one in Figure 2.31, where you can specify the product for w7ich

you require support, and the type of support required (article,
troubleshooter, driver file, etc.). You can also put in some key words to
help the search engine come up with something suitable. ft Windows
will not start up properly for example, "start up problem" will help the
search engine to come up with some suitable suggestions.
A search for a Windows 98 troubleshooter to assist with a start up prob em

produced the screen of Figure 2.32. Here there is a troubleshooter for
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problems with both starting up and closing down Windows. This asks

the user questions and then makes suggestions on how to fix the
problem. With perseverance, I would guess that practically any Windows

problem could be solved using the information available from the
Microsoft Knowledge Base. The only problem is that you will probably
need a second PC to access the Internet while your faulty PC is being
sorted out. Possibly a friend can assist if you do not have a spare
computer.

Recurring problems
If you are very unlucky, having reinstalled everythirg "from scratch" the

problem will return again.

It

is likely that the problem will keep

reappearing if you keep reinstalling Windows. Where the problem is in

some way hardware related, perhaps only happening when the
soundcard is used, the most likely explanation is that one of the drivers
or the hardware itself is faulty. It is more likely to be a driver problem

than a fault in the hardware, so check with the technical support
department of the hardware manufacturer to see if a later version of the
driver software is available. These days most manufacturers have the
latest drivers available on their web sites, where there may also be some
troubleshooting hints, so the relevant web site should be the first port of
call.

If everything works fine at first, but things go ser ously wrong after a
while or steadily worsen, the most likely culprit is an applications program.

Finding the program that is causing the problem can be quite time
consuming. If one program consistently goes "walkabout" and all the
others work perfectly, it is virtually certain that the troublesome program
is responsible for its own downfall. It is possible for one program to
interfere with the system and cause problems with just one other program,
but this is quite rare. Normally this occurs because irstalling one program

results in a DLL file for a second program being overwritten with an
older version of the file. Provided the problem is fixed by reinstating the
newer version of the file there should be no further difficulties. If you
simply keep reinstalling Windows and then install the applications in the

same order, the problem will keep coming back. Installing the
applications in reverse order should banish the problem, since the newer
version of the DLL file will then replace the older version, rather than the
other way round.

is more common for the faulty software to damage the Windows
installation, causing problems for itself and for other applications
It
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programs. The normal solution where recurring problems occur s to
reinstall Windows plus one application. If that works all right for a while
add a further application. If all is well add another application, an: so
on until a program is added and things start tc go awry. It is then a

reasonable assumption that the last program to be added is the one
that is damaging the Windows installation.

Points to remember
If Windows fails to boot properly, do not be toc eager to start fiddling
with the system to find a cure. Try rebooting a few times to see if the
problem clears itself.
Where the boot process halts quite early it is likely that the problem is in

booting MS/DOS. Check the Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files for
repetitive entries and other obvious errors, such as hardware drivers
that are not needed any more.
Unless the Windows installation is badly damaged it will be possible to

boot in Safe mode. Some basic checks can then be made, such as
running Scandisk, etc., but bear in mind that Safe mode has some
limitations.

Getting the computer to produce a Bootlog file can help to pinpoin: the
process that is causing the boot process to stall.
Booting in step-by-step mode can also be used to find the stage that is
causing problems. By bypassing sections of the boot process a process
of elimination can be used tc find the one that is causing the problem.
Device Manager can be used to check whether or not the hardware and
the hardware drivers are functioning correctly, but not with the computer
booted in Safe mode. Get the computer booted in normal mode, even

if this means bypassing some boot processes so that Windows is
something less than fully cperational.

If a hardware driver is suspected of causing problems, use Device
Manager to remove the exist ng driver before reinstallation. Also check
the hardware manufacturer's web site for an up -dated driver.

Windows will often give an error message that gives some clue to the
nature of the problem. II a program has recently been uninstalled,
reinstalling it will probably reinstate the damaged or missing file.
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Installing a program can also damage a file. This can result in a file
being overwritten by an older version. Reinstalling Windows or one of
the other application files will cure this problem. It the damaged file is
on the Windows installation disc it can be copied from the disc using a
file decompression program (Winzip, etc.).
In some cases the missing file is not actually needed any more. Removing

the reference to it in a configuration file will then cure the problem.

Windows includes a Registry Editor program, but only use this utility if
you know what you are doing.
Reinstalling Windows over the existing installation will cure boot problems
in a fair proportion of cases, but not all of them.

Reinstalling Windows from scratch will cure boot problems unless it is
not really a Windows problem. Recurring problems are due to a hardware

fault or a bug in an applications program.
There are numerous Windows checking programs available, and these
will often help to sort out boot problems, and more minor annoyances.
Many will also help to keep Windows working efficiently.

Windows Me has a troubleshooter that provides a great deal of help if
the PC is booted in Safe mode. You can still do your own investigations
if you prefer.
Similar help for other versions of Windows can be found at the Microsoft
web site (www.microsoft.com).

Windows Me has a very useful restore facility that will usually cure boot

problems. There are Registry backup facilities and other facilities in
Windows 95/98 that can often be effective. These topics are covered in
detail in chapter 4.
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Learning the hard way
A hard disc failure is potentially a major disaster for all those who use
the PC, but if you use PCs for some years it is a failure you are almost
certain to experience. A complete failure of the disc means that all the
data it contains is lost. There are companies that offer a data recovery
service, but there is no guarantee that the contents of the disc will be
recoverable, and the cost of a recovery service is too high for many
users anyway. As a minimum, any important data files should be backed
up onto floppy discs, CDRs cr any suitable mecia, so that tt.ey can be
restored onto a new hard disc if the old unit fails.
Ideally the entire contents of The hard disc drive should be backed up
using a program that enables it to be properly restored onto a new nard
disc. This is very much quicker and easier than having to reinstall and
configure the operating system, and then reinstall all the applications
programs and data. Also, any customisation of the operating system or

other software will be automatically restored. If you have heavily
customised software, after reinstallation it can take a great deal time to
get it set up to your satisfaction.
Having a backup copy of the nard disc's contents is not only insurance
against a loss of valuable data if a hardware failure occurs. It can greatly
simplify things if there is a major problem with the operating system.
Provided the PC was fully operational when the backup copy was made,
resorting to the backup will provide a fully functioning PC again. Some
backup software enables the system to be quickly restored to a prev.ous
and fully working configuration, but retains any -ecently produced data
files. The Windows Me Restore utility provides a facility of th s type. but
it is not present in earlier versions of Windows. When a major problem
with the operating system occurs and some form of restoration option is
available, it is almost certainly best to resort to ths method sooner rather
than later.

There is little point in spending large amounts of time trying to repair a
damaged installation if it can be replaced with a backup copy quite
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quickly and easily. It is certainly worthwhile spending a small amount of
time first to check for any minor problems that are easily sorted out. The
backup method is "using a sledgehammer to crack a nut" if the problem
is something minor that is easily corrected. If a search for any obvious
problems proves to be in vain, it is time to resort to -.he backup software.

The backup program's manual should give detailed instructions on
maintaining an up-to-date backup and restoring the hard disc's contents.

The problem with the full back up method is that it takes a fair amount of

time to maintain an up to date copy of the hard disc. Also, it is only
feasible if your PC is equipped with some form of mass storage device
that can be used for backup purposes, such as a CDR writer or a Zip
drive. It could otherwise require well in excess cf a thousand floppy
discs to do a full backup of the hard drive! Even using some form of

mass storage it can take a long while to backup the gigabytes of
programs and data stored on many modern hard disc drives. The
quickest and easiest way of providing a backup is to opt for a second
hard disc drive. Due to the current low cost of hard discs, this could well
be the cheapest method as well.

Split discs
Many PC users now split their large hard drives into two logical drives,

which become drives C: and D: as far as the cperating system is
concerned. Drive C: is then used in the normal way and drive D: is
reserved for backup purposes. This method is useless in the event that
the hard drive develops a serious fault, because the main and backup
drives are the two halves of one physical drive. If one becomes faulty it
is unlikely that the other will be usable either. The point of this system is
that the backup copy on drive D: is usable if there is a software problem
rather than a fault in the hardware. Since most users have far more
problems with the software than with hard disc faults this method should
get the user out of trouble more often than not.

Some users take a compromise approach and make a backup copy of
the hard disc when it contains a newly installed operating system having
all the hardware properly integrated into the operating system and fully
operational. Ideally the disc should also have the applications programs

installed, and any customisation completed. Any important data is
backed up separately as it is generated. If the operating system becomes
seriously damaged it is then easy to resort to the backup which should

be reasonably compact, but gives you a basic system that is fully
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customised and ready to use. Any essential data can also be restored,
but there is no need to restore any data files that are no longer needed
on the hard disc.

Clean copy
An advantage of this method is that it returns the PC to a "clean" copy of

the operating system. Over a period of time most modern operating
systems seem to become slightly "gummed up" with numerous 'des
that no longer serve any purpose, and things can generally slow dcwn.
By returning to a fresh copy of the operating system you will probably
free up some hard disc space and things might run slightly 'aster. By
not restoring any unimportant data files you free up further hard disc
space.
If you lack a proper backup copy of the hard disc and only have copies
of the data files, all is not lost. In this situation you might prefer to put a
fair amount of effort into fixing the damaged Windows installation rather
than simply reinstalling everything. Even if you only use a few applications
programs, reinstalling Windows and the applications software is Ikely
to be pretty tedious and time consuming. If there a -e numerous programs
to reinstall, the process is likely to be very tedious and time consuming.

Looking on the bright side, if everything does have to be restored f-om
scratch you will have a "clean" copy of the operating system that should
provide optimum performance. In fact many users habitually take the
reinstallation route and consider any extra time and effort involved being
well worthwhile.

I would not go as far as to acvocate reinstalling everything at the first

sign of trouble, but I would definitely advise against the opposite
approach of always repairing the original set up regardless of how long
it takes. Apart from the fact this could be a very time consuming

approach, an installation that has been patched up on numerous
occasions, and perhaps had a number of programs added, upgraded,

and removed over a period of time, is unlikely to provide peak
performance. In fact I have encountered several installations of this
type that took an eternity to go through the boot -up sequence, in one
case taking almost 10 minutes to complete the process! Once booted,
PCs of this type seem to give the hard disc drive a "hammering" at every
opportunity. Apart from makirg the computer slow and irksome in use,

this type of thing increases the wear on the hard disc drive and
presumably shortens its operating life. It should be possible to discover
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the sources of the problem and improve results, but reinstalling
everything "from scratch" is the solution favoured by most when this
situation arises. This should ensure optimum performance and might
be quicker anyway.

Windows on Windows
On the face of it there is no need to wipe the hard disc clean and
undertake a complete reinstallation from the beginning. Simply
reinstalling Windows over the old installation should restore normality.
As with so many things in computing it is a case of yes and no. Yes, in
some cases simply going through the Windows set up routine will fix

problems with the operating system and restore normal operation.
Unfortunately, in other cases the problem will still exist once the
reinstallation is complete. When Windows is installed on a hard disc,
the Windows Setup program searches the disc for a previous installation

and installed Windows application programs. Any installed software
will be integrated with the new Windows installation, as may driver
programs and other support files.

As a consequence, having reinstalled Windows it should not be
necessary to reinstall the applications software as Nell. The down side
is that any files giving problems with the old installation may be retained,
in the new one. Having reinstalled the operating system you could well
find that it does not work any better than before. My experiences suggest
that reinstalling Windows on top of the existing installation probably
has little more than a 50 percent chance of success. As it is a reasonably
quick and easy process it is probably worthwhile giving it a try before
resorting to an installation "from scratch", but do not be surprised if it
does not have the desired effect.

Do not be tempted to try upgrading to a newer version of Windows by
installing it on top of a non -working version. People sometimes try this,
working on the basis that the new version will have little dependency on
the old one, and the problem with the old version will be "blown away"
by the new version. In practice there is little likelihood of this happening.
The Windows Setup program may detect that there is a problem and
refuse to go ahead with the upgrade. If it does proceed, the most likely
outcome is that the reinstallation will go very wrong somewhere along
the line, and that it will never be completed. If you co manage to get the
new version installed, it will probably have more problems than the old
one.
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Preliminaries
If you do decide to go ahead with reinstallation "from scratch" it

is

essential to backup any important data files first. It you are using heavily
customised applications programs it is also a good idea to make copies

of the configuration files so that the customisation files are easily
reinstated. In fact any files that are unique to your particular irstallation

should be backed -up, including things like speech profiles of vcice
recognition programs. Some of your applications programs may have
facilities for saving and reinstating customisation files. In other cases
simply overwriting the default files with your customised versions will
probably have the desired effect.
It is worth emphasising that backing -up important files should not be left
until the PC gives problems. If there is a serious fault in the hard disc it
may be impossible to recover any files that have not been backed -up.
Matters are less dire if the problem lies in the operating system rather
than the disc itself, but it could still be difficult to make backup copies of
important files. With the computer not booting into the operating system

properly, you are unlikely to have proper access to all the drives and
applications programs. Provided Safe Mode is functioning prcperly you
can boot into a version of Windows, but one where drives other than the

hard and floppy discs will not be functioning. This limits your backup
options. There are ways of making a backup of a hard disc drive it an
emergency, but this might invclve buying some additional hardware. It
is better to avoid getting into situations where drastic measures are
needed in order to recover the situation.

Floppy discs
Floppy discs are suitable for backup purposes where only a lim ted
amount of data is involved. The upper limit depends on how many
floppy discs you are prepared to use, a factor that s probably a reflection
of how desperate you are! Backing up 30 megabytes of data onto about
20 or so floppy discs will be quite time consuming, but is still well within

the bounds of reason. Backing up several hundred megabytes onto
dozens of floppy discs is not a very practical proposition, and the d scs
could well cost more than some more convenier t backup systems, In
terms of megabytes per pound, floppy discs are not very competitive
these days.
Where floppy discs are suitable, there is a potential problem in that some
of the files you wish to copy may be too big to fit on a single floppy cisc.
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The capacity of a high -density 3.5 -inch floppy disc is 1.44 megabytes
when the standard PC disc format is used. Things ike DTP and graphics
files can be substantially larger than this. The normal copying facilities
of MS/DOS and Windows can not spread a large file across one or more
discs. If you try to copy a file that is too large to fit onto the disc an error
message to that effect will be produced. Fortunately, there are several
MS/DOS and Windows programs that can handle this problem. The
later versions of the popular Winzip program for example, will compress
and copy large files to several floppy discs if necessary. You can even
copy a collection of files and save them as one large file spread across
several discs.

Large scale
If floppy discs are not up to the task it is clearly recessary to resort to
some form of mass storage device. It is highly unlikely that any installed
device of this type will work in Safe Mode, including a simple read-only
CD-ROM drive, but it might be possible to get non-standard drives to
operate in MS/DOS. In this context, non-standard means just about
anything other than a floppy disc drive or an IDE hard disc drive.
With Windows 95 and 98 you have the option of restarting the computer
in MS/DOS mode. From the Start menu select Shut down and Restart in

MS/DOS mode. The computer can also be started in MS/DOS mode
pressing F8 as the computer starts to boot into Windows, and then
selecting the appropriate option from the menu. Neither of these routes
is available in Windows Me. The MS/DOS prompt is still available via
the Start button and the Programs menu option, but this is unlikely to be
of much help.
In fact you may find that the mass storage device mysteriously disappears

from the operating system's repertoire when the PC is booted in MS/
DOS mode. In the case of a CD writer it may still be accessible, but only
for reading purposes. Trying to write files to it will probably produce an
error message. It is possible that the storage device simply lacks MS/
DOS compatibility, in which case it will only be usable if you can get
Windows largely operational again. It is more likely that the device can

be used with MS/DOS, but the MS/DOS drivers are not installed by
default. The instruction manual for the drive should make it clear whether
or not the device can be used with MS/DOS.

it can, installation instructions and the necessary software should be
included with the drive. Usually the easiest way of tackling the problem
is to make a bootable floppy disc and to then boot the PC using this.
If
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The simplest way of making a bootable disc is to place a blank (formatted
or unformatted) floppy disc in drive A: and then issue this command at
the MS/DOS prompt:

format A:/s

Follow any onscreen promp's, and the disc will then be formatted after
which the system files will be copied onto it. This gives a basic boot
disc, but the support software for the mass storage device must then be
installed onto the disc. The drive's instructior manual should give
detailed installation instructions, and may well give full details of how to
make an emergency boot disc. Note that the BIOS settings may have to
be changed before the PC will boot from a floppy disc. Changing drive
and boot settings in the BIOS s covered later in this chapter.

Second disc
If you have large amounts of data to backup and no mass storage device,

your choices are limited. One option is to simply' keep trying to repair
the Windows installation until you are successful. Any Windows
installation should be repairable, and persistence should evertually pay
off. You may get lucky and f x the problem fairly quickly, or a great deal
of time could be involved in locating and removing the problem. The
biggest drawback of this method is that you will still have no oackup of
the hard disc's contents, limitng your options if there are further problems
with the Windows installation. Also, the contents of the disc will probably
be lost forever if the drive becomes faulty.

Many users save data onto a hard disc thinking that their work is safe
and secure, but this is definitely not the case. Having data on a hard
disc is sometimes likened to hanging paper documents by a thin thread
over an open fire. Modern hard drives are relatively reliable, but if used
for long enough a hard disc drive will go wrong, and you will probably
end up throwing away the drive together with all your hard work.
A better option is to add some form of mass storage device. An external
(parallel port) Zip drive is not particularly expensive, and in an emergency
it should work quite happily with the computer booted into MS/DOS. A
few Zip discs can store several hundred megabytes of data, which should
be sufficient to backup any mportant data files, configuration files, etc.
Note that any form of USB or SCSI storage device is unlikely to work
with Windows in Safe mode or with MS/DOS. This is simply because
the interface will not be recognised in Safe mode or in MS/DOS, rendering
the drive "invisible" to the operating system.
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My preferred option is to add another hard disc drive. These days this
probably represents the cheapest means of adding large amounts of
extra storage capacity to a PC, and a hard disc also has the advantage
of being very fast. Read and write speeds are measured in megabytes
per second, unlike some other storage systems w-iere it is specified as
so many megabytes per minute. A further advantage of the hard disc
approach is that the disc should work properly with Windows booted in
Safe Mode, or with the PC booted in MS/DOS mode. It should even
work using the Windows MS/DOS Prompt program. A hard disc drive is

one of the standard PC drives, and as such it toes not require any
special drivers for basic operation. This makes life easier at the best of

times, but greatly eases things when the Windows installation is
damaged.

Adding a drive
Fitting a second hard disc drive obviously requires the lid or side panel
of the PC to be removed, followed by some delving around inside the
computer. It is not one of the more difficult upgrades, but unless you
are reasonably practical it would be advisable to have the upgrade done
professionally. Most shops that sell hard disc drives also offer an upgrade
service, but it will almost certainly cost substantially more to have the
drive fitted for you. However, this extra cost is preferable to damaging
the PC and having to pay a hefty repair bill. Assuming that you feel
confident enough to go ahead with the upgrade yourself, the first task is
to open up the PC to determine the current configuration.
With older PCs the top and two sides of the case are in one piece, and
are released by removing four or six screws at the rear of the unit. Be
careful, because there will probably be other screws here that hold other
things in place, such as the power supply unit. With the right screws
removed the outer casing should pull away upwards and rearwards, but
it will probably take a certain amount of force to pull it free. More modern
cases have removable side panels, and in most cases these are again
held in place by four or six screws at the rear of the unit. Both panels
must be removed in order to give full access to the drive bays. If your
PC has one of the more unusual case styles it will be necessary to carefully

examine the exterior in order to "crack" it.

A modern PC has the hard disc interface on the motherboard rather
than provided by an expansion card. In fact there are two hard disc
interfaces on the motherboard, or possibly four on a modern PC. These
are known as IDE interfaces, and this simply stands for integrated drive
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electronics. In other words, most of the electronics for the hard disc
drive controller is built into the drive itself. At one time the IDE interfaces
were strictly for hard disc drives, but in a modern PC they can be used

for other types of drive. These multipurpose interfaces are more
accurately called EIDE interfaces, which stands for enhanced integrated
drive electronics. In practice they are still often referred to as just plain
IDE interfaces. Many types of drive can be used with an EIDE interface,
including CD-ROM, Zip, and LS120 drives.
In a typical PC the hard disc drive is connected to IDE port 1 and the CDROM drive is wired to IDE port 2. However, each IDE interface supports

up to two devices, so the hard disc and CD-ROM drive could be
connected to IDE port 1 via a single cable. Assuming that your PC has
no more than three internal crives, excluding any floppy drives, it should
certainly be able to support another hard drive. If you look at the cabling
inside the PC you should find some wide cables, know as "ribbon" cables,
that connect the drives to the motherboard. With luck, at least one of
these cables will have an unused connector that can be used with the
new drive.

Note that any spare connector on the drive that connects to the floppy
disc drive is of no use with a hard disc drive. The floppy variety uses a

completely different interlace
having a smaller connector. A
suitable power supply lead and
connector is also needed. The
connectors come in two saes,
which are a larger one for 5.25 inch drives and a smaller one for
the 3.5 -inch variety (Figure 3.1).
However, all the hard disc drives
I

have encountered use the

larger connector regardless of
whether they fit 3.5 -inch or 5.25inch bays.

Fig.3.1 3.5 -inch (left) and 5.25-iitch
(right) power connectors

If you are out of luck, one or other of the required leads and connectors
will not be present. If the hard disc and CD-ROM drive share an IDE
interface, the other IDE interface will be available for the additional drive,
but it will not be fitted with a cable. Another poss bility is that the existing
drives are connected to separate IDE interfaces using single cables rather
than types having two connectors for drives. In either case a standard
twin IDE data lead is needed in addition to the drive (Figure 3.2).
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Fig.3.2 A standard twin IDE data cable

Bare facts
Hard drives are available in so called "bare" anc "retail" or "boxed"
versions. A bare drive may consist of nothing more than the drive itself.
However, it will usually include an instruction manual and a set of fixing
screws, but no data cable. Incidentally, if you find yourself with a hard

drive but no matching manual, the web sites of most hard disc
manufacturers include downloadable versions of the manuals for most
of their hard disc units. Unless you are dealing with a very old or unusual

drive, the information you require should be available on the
manufacturer's web site.
The retail versions of hard drives normally include a cable in addition to
a set of fixing screws and a more comprehensive manual. There may
be other items such as a mounting cradle to permit a 3.5 -inch drive to
be used in a 5.25 -inch drive bay. With modern drives there may well be
two data cables included with the drive. One of these is a standard IDE
cable that can be used with any IDE drive and any IDE interface. The
other cable enables the drive to be used with a modern IDE interface
that supports UDMA66 or possibly the new UDMA100 standard. UDMA66
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and UDMA100 have the potential of faster data transfers than older
standards such as the UDMA33 variety, but they can only be used if they
are supported by the motherooard, the drive itself, and the correct cable
is used.
The instruction manual for your PC should state whether or not it supports
anything beyond UDMA33. If in doubt, the safe option is to use a standard

IDE cable. This may provide something less than the ultimate in
performance, but the disc should still work very well. It should certainly
work well enough for making a backup of the main drive. Drive speeds
are improving, but with mary drives it is still the drive itself rather than

the interface that limits performance. Do not ty to use a mixture of
UDMA33 and UDMA66 or UDMA100 devices on one interface. The cable
will only be right for one type or the other, and each interface can only
work in one mode or the other. It is perfecly all right to have UDMA33
devices on one IDE interface and UDMA66 or UDMA100 devices or the
other.

Static
If you buy virtually any computer add-on to fit inside a PC it wi I be
supplied in packaging plastered with dire warni'igs about the dangers
of static electricity. Some o' these are a bit "ove- the top", and suggest
that going anywhere near the device without the protection of expensive
anti -static equipment will resu tin it being instantly zapped. In reality the
risks of static induced damage occurring are probably quite small. On
the other hand, computer add-ons have yet to fall in price so far that
they are in the "two a penny' category, and the risk of damage occurring
is a real one. By observing a few simple rules the likelihood of damage
can be reduced to insignificant proportions.
Rule number one is to leave tie device in its packaging until it is tine to
install it. The plastic bags, foam lined boxes, etc., used for computer
bits and pieces are designed to keep static electricity at bay. In some

cases the packaging is designed to insulate the contents from high
voltages. In others it is designed to conduct electricity so that no
significant charge can build up between any two points in the device
being protected. Any charges of this type will be almost instantly shortcircuited by the conductive packaging.

Rule number two is to make sure that you are not charged with a high
static voltage that could damage the device wren you remove it from
the packing. When working on computers do rot wear clothes that are
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known to be good generators of static electricity. Manmade fibres are
the most prolific static generators, but most modern clothes are made
from natural fibres or a mixture of manmade and natural fibres, so this is
not the major problem that it was at one time.
To make quite sure that both yourself and the device being installed are

charge free, hold the device in its packing in ale hand, and touch
something that is earthed with the other hand. Any charge in you or the
device should then leak away to earth. The metal case of the computer
is a convenient earth point. With the cover or side panels removed
there should be plenty of bare metal to touch. Touching the paintwork
will not provide reliable earthing since most paints are excellent electrical
insulators. Note that the computer must be plugged into the mains
supply, but it does not have to be switched on.

Rule number three is to keep the work area free of any large static
charges. Any obvious sources of static charges should be removed
from the vicinity of the computer. Television sets and computer monitors

are good static generators, which means that the computer must be
moved away from the monitor before you start work on it. This will
normally be necessary anyway, because with the computer's base unit
in its normal location it will probably be difficult to get proper access to
the interior of the unit. It needs to be placed on a table where there is
good access to the interior and plenty of light so that you can see what
you are doing.
The table should preferably be one that it not precious, but if necessary
the top can be protected with something like a generous quantity of old
newspapers. It is a good idea to have the PC plugged into the mains
supply but switched off at the mains socket. The earthed metal chassis
of the computer will then tend to earth any static charges in its vicinity,
preventing any dangerous charges from building up.
If you follow these simple rules it is very unlikely that the add-on device
will be damaged by static charges. When dealing with hard disc drives
it is as well to bear in mind that they are relatively delicate physically.

Modern drives, although more intricate, are not as vulnerable as the
early types. Even so, dropping a hard disc drive onto the floor is definitely
not a good idea!

Jumpers
An IDE device has configuration jumpers that are used to set whether
the unit will be used as the master or slave device on its IDE channel.
Even if there is only one device on an IDE channel, that device must still
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Fig.3.3 Typical layout for the rear of an IDE drive

be set as the master or slave snit. By convention, a single drive on an
IDE channel is set as the master device. Therefore, if you are adding the
new disc to an IDE channel tl'at already has one device installed, the
new drive must be set to operate as the slave device. If the new d-ive

will be the sole device on its IDE channel, it must be set for master
operation.

The rear of most CD-ROM drives and some IDE hard disc drives look
something like Figure 3.3. The connector on the left is the power input

and the one on the right is for
the data cable. In between these
are three pairs of terminals :hat

can be bridged electrically by a

tiny metal and plastic gadget
called a jumper. A jumper can
be seen in place in Figure 3.4.
The "cable select" option is not
used in a PC context, so only two

pairs of contacts are relevant
here.

You simply place the

jumper on the master or save
contacts, depending on which
The
option you require.

Fig.3.4 A jumper fitted to a drive

configuration jumper should be supplied with the drive incidentally, and
is normally set at the maste option by default on a hard disc drive
With hard disc drives matters are not always as simple as the arrangement

shown in Figure 3.3. There is often an additional set of terminals, and
these are used where the dr ve will be used as the only device on an IDE
channel. Using this setting will allow a lone drive to be correctly identified
and used by the PC. If the drive has these additional terminals (or they
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are fitted in place of the cable select pins), you must use them for a sole
IDE drive, as it is unlikely that the drive will be picked up properly by the
BIOS if the normal master setting is used. Getting it wrong is not likely
to produce any damage, but the drive will be unusable until the mistake

has been corrected. The manual supplied with the drive should give
details of the configuration settings available.
If the new drive is used as the slave device on the primary IDE channel,
the other hard drive will presumably be the master device on this channel.
The existing drive will need its configuration setting altered if it is set to

operate as the sole IDE device on its channel. The manual supplied
with the PC should give details of the configuration settings. Alternatively,

it should be possible to identify the drive from its markings, and it will
almost certainly be possible to find its instruction manual on the Internet.
Where there is no device on the secondary IDE channel, or only a CDROM, it would probably be best to add the new drive on this channel. If

a CD-ROM is present on this channel, adding the new drive as the
secondary slave device is unlikely to require any configuration changes
to the CD-ROM drive. If no device is already present, simply add the
new drive as the master device or sole device, as appropriate. In theory,
data exchanges between the two hard disc drives will be quicker if they
are on different IDE channels, so where possible t is better to arrange
things this way.

It is definitely a good idea to check the configuration setting of the new
drive, and where necessary alter it, prior to fitting the drive in the case.
Once the drive is fitted inside the case it can be difficult to get at the
jumper and terminals, and it can be very difficult indeed to see what you
are doing when adjusting the jumper.

Getting physical
It is not essential to install the new hard drive in the computer as a fixture.

You may prefer to simply connect the new drive to the data and power
cables, do the backup, reinstallation and restoration, and then disconnect
the drive again. It can then be stored safely away somewhere in case it
is needed at some later date. With the drive in storage rather than in use
it should not wear out, and should be ready for use if it is needed a few
years "down the line". I used this method success'ully with a couple of
PCs for many years, although not strictly out of choice.
With a PC that has one of the minimalist cases you may find that there
are no spare bays for another hard disc drive. Note that it is possible to
use a 3.5 -inch drive in a 5.25 -inch drive bay using an adapter. This is
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Fig.3.5 The connections on the underside of the drive must not be
allowed to come frito contact with the chassis, etc.
just a metal cradle into which the drive is bolted and the whole assembly
then fits into the drive bay just like a 5.25 -inch dive. This adapter should
be available from any large computer store. As pointed 00 previously,
it is sometimes (but not always) included with boxed retail versions of
hard disc drives.

When temporarily connecting a drive it is essential to make sure that no
exposed connections on the unit come into electrical contact with the
metal case, expansion cards, etc. Some drives are fully enclosed, but
most have the underside of the circuit board exposed (Figure 3.5). Often

the easiest way of keeping the drive safe is to place it cn top of the
computer with some newspaper to insulate the drive from the case. With
a PC that has some form of tower case it is usually easier to work on the
unit if it is placed on its side. The drive can then be placed on the side
of the drive cage, again with newspaper being used to provide insulation.

Probably most users will wish to use the additional disc as a permanent
feature. This is essential if you wish to use it to make frequent backups
or you will be making backup copies of data files as they are generated.

If you are using a drive pay that has no front opening, the new drive
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must be slid in from the rear. Any expansion cards that get in the way
must be removed temporarily. Remove the screws that fix the cards to
the rear of the chassis and it should then be possible to pull the cards
free.

The sockets on the drive are at the rear, so the other end is pushed into
the rear of the drive bay. The manufacturer's name, etc., are marked on
the top plate of the drive, so this side should be facing upward. In most
cases the drive can be fully pushed into the bay, but it is sometimes
necessary to ease it back slightly to get the mounting holes in the drive
and the bay to match up properly.
In days gone by it was necessary to use plastic guide rails to mount the
drives in the case, but any PC made within the last seven years or more
should have drive bays that take the drives without the need for these
rails.

Four mounting bolts are normally supplied with the drive, and

these are used to secure it to the bay. If no fixing screws were supplied

with the drive, the PC may have been supplied with some odds and
ends of hardware. If so, there will probably be some suitable screws in
amongst these. Failing that, you will have to buy some metric M3 screws
about 6 millimetres long. Note that the mounting screws must be quite
short, and should not protrude more than a few millimetres into the drive.
Longer mounting bolts could easily damage something inside the drive.
With a so-called "external" drive bay, it might be easier to insert the drive
from the front. Where the interior of the computer is very crowded this
can avoid having to remove expansion cards to get the drive in place.
An external bay is really intended for use with a floppy drive, CD-ROM

drive, or some other type where access is needed to the drive for
changing discs. However, an external bay is perfectly suitable for a
wholly internal drive such as a hard disc unit. The plastic cover at the
very front of the bay can be carefully prised out using a flat bladed
screwdriver, and it might then be possible to slide the drive in through
the front of the case. There will probably be a metal plate behind the
plastic cover though. It may be possible to remove this by first removing
two or three fixing screws, but in most cases the plate has to be repeatedly

twisted backwards and forwards until the thin pieces of metal holding it
in place fatigue and break.

Cabling
The ribbon cable used to provide the data connection has three identical

connectors. There is no specific connector for the motherboard and
each drive, but because the cable is quite short it will probably have to
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connect everything together in a particular way in order to reach
everything. It should not take too long to fathom out the best way of
using the cable. Things are much easier when the new hard drive is the

sole device on an IDE channel. The cable should then conned the
motherboard to the drive without difficulty.
The connectors must be fitted to the motherboard and drives The co.-ect
way round. In theory the connectors are polarised and can only be
fitted the right way round. There is a protrusion on the lead's connectors
and a matching groove in the connectors on the motherboard and drives.

Figure 3.6 shows the polarising keys in the two IDE connectors on a
motherboard. Unfortunatel, some connectors, and mainly those on

motherboards, are
sometimes a bit too

0,11,1"Mir

minimalist and are
not
properly

immatimmiNMINSIMIT

polarised. A search
through
the

appropriate
instruction manuals
should show which is
pin 1 on each

This
connector.
information is often
marked on the

Fig.3.6 Two polarised IDE connectors
on a motherboard

motherboard and the
drives themselves. To make things easier, the ribbon cable has one red

lead while the other 39 are grey. The convention is for the red lead to
carry the pin 1 connection. Provided this lead is adjacent to pin 1 cn the

connector for the motherboard and both drives, everything wi I be
connected together properly.
A spare power cable is needed for the new drive, and if there is a spare
drive bay there should realy be a spare power lead as well. However, it

might be fitted with the smaller connector for 3.5 -inch floppy drives,
whereas it is the larger power connector that is required for hard disc
drives, whether they are of the 3.5 -inch or 5.25 -inch variety. A arge
computer store should be able to provide a 3.5 to 5.25 -inch power
connector adapter. If there is no spare power cable, a splitter adapter is
available. This provides two power connectors from a single power

Remove the power lead from the exist ng hard disc drive and
connect it to the splitter. The two remaining connectors of the splitter
are then connected to the hard disc drives. The power connectors are
lead.
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fully polarised and can only be connected the right way around. They
are also quite stiff, and often need a certain amount of force in order to
get them properly connected or disconnected again.

BIOS Setup
Having physically installed the hard disc it will be necessary to go into
the BIOS Setup program and set the appropriate parameters for the
new disc. The BIOS is something that most PC users never need to get
involved with, but for anyone undertaking PC upgrading it is likely that
some involvement will be needed from time to time. It is certainly
something that can not be avoided if you add a second hard disc drive.
In days gone by it was necessary to have a utility program to make
changes to the BIOS settings, but this program is built into a modern PC
BIOS. A modern BIOS Setup program enables dozens of parameters to
be controlled, many of which are highly technical. This tends to make
the BIOS intimidating for newcomers and even to those who have some
experience of dealing with PC technicalities. However, most of the BIOS
settings are not the type of thing the user will need to bother with, and
very few are relevant to the hard disc drives.

BIOS basics
Before looking at the BIOS Setup program it would perhaps be as well
to consider the function of the BIOS. BIOS is a acronym and it stands
for basic input/output system. Its primary function is to help the operating

system handle the input and output devices, such as the drives, and
ports, and also the memory circuits. It is a program that is stored in a
ROM on the motherboard. These days the chip is usually quite small
and sports a holographic label to prove that it is the genuine article
(Figure 3.7). The old style ROM is a standard ROM chip in the much
larger DIL (dual in -line) encapsulation.

Either way its function is the same. Because the BIOS program is in a
ROM on the motherboard it can be run immediately at start-up without
the need for any form of booting process. It is the BIOS that provides
the test procedures when a PC is switched on, and tie BIOS also starts
the boot process.
The BIOS can provide software routines that help the operating system
to utilize the hardware effectively, and it can also store information about

the hardware for use by the operating system, and possibly other
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Fig.3.7 A modern BIOS chip. This contains the Setup program in
addition to the BIOS
software. It is this second role that makes it necessary to have the Setup
program. The BIOS can actually detect much of the system hardware
and store the relevant technical information in memory. Also, a modern
BIOS is customised to suit the particular hardware it is dealing with, and

the defaults should be sensible ones for the hardwa-e on the
motherboard. However, some parameters have to be set manually, such

as the time and date, and the user may wish to override some o' the
default settings.

The Setup program enables the user to control the settings that the
BIOS stores away in its memory. A backup battery powers this memory
when the PC is switched off, E 0 its contents are available each time the
PC is turned on. Once the correct parameters have been set it should
not be necessary to change hem unless the hardware is altered, such
as a new hard disc drive being added or the existing hard disc being
upgraded. In practice the BIOS settings can sometimes be scrambled
by a software or hardware glitch, although this is not a common problem
with modern PCs.
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Fig.3.8 The initial screen of an AMI BIOS Setup program

Entry
In the past there have been several common means of getting into the
BIOS Setup program, but with modern motherboats there is only one
method in common use. This is to press the Delete key at the appropriate
point during the initial testing phase just after switch -on. The BIOS will
display a message, usually in the bottom left hand corner of the screen,

telling you to press the "Del" key to enter the Setup program. The
instruction manual should provide details if the motherboard you are
using has a different method of entering the Setup program. The most
common alternative is to press the "Escape" key rather than the "Del"
key, but numerous alternatives have been used over the years, and no
doubt some of these are still in use.
Every PC should be supplied with a manual that has a section dealing
with the BIOS. Actually a lot of PCs are supplied with a very simple
"Getting Started" style manual, but this is usually augmented by the

manufacturers' manuals for the main components.

It

is then the

motherboard manual that will deal with the BIOS. It is worth looking
through the BIOS section of the manual before you actually go into the
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ROM PC VISA DIOS (2A59IC3E)
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STANDARD CMOS SETUP
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DIOS FEATURES SETUP

SUPERVISOR PASSWORD
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USER PASSWORD

SETUP

POWER MANAGEMENT SETUP

IDE HDD AUTO DETECTION

PAP/PC! CONFIGURATION

SAVE & EXIT SETUP
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Esc

FIB

:

:

Quit

t

Save i Exit Setup

i

(Shlft)F2
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:

Select Item
Change Color

Virus Protection, Boot Sequence...

Fig.3.9 The initial screen of an Award BIOS Setup program
BIOS program. This will give you an idea of how things work, but do not
bother too much about the more obscure settings.
In the current context it is only some of the Standard CMOS settings that
are of interest. Do not expect the manual to give detailed explanations
of the various settings. Most motherboard instruction manuals assume
the user is familiar with all the BIOS features, and here will be few detailed
explanations. In fact there will probably just be a list of the available
options and no real explanations at all. This does not really matter, and

you really only need to know how to get into the BIOS, make a few
changes, save the changes, and exit the program.
There are several BIOS manufacturers and their BIOS Setup programs
each work in a slightly different fashion. The Award BIOS and AMI BIOS
are two common examples, and although they control the same basic
functions, they are organised in somewhat different ways. A modern
AMI BIOS has a Setup prog-am that will detect any reasonably standard

mouse connected to the PC, and offers a simple form of WIMP
environment (Figure 3.8). It can still be contraled via the keyboard if
preferred, or if the BIOS does not operate with the mouse you are using.
The Award BIOS is probably .he most common (Figure 3.9), and as far
as I am aware it only uses keyboard control.
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Fig.3.10 A typical standard CMOS Setup screen

Apart from variations in the BIOS due to diff3rent manufacturers, the
BIOS will vary slightly from one motherboard to another. This is simply
due to the fact that features available on one mctherboard may be absent

or different on another motherboard. Also, the world of PCs in general
is developing at an amazing rate, and this is reflected in frequent BIOS
updates. Fortunately, the Standard CMOS secticn has not changed
much over the years, so it should not differ significantly from the one
described here unless you are dealing with a computer than falls into
the "antique" category.

Standard CMOS
There are so many parameters that can be controlled via the BIOS Setup
program that they are normally divided into half a dozen or so groups.
The most important of these is the "Standard CMOS Setup" (Figure 3.10),
which is basically the same as the BIOS Setup in the original AT style

PCs. The first parameters in the list are the time and date. These an
usually be set via an operating system utility these days, but you can still

alter them via the Setup program if you prefer. There are on -screen
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Press Fl or ESC to exit help
ESC

:

Quit
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:

Help

:

(Shift)F2

:

Modify

Change Color

Fig.3.11 Most Setup programs provide context sensitive help

instructions that tell you how to alter and select options. One sight
oddity to watch out for is that you often have to use the Page Up key to
decrement values, and the Page Down key to increment them.

With virtually any modern BIOS a help screen can be brought up by
pressing Fl, and this will usually be context sensitive (Figure 3.11). In
other words, if the cursor is in the section that deals with the hard drives,

the help screen produced by pressing Fl will tell you about the hard
disc parameters. It would be unreasonable to expect long explanations
from a simple on-line help system, and a couple of brief and to the point
sentences are all that will rormally be provided.

Drive settings
The next section is the one we need, and it is used to set the operating
parameters for the devices on the IDE ports. Tie hard disc is normally
the master device on the primary IDE channel ( DE1), and the CD-ROM

is usually the master device on the secondary IDE charnel (IDE2).
However, to avoid the need for a second data cable the CD-ROM drive
is sometimes the slave device on the primary IDE interface. You, new
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drive could therefore be any of the four available devices apart from the
primary device on IDE1, which will be the original hard disc drive. If in
doubt, this table should help you decide which device it is:

IDE chan/device If the new drive is...
IDE1 secondary

on the same cable as the original hard drive

IDE2 primary

the sole device on the opposite channel to the
original hard disc

IDE2 secondary

on the same cable as the CD-ROM drive (or other
device such as a CD writer)

Having decided how the new drive fits into the overall scheme of things

you can set the appropriate parameters. The drive should really be
supplied with a manual that provides the correct BIOS settings, but it is
usually possible to get by without it. One of the parameters is the hard
disc's type number. In the early days there were about 40 standard

types of hard disc drive, and it was just a matter of selecting the
appropriate type number for the drive in use. The BIOS would then
supply the appropriate parameters for that drive.
This system was unable to cope with the ever increasing range of drives
available, and something more flexible therefore had to be devised. The
original 40 plus preset drive settings are normally still available from a
modern BIOS, but there is an additional option that enables the drive
parameters to be specified by the user. This is the method used with all

modern PCs and their high capacity hard disc drives, so choose the
Custom setting and ignore the drive numbers.
The drive table parameters basically just tell the operating system the
size of drive, and the way that the disc is organised. Although we refer
to a hard disc as a singular disc, most of these units use both sides of
two or more discs. Each side of the disc is divided into cylinders (tracks),
and each cylinder is subdivided into several sectors. There are usually
other parameters that enable the operating system to use the disc quickly
and efficiently. You do not really need to understand these parameters,

and just have to make sure that the correct figures are placed into the
drive table. As pointed out previously, the manual for the hard drive
should provide the correct figures for the BIOS. If you do not have the
manual, it can probably be downloaded from the disc manufacturer's
web site.
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RON PCI/ISA BIOS (2A59IC3E)
CMOS SETUP UTILITY
WARD SOFTWARE, INC.

TYPE

HARD DISKS
Primary Waster

SIZE

CYLS HEAD PRECO1Q LANOZ SECTOR

:

Option (NSkip)

Select Primary Raster
OPTIONS

NODE

SIZE

:

CYLS HEAD PRECOMP LANDZ SECTOR

NODE
LIR

2(Y)

1624

787

64

8

3147

63

1

1624

16

3

1624

3148
787

65535
65535

3147
3147

63 NORMAL
63 LARGE

64

Note: Some 3Ses (like SCO -UNIX) must use 'NORMAL' for iastallation
Skip
ESC
:

Fig.3.12 Ai IDE auto -detection screen

If you do nct have the manual or prefer to take an easier option, a modern

BIOS makes life easy for you by offering an "Auto" option. If this is
selected, tie BIOS examines the hardware during the start-up routine
and enters the correct figures automatically. This usually works very
well, but with some drives if can take a while, which extends the boo -up
time. If the PC has been se: up with this option enabled, the dr ve table
will be black.

There is an alternative menod of autcmatic detection that avoids the
boot -up delay, and any reasonably modern BIOS should have this facility.
If you go back to the initial menu you will find a section called "IDE HDD

Auto Detection" (Figure 3.12; , and this offers a similar auto-cetedion
facility. When this option is selected the Setup program examines the
hardware on each IDE channel, and offers suggested settings for each
of the four possible ICE devices. If you accept the suggested settings
for the hard disc drive (or drives) they will be entered into the CMOS
RAM. There may actually be several alternatives offered per IDE device.
but the default suggestions almost invariably the correct one. 11 you do
not know the correct settings 'or a drive, this faci ity should find them foyou.
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It is perhaps worth mentioning that with an IDE drive the figures in the

drive table do not usually have to match the drive's physical
characteristics. Indeed, they rarely if ever do so. The electronics in the
drive enable it to mimic any valid physical arrangement that does not
exceed the capacity of the drive. In practice it is advisable to use the
figures recommended by the drive manufacturer, as these are tried and

tested, and should guarantee perfect results.

Other figures can

sometimes give odd problems such as unreliable booting, even though
they are within the acceptable limits.

The last parameter for each IDE drive is usually something like Auto,
Normal, LBA (large block addressing), and Large. Normal is for drives
under 528MB, while LBA and Large are alternative modes for drives
having a capacity of more than 528MB. Modern drives have capacities
of well in excess of 528MB, and mostly require the LBA mode. The
manual for the hard drive should give the correct setting, but everything
should work fine with "Auto" selected.
It is increasingly common for modern motherboards to have four rather
than two IDE interfaces. With a motherboard of this type it will usually
be possible for the added hard disc drive to have its own IDE interface
even if the PC already is already fitted with something like one hard disc
drive, a CD-ROM drive and a CD writer. Finding a snare IDE channel for
the new drive should be that much easier, but in other respects things

are essentially the same as when dealing with a twin IDE port
motherboard.

Drive letters
Some users get confused because they think a hard drive that will be
partitioned should have separate entries in the BIOS for each partition.
This is not the case, and as far as the BIOS is concerned each physical
hard disc is a single drive, and has just one entry in the CMOS RAM
table. The partitioning of hard discs is handled by the operating system,
and so is the assignment of drive letters. The BIOS is only concerned
with the physical characteristics of the drives, and not how data will be
arranged and stored on the discs.
If you are adding a drive for backup purposes there is usually no point
in using more than one partition. The only and fairly obvious exception
if where the drive you are backing up has been partitioned to operate as
two or more logical drives. It is then advisable to have the partitioning of
the backup drive match that of the main drive as closely as possible.
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The other Standard CMOS settings are concerned with the floppy discs
and the default display type, and should simply be left as they are. The
same is true of the settings it the other pages of the BIOS Setup program.
Do not be tempted to start playing around with these unless you know
exactly what you are doing. Entering silly settings is unlikely to damage
anything, but could well prevent the PC from operating properly. The
BIOS will probably have options that enable the previous setings to be

reinstated, or default settings to be used. These can be useful if you
should accidentally scramble a few parameters. Note though, that no

settings are actually altered unless and until you select the Save
Parameters and Exit option, and then answer Yes when asked to confirm

this action. This is clearly the route you should take if everything has
gone according to plan. Take the Exit Without Saving option if thungs
have not gone well. Simply switching off the PC or pressing the reset
button should have the same effect.

Partitioning
With the early PC hard disc drives it was necessary to do low level
formatting of the drive before it could be partitioned and the high level
formatting could be undertaken. Modern hard drives are supplied with
the low level formatting alreacy done. If there is a low level 'ormatting
option in the BIOS Setup program, never use i: on an IDE hard disc
drive. Do not use any similar facility in any utility suites that you might
have.

No low level formatting is required, but with operating systerrs such as
MS/DOS, Windows 95/98, and Windows Me the hard disc drive must be
partitioned and high-level fo-matted before it car be used.
Start by booting the computer in MS/DOS mode, or from the floppy disc
drive using a Windows Startup disc. If you do not have a Startup also,
one can be made by going into the Windows Control Panel. One route
to this is to operate the Start button, and then select Settings and Control
Panel.

Once in the control panel double-click on the Add/Remove

Programs icon, select Startup Disk, and finally operate the Create Disk

button. Then follow the onscreen prompts. A blank 1.44 megabyte
floppy disc is required. Note that you will be askec to insert the Windows
95/98/Me CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive, because some cf the tiles
required are not normally stored on the hard disc. The method of mating
the disc is exactly the same for all three operating systems incidentally.

It is probable that the BIOS will already be set to boot from the floppy
disc drive, but if necessary you must use the BIOS Setup program to set
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ROM PCI/ISA BIOS (2A59IC3E)
BIOS FEATURES SETUP
AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.
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:

:

:

:

:

:
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Setup
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Select Item
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:

Color

Load Setup Defaults

Fig.3.13 An example BIOS features Setup screen. Amongst other
things, this is used to set the required boot option

the floppy drive as a boot device. There will be a page in the BIOS
called something like BIOS Features Setup (Figure 3.13), and this should
enable various boot sequences to be chosen. Choose one that has the

floppy disc (drive A:) as the first boot device, and hard drive C: as the
second. Any subsequent boot options are irrelevant, since the PC will
always boot from one or other of the first two options.
With the computer booted -up and running MS-DOS or the Windows 95/
98/Me equivalent of MS-DOS, the new hard drive will not be accessible.
Until it has been partitioned it will be largely "invisible" to the operating
system. Once partitioned the operating system will be more willing to
admit to its existence, but it will still be of no use until high-level formatting
has been performed using the MS-DOS FORMAT program. However,
you must first prepare the disc using the FDISK partitioning program.
The Windows Startup disc contains copies of both FDISK and FORMAT,

which are automatically placed on the disc for you when the Startup
disc is created. Consequently, booting from the Startup disc is the easier
way of doing things. If the PC is booted from the hard disc, either the
Startup disc must be used to provide the FDISK and FORMAT programs,
or you must find them on the hard disc. Unfortunately, they may not be
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present on the hard disc, cr on the Windows CD-ROM in standalone
form, so I would definitely recommend using the Startup disc. Ir the
description that follows it is assumed that Format and FDISK are on the
floppy disc in drive A:.

FDISK
FDISK is used to create one or more DOS partit ons, and with discs of
2.1 gigabytes or less you may wish to have the whole of the disc as a
single partition. Assuming the original hard disc has one partition, the
new hard disc drive then becomes drive D:. By creating further partit ons
it can also operate as drive E:, drive F:, etc. The primary part tion is the
normally the boot disc, and this is where the operating system would be
installed. Obviously this does not apply to a second hard drive, anc the
primary partition is simply tt-e first partition on the disc.
The MS/DOS and Windows 95 file systems set the 2.1 -gigabyte partition
limit. There is also an 8.4 -gigabyte limit on the physical size of the drive.
With Windows 98 and any reasonably modern BIOS these limits do not
apply, but you must use the FAT32 file system. Tc do this simply answer
yes when FDISK is first run, and you are asked if you require support for

large hard disc drives. Even if you do not wish to have a large disc
organised as one large partition, it is still best to opt for large hard disc
support. FAT32 utilizes the available disc space more efficiently and
reduces wastage. Note that if you only require a single partition you
must still use the FDISK program to set up this single partition, and that
the FORMAT program will not work on the hard drive until FDISK has
created a DOS partition.
Some hard discs are supplied complete with partitioning software :hat
will also format the disc and add the system files, which will be copied
from the boot disc. Where e utility program of this type is available it
might be better to use it instead of the FDISK and FORMAT programs.
These MS-DOS programs are fairly straightforward in use, but using the
software supplied with the dr ve will almost certainly be even easier.
The only problem is that the software might be intended for use with
drive C:, and might give problems if you try to use it with drive D:. The
instructions supplied with the software should make it clear whether the
software is suitable for use with a second hard disc drive.
Should the program insist or placing the system files on drive D:, this is
not really a major problem. The system files will waste a small amcunt
of disc space, but should not give any problems when the system is
booted provided the boot opt-ons are set correctly in the BIOS. If in
doubt, simply use FDISK and FORMAT.
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FSISI Options
Current fixed disk drive: 1
Choose one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create DOS partition or Logical DOS Driue
Set active partition
Delete partition or Logical DOS Drive
Display partition information
Change current fixed disk drive

Enter choice: lil

Press Inc to exit P1431

Fia.3.14 -The main menu of the FDISK program

Change Current Fixed Usk blue
Disk

Dru
C:

2

Mbytes

Free

9782

1

Usage
1061

9762

2441

2411

(1 Mlyte = 1046576 bytes)
Enter Fixed Disk Driue Mueller (1-2)

Press lac to return to FDISK Options

Fig.3.15 Th.? partition information screen
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Create DOS Partition or Logical DOS Drive

Current fixed disk drive

I

Choose one of the following:
1. Create Primary DOS Partition
2. Create Extended DOS Partition
3. Create Logical DOS Dr:ve(s) in the Extended DOS Partition

Enter choice: Ill

Press Sic to return to HIM Options

Fig.3.16 Creating a partition on the new hard disc

Using FDISK
Once you are in FDISK there is a menu offering these choices (see also
Figure 3.14):

1. Create DOS partition or logical DOS drive
2. Set the active partition

3. Delete partition or logical DOS drive
4. Display partition information

5 Change current fixed drive

Normally the first thing we need to do is create a DOS partition using
option one, which is the default. However, in this case we are dea ing
with an additional hard drive, and we must first make sure that it is the
one FDISK is dealing with. It is ,ery important that you do rot accidentally
use FDISK with the wrong drive, since to do so would almost certa nly
remove all the data from the disc you are trying to backup Select option
5, which should bring up a screen like that in Figure 3.15. The orig nal
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Mirky Partition imformatios
Current fixed disk drive: 2
Partition
1:

Status

Type
PRI DOS

1

Total disk space is

Volume Label

Mbytes
1803

Usage
74z

System
UNIM06.1

2441 Mbytes (1 Mbyte . 1848576 bytes)

Press Ise to continue_

Fig.3.17 Checking that the new partition has been c'eated

Create Ixteeded 103 Partitive

Current fixed disk drive

Partition
D:

1

Status

Type

2

Mime Label

?II MS

Mbytes
1893

System

MOM

Usage
74z

Total disk space is 2441 Mbytes
Mbyte . 1018579 bytes'
Maximum space auailable for partition Is
OD Mbytes ( tia

Enter partition size iv Mbytes or percent of disk space (z) to
create an Extended DOS tirtition

:

I MI

Press Inc to return to FI1S) Options

Fig.3.18 Provided there is some spare capacity one or more
additional partitions can oe added
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hard disc unit is drive 1 and the new hard disc is drive 2. In this example
drive 1 (C:) is the original drive of about 10 gigabytes in capacity, and

drive 2 is the additional rescue drive having a capacity of about 2.4
gigabytes. Drive 2 will eventually be drive D:, but at this stage it has not
yet been assigned a drive letter. If the current disc is drive 1, enter 2 for
this parameter and press the Enter key to go back to the man screen.
Once drive 2 has been set as the current drive it can be partitioned, and

option 1 can be selected. -his takes you into a further meru offering
these three options (Figure 3.16):
1. Create primary DOS partition
2. Create extended DOS partition

3. Create logical DOS drive(s) in the extended DOS partition
It is a primary DOS partition that is required, so select option one, which
should again be the default. After the disc has been given a quick test
you will be asked if you wish to use the maximum space for the partition.
If you answer yes, the whole disc, or as much of it as FDISK can handle,

will be used for the partitior. If you answer no, you will then have to
specify the size of the primary partition in megabytes. After a further
quick check of the disc the new partition will be created. Having created
the partition, press the Escape key to return to the original menu.

good idea to select option four to check that the partition las been
created successfully (Figure 3.17).

If a further partition is required select option one, and then option two,
which is "Create extended DOS partition" (Figure 3.18). Enter the size
of the partition you require and press the Return key to create the partition.

Then press the Escape key, which will bring up a message saying "No
logical drives defined" (Figure 3.19). In other words, you have created
a partition, but as yet it does not have a drive letter. Assuming you
require all the space in the partition to be one logical drive, simply press
the Return key. This will make the partition drive E:, and a screen giving
this information will appear (Figure 3.20). Press the Escape key to return
to the main menu, and use option four to check that the partition has
been created successfully.
It has been assumed here that the original hard disc has a single partition.
If it has more than one partition these will be drives C;, D;, etc., and The
drive letter or letters for the additional drive will be moved up accordingly.
For example, if the original disc is used as drives C: and D:, partitions of

the new drive would become dives E:, F:, etc.
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Create Logical 181 Drivels) Is the Cirtedsi 10$ Partition

No logical drives defined

Total Extended DOS Partition size is
6.38 Mbytes (1 Mlyte = 1048576 Wes)
in Mbytes (isex )
Maximum space available for logical drive is
Enter logical drive size i Mbytes or percent of disi space (z)

(

6311

Press Bac to return to FEU Options

Fig.3.19 An extended partition must be given a drive number

Formatting
Having created the partitions you require, the "FORMAT" command can
then be run. First you will have to press the Escape key twice to exit
FDISK, and then the computer must be rebooted so that the new partition
information takes effect. Make sure you format the correct disc, because
formatting a disc that is already in use will destroy any data it contains.
To format drive D: use this command:
format D:

This will bring up a warning to the effect that all data in drive D: will be
lost if you proceed with the format. As yet t-iere is no data to lose, so
answer yes to proceed with the formatting. It might take several minutes
to complete the task, since there are a large number of tracks to be
processed and checked. If the hard disc has more than one partition
and is operating as drive D:, drive E:, etc., each partition must formatted
using a separate "FORMAT" command. To format drive F: for example,
this command would be used:
format F:
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Create Logical NIS Drivels) le the Mended lI1I Partition

Dru Uoluse Lalel
1:

11ytes
638

listes

Usage

UMENIMM

1087.

All available spice to the hiseded 113 Pertitise
is assigned to logical drives.
Press Ise to continue

Fig.3.20 If all goes well, a screen showing the drive letter of the new
partition will appear
The new hard disc drive should then be fully operational. If the new disc
has been added as an insurance measure and the Windows instal ation

is fully operational, any bac,<up software should be able to copy the
specified data from the old drive to the new one, or even copy every file
if that is what you require. Due to the speed of modern hard disc &yes,
even copying several gigabytes of data should be relatively swift.
Matters are slightly less straightforward if the operating system is seriDusly

damaged 3nd the second lard disc has been added as a desperation
measure. Any existing backup software alreadi installed will probably
work well enough if the PC Is booted into Safe Mode. With the CD-ROM

drive unavailable in Safe Mode, installing new backup software is
problematic. It is probably easier to run Windows Explorer and use this

to do the copying. Files or even complete directory structures can be
dragged and dropped from one disc to the other. Thus, even if there are
large numbers of files to ccpy in complex file structures, the task is not
too difficul'.
Things would have to go disastrously wrong with the operating system
for Windows to be unable to boot in Safe Mode, but I suppose it could
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happen if a lot of Windows files are damaged or erased. Copying single
files using MS/DOS is easy enough, and is achieved using the Copy
command. This is an internal command, which means that it is always
available at the MS/DOS prompt, and does not rely on a program stored
on disc. The easiest way of using the Copy command is to go into the
directory where you require the copied files to be stored. Since the disc
is blank to start with, the new directory must be created first. These two
commands would first take the system into drive D:, and then make a
directory (folder) called "wordproc" off the root directory of drive D::
D:

and wordproc

Of course, the Return key must be operated after each command has
been typed in. Remember that in MS/DOS filenames directory names
are limited to eight characters plus an optional three -character extension.
These two commands would take the system into the new directory and
then copy a file from drive C: into the new directory:

cd wordproc
copy C:\wordproc\letterl .doc
In this example the file being copied is called "letterl doc" and it is in the
"wordproc" directory of drive C:, but it can be any file on any directory of
an accessible drive. The full path for the file must be specified, and not
just the basic filename.

In most cases you need to copy all the files in a directory and not just
one or two. This can be accomplished using this Copy command:
copy C: \wordproc\*.*
The first "*" character tells the computer to apply the command to files
having any filename. The second "*" character tells the PC to apply the
command to files having any extension. Hence this easygoing version
of the command will copy any files in the specified directory. A variation
on this method enables any files with a specified extension to be copied.
Suppose you wished to copy only the files having "doc" as the extension.
This version of the command would give the desired effect:
copy C: \wordproc\*.doc
The "*" character is used so that the command copies files having any
main filename, but using "doc" as the extension ersures that only files
having this extension are actually copied.
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Xcopy
The Copy command is not able to copy a directory structure, complete
with all subdirectories and the files that they contain. However, MS'JOS
can accomplish this using the Xcopy command, but this is not an internal
function of the operating system. In order for Xcopy to work the system
must have access to the Xcopy program file (xcopy.exe). This rile is
available on the Wincows 98 installation CD-ROM in the
\TOOLS\OLDMSDOS subdirectory. It should also be on the hard disc in
the \WINDOWS\COMMAND subdirectory. A quick search failed to locate
the file on a Windows 95 installation CD-ROM, but it was present on the
hard disc in the \WINDOWS\COMMAND subdirectory. The same is true
of the Windows Me upgrade version, although the Xcopy.exe file can be

located on the CD-ROM within the \Win9X\WIN_17.CAB file using
Windows Explorer. However, it would seem to be easier to use the non archived version of the file Dr the hard disc.

Suppose that you wish to copy a directory off the root directory of drive
C:, plus any files and subdirectories it contains. There is more than one

way of doing this, but the one I would recommend is to go into the
directory that contains Xcopy.exe, and then specify the full paths fcr the

source and destination.

For example, to copy C:\wcrdprcc to

D:\wordproc, this command would be used:
Xcopy C:\wordproc D:\wordproc /s
Note that without the "Is" at the end of the command, Xcopy will work
just like the Copy command and will not copy subdirectories.

Disc swap
There is another way of handl ng things where a Windows installaticn is
damaged to the point that it will not even boot in Safe mode. This is to
add the new drive as drive C:, and to have the criginal one as drive D:.

This will probably require some changes to the cabling and jurper
settings of the old drive, but it should not be too difficult to reorganise
things so that the new drive is drive C:. The new drive is then set up as
the boot drive, and Windows is installed on the drive once it has been
partitioned and formatted. Your applications programs are then installed,
and any data files on drive D: are easily copied across to drive C: using
Windows Explorer.
The old drive then becomes the backup drive, and can be w ped dean
once you are sure that any rrportant data it cortains has been copied
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to drive C:. Having cleared drive D:, it can be used to take a full backup
of drive C:, which should make life much easier the next time a major
Windows problem occurs.

Be prepared
It is definitely better to be ready for any problems that arise rather than
having to improvise to get out of trouble when things go wrong. However,

if the files you need to back up are safely stored on the hard disc, it
should be possible to copy them even if the Windows installation has
been damaged to the point where it is totally unbootable. You may
need to add some hardware such as an external (parallel port) ZIP drive

or a hard disc if there is a large amount of data to copy, but that is a
small price to pay for saving large amounts of hard work.

Points to remember
Do not wait until things go wrong before backing up data. It should be
possible to rescue your data if the operating system becomes seriously
damaged, but it might be expensive to have it rescued from a faulty
hard drive.
Data rescue services are available, but there is no guarantee that data
will be retrievable from a damaged hard drive.

Not all backup devices will work with Windows in Safe mode or in MS/
DOS. Lack of operation in either of these modes does not render a

backup device useless, but life is easier when using a more
accommodating drive.

If you find yourself with a Windows installation that seems to be
impossible to repair, and no usable device to backup masses of important

data, there are three options. Carry on trying to repair Windows for as
long as it takes, abandon your data and reinstall Windows from scratch,
or add a suitable backup device so that the data can be rescued prior to
reinstalling Windows.
Another hard drive is the most practical option whet disaster has struck
and an emergency backup of data is required. These days a hard disc
drive is a relatively cheap backup option that will work in both Safe mode
and MS/DOS since it is a standard MS/DOS and Windows drive. Hard
discs are also relatively fast in operation.
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A modern PC can have at least four IDE drives (hard discs, CD-ROM
drives, etc.) and will usually be able to accept an additional hard drive.
A hard disc drive has to be partitioned using FRISK and then high-level
formatted using FORMAT before it is ready for use. These are both MS/
DOS programs that are present on the Windcws Startup disc. FDISK
must be used even if the disc will be organised as one large pattion.
No low-level formatting is required, as this is done at the factory.
Proper backup software can be used to backup your data, but Windows
Explorer enables data to be easily copied from one drive to another.

Complete directory structures can be copied by dragging them from
one drive to another.

Where Safe mode is not available the MS/DOS Copy command can be

used to copy all the files from one directory to another. Tie MStDOS
Xcopy command can be used to copy director/ structures and the files
that they contain.
The easiest way of rescuing your data might be to fit a new C: drive and
have the old one as drive D:. With Windows and all your applications

software installed on drive C:, the old drive D: becomes the backup
drive from which your data can be copied to drive C:.
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Backup?
Using the methods outlined in the previous chapter it is possible to
recover data from the hard disc when there is a serious problem with the
operating system. Using a data recovery service it might even be possible
to recover data from a faulty hard disc, albeit at a price. It s defi -iitely

advisable to avoid putting yourself into a situation where emergency
measures have to be taken in order to avoid the loss of vital data and
this means backing up any important data. Of course, if you use a PC
purely for pleasure and do not have any important data to back up,
there will probably be little point in going to the trouble of backing up
the hard disc. In the event of a serious problem everything can be
reinstalled and there is no important data to lose.
These days most computer users are not dabblers, and their PCs are
put to good uses. This means that important data is usually generated,
and generated in large quantities. Whether it is family photographs from
a digital camera, the company accounts, or your latest novel, most PCs
contain data that is precious to the users. It makes sense to produce
backup copies of this data, even if it does involve a certain amount of
time and expense.

Better save than sorry
If you are going to do the sensible thing and backup important data it is
not essential to use any backup software. Having stored a file onto the
hard disc using the SAVE function of the application software you can
simply select SAVE AS and store it again on anotner drive, such as a ZIP
drive or CD writer. This method enables data files to be restored to the
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hard disc using Windows Explorer if a major failure of some kind should
occur, but it does not allow the operating system to be restored. Neither
will it restore any of your applications software or any customisation of
that software. If the hard disc has to be replaced or the operating system
becomes seriously damaged, the operating system has to be reinstalled,
the applications programs are then installed again, and finally the data
files are restored.

This is not a particularly quick or neat way of doing things, but for most
users it will get the PC fully operational again in a reasonable amount of
time. It has the advantage that it requires a minimal amount of time to
maintain the backup copies, since only data files are being copied. As

pointed out in previous chapters, it also gives you a "clean" copy of
Windows that should operate quickly and efficiently.

If you use applications that only generate small amounts of data, an
ordinary floppy disc drive is adequate for this met-iod of backing up.
Unfortunately, modern applications programs tend to generate large
amounts of data. With a relatively simple application such as word
processing the amounts of data generated might be reasonably small,
but software such as graphics and desktop publishing programs usually
produce large amounts of data. The folder used to store the files for this
probably contain something like 500 megabytes of data by the
time the book is finished. Backing up data requires some form of mass

storage device when large files or large amounts of small files are
involved.

Backup software
For anything beyond backing up data files it is best to resort to some
sort of backup program. With these it is possible to save selected
directories or directory structures, or the entire contents of the hard disc
drive. Windows is supplied complete with a backup program that has
the imaginative name of Backup. Although basic compared to some
programs of this type it does the job well enough for most users. Its lack
of popularity possibly stems from the fact that the equivalent facility in
Windows 3.1 was something less than user friendly, causing many users
to look elsewhere for a backup utility. Perhaps the problem is simply
that the Backup program is a part of Windows that is easily overlooked.
Anyway, it is easier to use than some of the earlier versions, and it is
definitely there if you seek it out.

Backup is easily overlooked when using Windows 95, since it seems to

be absent from a default installation. Backup is installed from the
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Add/Remove Programs Properties
Install/Uninstall

Windows Setup I Startup Disk I

To add or remove a component, click the check. box. A shaded box
means that only part of th.. component will be installed. To see
what's included in a component, click Details.
Components:

:(t2. Accessibility Options
_AAccessories

0 4 MB
9 2 ME:

Communications

0 7 t.:1E:

Microsoft Fax

2.6 ME 2:1

Space required:

Space available on disk:

2.4 MB

1703.5 MB

Description
Includes utilities for compressing and maintaining your disks.

1 of 1 components selected

etails...

Have Disk

.

Fig.4.1 The Backup program is in the Disk Tools grourp
Windows Control Panel. First operate the Start button and then select
Settings and Control Panel. Then double-click on the Add/Remove
Programs icon and operate the Windows Setup tab of the wirdow hat
pops up. Tick the box beside the Disk Tools entry (Figure 4.1) and
operate the Apply button. Then follow the onscreen prompts to actually
install the Backup program. Note that the Windows 95 disc will be neeced
during installation.
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System Tools
To add a component select the check box or click to dear it if you don't
want the component. A shaded box means that only part of the
component will be installed. To see what's included in a component
click Details.

components
O

Bad. up

5 2 MB

"jo Character Map

0.0 MB
0 0 MB

j Clipboard Viewer

*Disk compression tools

0.0 MB -

®Drive Converter (FAT32)
,./ Group Policies

0 4 MB

0.0 MB z_j

Space used by installed components
Space required.
Space available on disk:

36.4 MB
0.0 MB

7360.9 MB

Description

Program to backup and save data and files Supports backup to
floppy and tape drives.

OK

I

Cancel

Fig.4.2 Adding the Backup program to Windows 98
If Backup is absent from Windows 98 it is added in much the same way
as for Windows 95. Go into the Windows Setup program via the Control
Panel as before, double-click on System Tools, and then check the box
next to Backup. It may well be installed already, and the checkbox will
already contain a tick mark (Figure 4.2) where this is the case. If the
checkbox is ticked, operate the Cancel buttons to exit the Control Panel.
If Backup is not already installed, operate the OK button and then the
Apply button. Then follow the onscreen prompts to actually install the
program. Have the Windows 98 disc handy as it will be required during
the installation process.
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0 kilobytes selBcted

Fig.4.3 The Windows 95 version of Backup

Windows Me does have the Backup program but it is seems to have
been included as something of an afterthought. Therefore, we will
consider the Backup program of this version of W ndows separately. In
Windows 95 or 98 the Backup program is run from the Start menu by
selecting Accessories, System Tools, and Backup. The two programs
are not the same, and the biggest difference is that the Windows 95
version does not have Wizards to assist the user. It has an initial s:art
screen that gives some basic information about using the program, and

then the program itself appears (Figure 4.3). We will consider the
Windows 95 version first.
When Backup is run it provides a message inform.ng the user that a file
set called Full System Backup has been created, and that this one mist
be used if a full backup of the hard disc drive is required. By default the
program goes into the backup mode, and the first task for the user is to
select the files that must be backed up. If a tick is placed in the checktox
beside drive C:, all the files on this drive will be selected. However, the
left-hand section of the screen shows the files in the root directory, plus
its sub -directories. These can be individually deselected and reselected
by removing or replacing the ticks in their checkboxes. It is pcssible to
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Fig.4.4 It is easy to select the files and folders that are to be

backed up
navigate the directory structure in standard Windows fashion, removing
and reselecting any files or directories, as required (Figure 4.4).
If you would like to do a simple dummy run to see how files are backed

up and restored, make a new folder off the root directory and place
some files in it. Limit the number and size of the files so that the new
directory holds no more than two or three megabytes of data. One or
two floppy discs can then be used for the backup copy, and the test
should be reasonably quick. As only one directory is to be selected, do
not tick the box for drive C: in the backup program and then deselect
everything but the required directory. Instead, double-click on the entry
for drive C: to expand it, and then place a tick in the checkbox for your
test directory. The right-hand section of the screen will then show the
files within that directory so that they can be individually chosen. For
this exercise just leave them all selected.

Having selected the files to be backed up, the Next Step button is
operated and this brings up a screen like the one in Figure 4.5. This
enables the destination for the backup to be selected, and in this case
floppy disc A: is being used. Left -clicking the mouse on the floppy disc's
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Fig.4.5 Selecting the destination for the backup copy
entry in the left-hand section of the screen will select it as the destination,

and this should be confirmed by "A: \" appearing in the text box. Next
the Start Backup button is operated and you will then be asked to prcvide

a name for this set of backup discs. Having supplied a suitable name
("Testi " will do), operate the OK button and the program will start copying
the files to the floppy disc drive.

In most cases the quantity of data being copied will be too large to fit
onto a single floppy disc, CD-ROM, or whatever. The program will prcmpt

you to change discs as and when necessary. The discs in multi -disc
backup sets should be numbered in sequence. If you use re -writable
discs that already contain data the Windows Backup program will be
able to use them, but any existing data on the d scs will be cverwrrtten
and lost. Once the process has been completed a message to that
effect will appear on the screen, and you are then -eturned to the Backup
program.

If you use Windows Explorer to examine the contents of the backup
discs you will discover that they each contain one file. The name of this

file will be the same for each disc, and it will be whatever name you
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Fig.4.6 Specifying the source for the backup

assigned to the set of discs. This is not just of academic importance,
and it means that the files stored on the disc can not be recovered simply
by copying the contents of the discs back onto the hard disc drive. The
only way of recovering the files is to use the Restore facility built into the
Backup program.

To try out the restore feature, delete the test directory on the hard disc,
run Backup, and then operate the Restore tab. This brings up the screen
of Figure 4.6, which enables the source of the backup file to be specified.
In this example we are using floppy drive A:, so this should be selected
by left -clicking on its entry. The first disc in the backup set should be

placed in drive A:, and the right-hand section of the window should
confirm that the appropriate backup file is present on the disc. Next
double-click on the entry for the backup file in the right-hand section of
the screen. The left-hand section then changes to allow the files from
the backup set to be selected.

In this example we will restore all the files, and this just requires the
checkbox for the relevant directory to be ticked. Operate the Start Restore
button to start the copying process, and change discs when directed by
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Fig.4.7 The Windows 98 Backup program is similar to the
Windows 95 version

onscreen prompts. A new window will appear while the files are being

copied, and this shows how far things have progressed. Once the
copying has been finished, operate the OK buttons to return to the
Backup program. Exit the program and then us= Windows Explorer to
check that the directory and the files have been correctly restored.

Win 98 Backup
The Windows 98 Backup utility (Figure 4.7) is similar to the Wndows 95
version, but has some additional facilities. Operating the Options button
towards the bottom right-hand corner of the screen brings up a window

(Figure 4.8) that enables various aspects of the program to be
customised. The main ones are that the files can be stored witl- no
compression or two degrees of compression, and password protection
can be used.

Using compression reduces the amount of storage space needed for
the backup copy. The amount of space saved defends on the nature of
the files being stored. Program and some types of data file will often
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Backup Job Options
General I Password I Type
I

I Exclude I Report I Advanced I

Compare original and backup files to verify data was
successfully backed up

When backing up to media
Never compress the data.

C compress data to save time.

a Maximize compression to save space
If the media already contains backups

r overwrite the media with this backup.
a Let me choose this option during the backup.

Fig.4.8 The options section of the Backup program
take up less than a third as much space, but something like a graphics
file that is already heavily compressed is unlikely to benefit significantly
from using further compression. Overall the files might be reduced in
size by about 50%, which is certainly worthwhile. Apart from reducing
the number of discs needed to store the backup copy, compression can
significantly speed up both the backup and restoration processes.

Despite the advantages, some users prefer not 70 use compression.
This is due to the fact that recovering data from a disc that has some
minor corruption of the contents can be very difficult or impossible if
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compression has been used. This is not to say that data is easily
recovered when a non-comp-essed disc becomes corrupted. There is
no guarantee of success either way, and ideally two backup copies
should be made where a hard disc contains very important data.
Another refinement of the program is that the radio buttons towards the

top of the screen enable the user to opt for a full backup, or to only
backup new files or ones that have changed since the previous backup
was carried out. Obviously this second option is only applicable if a
previous backup set has been made, and it can greatly speed up the
process of maintaining up to date backup copies.

Wizards
Another refinement of the Windows 98 version of the program is that it
has the option of using Wizards to control its operation. The Wizards

are used by default
when the program is
run, and the process
starts with the initial
window of Figure 4.9,

which enables the
required function to
be selected. If you do

141.-ment finrkup

A be,clup is e copy et INA Net from yOur COMM& stored on

mach, ,ch as
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operate the Close
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Backup
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Fig.4.9 The first Wizard when using the
Windows 98 Backup program

using the radio buttons and then press the OK button. The options are
the normal backup and restore, plus an option to open an existing backup

set. When first running the program a backup copy must be made, so
the Backup option should be selected.
This launches the Backup Wizard, and the initial screen of Figure 4.10
appears. This gives the op -ion of copying all files on the disc or just
selected files. Once the required files have been selected or the "all
files" option has been taken, the next Wizard (Figure 4.11) appears.
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Backup Wizard
What to back up
You can either beck up everything on your :omputer. or you can
back up specific drives. folders end files lick Next to continue

( Back up M,y Computer
(Backup all files and folders on my local drive(s))

r Beck up sglected files folders and dives
(Click Next to select tiles. folders ancldnves)

Cancel

Llext >

I

Fig.4.10 The Backup Wizard gives the option of making a full backup
or copying selected files

Here you choose whether to backup all the selected files or only those
that have been added or changed since the last backup was made.
Only the all files option is relevant when an initial backup is being made.
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Fig.4.11 There is the option of backing up
all the files or only those that have
changed since the last backup
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Fig.4.12 Selecting the backup's destination
copy can be compared to the original to make sure there are no copying
errors. This is the safer option, as it should avoid the possibility of finding

that a corrupted
backup set can not
be restored properly.
The downside is that
the
verification
process will result in

the backup process

taking significantly
longer.
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The next window

Ha. *up Wezan1

(Figure 4.14) is used
to give a name to the

backup job. This
window also shows
the settings that have
been
selected
previously so that you
can
check that

everything is set up

Fig.4.14 The backup must be given a name

correctly. The Back
buttons can be used
to retrace your steps
if

you

change

your mind about
something, or to correct any mistakes. Simply press the Start button to

begin the backup process.

Restoration of a backup is an equally

straightforward process using the Wizard method. Even if you are familiar

with backup programs, it is probably easier to use the Wizards rather
than opt for direct control of the program.

Emergency restoration
An obvious drawback of the Windows 95 and 98 Backup programs is
that they are strictly Windows programs, and files can only be restored
if the computer can be booted into Windows. In some circumstances it
could be better, or even essential, to restore the files from MS/DOS.

This is actually possible using Windows 98 via a batch file on the
installation CD-ROM. The backup copy is made from Windows in the
normal way, using the Backup program. This method of restoration will
only work with a full backup incidentally. Bear in mind that it will only be
possible to restore the files from MS/DOS if the backup medium is one
that can be read from MS/DOS. The easiest options are a hard disc or
CD-ROMs. If using the latter, ordinary CD -R discs are better than CDRW discs, since the latter are usually only readable using a special utility

program. This utility is usually a Windows program, and it is unlikely
that a MS/DOS version of the utility will be available.

In order to restore a backup copy the computer must be booted using
the Windows 98 Startup disc, and CD-ROM support should be selected
when the menu appears. Next place the Windows 98 installation disc in
the CD-ROM drive, and then set that drive as the current one. The Startup
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Fig.4.15 Tne restoration starts with Windows 98 being reinstalled.
Here the product Key is entered

disc places some utilities on a virtual disc that is actually bah of the
computer's memory. This will usually be given a drive letter ahead of
the CD-ROM drive, which is therefore shifted up one letter from normal.
For example, if the CD-ROM drive is normally drive E:, it will become
drive F: when the Startup disc is used. To move the system into drive F:

simply type "F:" and then press the Return key. A batch file it the
tools \ sysreo directory controls the restoration process, so the next step
is to move the system into this directory using this command:

cd tools\sysrec
There is a text file called Recovertxt in this directory, and this gives useful

information about the recovery process. To run the batch file use this
command:
perestor

This may look incorrect, but it will not work if you add the missing "e" to
the command. MS/DOS only permits filenames of up to eight characters

plus a three -character extension. Hence this command is called
"perestor" and not "perestore". This brings up a message on tie screen,
and then the Windows Setup program is started. After some checlcing
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and initialisation you are presented with the screen shown in Figure
4.15, where your Windows 98 product key is entered. It is then just a
matter of using the Setup Wizard to go through the installation and
restoration process. This really just seems to be a variation on a normal
Windows 98 reinstallation process, but it is probaby best to do things
this way if Windows is to be reinstalled followed by a full restoration of
the hard disc.

Me Restore
As pointed out previously, Windows Me does not have the Backup
program as standard, although it is still there if you care to unearth it
from the installation CD. Instead it has a program called System Restore.
It has to be emphasised that this is not a conventional backup program,
and it can not be used to make a set of backup discs for use in the event
of a hard disc failure. This is simply because it uses the hard disc to

store the backup files, and if the hard disc fails, the backup files are
inaccessible. System Restore is designed specifically to deal with
problems in the operating system, and a separate backup utility is
required to deal with hard disc failures.
This book is primarily concerned with fixing or working around problems
that occur with the Windows operating systems, so the System Restore
program is one that is fully relevant. Its purpose is to take the system
back to a previous configuration. It is therefore a program that will work
around problems rather than fix them. The general idea is to periodically

add new restore points so that if something should subsequently go
wrong with the operating system, it can be taken back to a recent restore
point. Incidentally, Windows adds restoration points periodically, so it is
not essential to routinely add your own.

The main reason for adding your own restoration points is that there is
increased likelihood of problems occurring. The most common example
of this is adding a restore point prior to installing new software. If anything
should go horribly wrong during the installation process, going back to

the restoration point should remove the rogue program and fix the
problem with the operating system. You can then contact the software
publisher to find a cure to the problem, and in the mean time your PC
should still be functioning properly.
When going back to a restoration point the program should remove any
recently added programs, but it should leave recently produced data
files intact. Of course, with any valuable data that has not been backed
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Fig.4.16 The System Restcre program is deep sr the menu structure

up already, it would be prudent to make backup copies before using
System Restore, just in case things do not go according to plan. The
program itself does provide a way around this sort of problem in that it
does permit a restoration to be undone. If a valuable data file should
vanish "into thin air" it should be possible to return the PC to its original

configuration, backup the restored data, and then go back to the
restoration point again.

In use
The System Restore program is buried deep in the menu structure (F:gure
4.16), but it can be started by going to the Start menu and then selecting
Programs, Accessories, System Tools, and System Restore. The program
is controlled via a Wizard, so when it is run you get the screen of Figure
4.17 and not a conventiona Windows style interface. The radio buttons
give three options, which are to go back to a restoration point, create a

new one, or undo the last restoration. When the program is run for the
first time there is no restoration to undo, so this option will not be present.
As pointed out previously the system will automatically create restoration

points from time to time, bit you will probably wish to create your own
before doing anything that will make large chances to the system. Start
by selecting the "Create a restore point" option and then operate the
Next button. The next screen (Figure 4.18) asks the user tc provide a
name for the restore point, and it is helpful if the name is something that
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Fig.4.17 The welcome screen of the System Restore program
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color or °gams are Installed. Harmer, you can use System Restore to create exr own
restore points at tares 0.16r tun tow schtabled by your computer
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Restore point description:

Fig.4.18 The system creates restore points, but you can add your own
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Confirm New Restore Point
Sot, I ,I4pro powo
I

rc rhaige this restore port desuption, click Back

Fig.4.19 You have a chance to check things before creating a
restoration point

will be meaningful. There is no need to bother about including a cate,
as the program automatical y records the date and time for you.
There will be a delay of at least several seconds when the Next button is
pressed, and then a screen like the one shown in Figure 4.19 will appear.
This gives you a chance to check that everything is correct before the
restoration point is created. If everything is all right, operate the OK
button to create the restoration point and terminate the program.

To go back to a restoration point, run the program as before, and select
the Return my computer to an earlier time option. Operate the Next
button, and after a short delay a screen like the Dne of Figure 4.20 will
appear. If there are a numbei- of restore points available you can use the
arrow heads in the calendar to find the one you -equire. The dates on
the calendar in larger text are the ones that have restore pcints. Left
clicking on one of these will show the available pcints in the screen area
just to the right of the calendar. Left -click on the required restore paint
and then operate the Next button. This brings up a screen and warning
message, like Figure 4.21. Left -click the OK button to remove the warning
message, and close any prcgrams that are running.
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Fig.4.20 Choosing a restore point
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Fig.4.21 A warning message gives you a chance to change your mind
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Fig.4.22 You can see how the restoration process is proceeding

If you are satisfied that the correct restore point has been selected,
operate the Next button and the program will begin the restoration
process. A screen showing how things are progressing will appear
(Figure 4.22). Heed the warning on this screen, and do not do anytiing
that will alter, open or delete any files while the program is running. Just
sit back and do not touch the computer until the program has finished
its task. Once the restoration has been completed the computer will
reboot, and a message will appear on the screen (Figure 4.23). This

confirms the point to which the computer has been returned, and
indicates the options if the PC fails to operate properly using this restore
point. Left -click the OK button to finish the toot process, and the

computer should then have shifted back in time to the appropriate
restoration point.

Windows Me is still relatively new at the time of writing this, but the
System Restore utility certa fly seems to be a very worthwhile facility.
Some consider that this feature alone justifies upgrading from Windows
95 or 98. To date I have only used it a few times in earnest, but it certainly
provided the desired result on each occasion. It s probably rot a good

idea to use the System Restore program as a first resort if there is a
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Fig.4.23 Once the restoration has been completed the computer will
reboot. This message appears after the reboot is finished
problem with the operating system, but it is certair ly worth a try where
the problem has no simple solution.

Me Backup
If you wish to use the Windows Me Backup program it is no good trying
to install it via the usual Windows Setup section of the Control Panel. It

no longer seems to be a standard Windows component that can be
installed via the usual route. Instead, you must use Windows Explorer
to delve into the Windows Me installation disc. Go into the Add-ons
folder and then into the MSBackup folder. Here you will find a text file
called backup.txt and a program called msbexp.exe. To find out more
about installing and uninstalling the Backup program double-click on
the entry for the text file. In order to install the program it is just a matter

of double clicking on the entry for msbexp.exe ard then following the
onscreen prompts. Once installed, the program can be run from the
Start menu via the usual route (Programs, Accessories, and System
Tools). The program seems to be much the same as the Windows 98
version, as can be seen from Figure 4.24.
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Fig.4.24 The Windows Me Backup program is much like the Windows
98 version

Backup programs
If you prefer not to use the built-in backup and restore facilities of
Windows, or you would like to augment them, there are plenty of
programs to choose from. These include various backup programs
and software that restores the computer to an earlier configuration, rather
like System Restore in Windows Me. One type of software that should
not be overlooked is the type tiat copies the consents of one drive onto
another, producing what is generally termed an "image" of the original
drive. Although it might seem that simply copying the files from Dne
disc to the other would produce an exact clone of the original, the clone

would probably fail to boot. This is due to the fact that some of the
system files have to be in the right place on the hard disc, and not merely
present on it in order to make the drive bootable. If you simply require
a backup copy of data files tits is of no consequence, but it is a crucial

factor if you require a drive that can be used in place of the original if
disaster strikes.
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Fig.4.25 "Cloning" a hard disc drive is easy using a program such as
Drive Copy
It is actually possible to make a bootable copy of a hard disc drive using
the MS/DOS Xcopy program, but it requires just the right switches to be
used in the Xcopy command and other factors also have to be just right.
The process can also be very slow when applied to same PCs. A program
designed specifically for producing drive images will usually do the job
much more quickly and easily. Probably the best known program of

this type is Drive Copy, which is shown in action in Figure 4.25. This
program is supplied on CD-ROM, but it is used to make a bootable
floppy disc that is used when undertaking the copying. You have to do
little more than make sure that the program is copying the data in the
right direction, and then sit back while it makes the copy.
Once you have a clone of the original hard disc it can either be removed
from the PC and stored away safely or it can be left in place as drive D:.
Storing the drive has the advantage that the disc will not be subject to
wear, and it should be ready and working if it is needed at some later

date. On the other hand, the drive will not be suojected to significant
wear if it is just sitting in the PC getting little or no use. The drive motor
will be operating while the PC is in use, but the motors are very reliable
and can be expected to last a very long time. Another advantage of
removing the drive is that the data it contains can not be accidentally
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corrupted. This avoids the slight risk that when switching to The backup
drive it does not work any better than the one containing the damaged
Windows installation.
The obvious advantage of keeping the drive in place is that it is ready for
immediate use if the main drive should fail or the Windows installation

becomes damaged. With most PCs it is possible to go into the BIOS
and set drives D:, E:, or F: as the boot drive, so t should be oossible to
boot into the standby drive. This could be useful in trying to fix the
operating system on the main drive and in backing up data Windows
has to be installed "from scratch". For instance, all the drives including
things like CD writers and re -writers should be fully operational when
booting from the standby drive.
Another advantage of keeping the standby drive in place is that it can be
used to backup data files as they are produced so that a failure of the
main drive will cause no loss or a minimal loss of data. However, using

the standby disc does increase the risk of its contents becoming
corrupted so that it no longer bootable.

There are various backup programs available that can be used as an
alternative to the Windows Backup program. Some of these will monitor
disc activity and make automatic backup copies when new files are
generated or existing files are altered. These are very convenient in use

because they are largely "transparent" to the user, but they run
continuously in the background and add to the arain on the computer's
resources.

System files
If Windows becomes troublesome due to a missing or damaged system
file, life is a lot easier if you have a backup copy of the file in question.
One of the main causes of problems are DLL (dyiamic link library) files,

which are used extensively by Windows and applications programs.
DLL files provide program coda for frequently per'ormed functions, such
as displaying menus and dialogue boxes. Some are suppliec as part of
the Windows operating system, while others are loaded onto the hard
disc when applications programs are installed.
Reinstalling a standard DLL f le from the Windows installation disc should

not be difficult, but one installed by an application program could be
more difficult to replace. Firstly, you might not know which program
supplied the file. The second problem is that searching the relevant CD-

ROM for the file might not be successful. Files are often stores on
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installation discs in some form of compressed or archived form, making
it difficult to locate and extract the one you require.

The DLL files are likely to be liberally spread across the hard disc, but
using Windows Explorer it is easy to locate all of these files and copy
them to a mass storage device such as a CD-ROM writer. The amount
of storage space required will vary considerably from one Windows
installation to another, and the more applications that are installed the
more DLL files there will be. Backing up the DLL files on one of my PCs
required some 500 megabytes or so of storage space, which is probably
quite typical.
In order to copy the DLL files launch Windows Explorer and then select
Find and Files or Folders from the Tools menu. Enter "*.d11" as the
filename, and then make sure that drive C: is entered in the Look In box
and that the "search subfolders" checkbox is ticked. The "*" character
in the filename tells the search program to accept anything as the main
part of the filename. When you operate the Find Now button, the program
will therefore search for any file that has "d11" as the extension. You
should end up with something like Figure 4.26, with a large number of
DLL files listed in the lower section of the window. I am not exaggerating
when I say that there will probably be a few thousand files listed! To
highlight all the files go to the Edit menu and choose the Select All option.
Then go to the Edit menu again a select Copy.
The DLL files can then be Pasted to a backup folder on the hard drive, a
CD -R, or whatever, using Windows Explorer. If the files are to be stored

on something like Zip discs that can not store all the files on a single
disc, the copying process becomes more difficult. Batches of files must
be highlighted manually and copied to the backup discs, being careful
not to have any batch larger than the storage capacity of the disc. It is
possible that during the copying process you will be asked whether or
not to overwrite a file that has already been copied, with another file of
the same name. The rule here is to not replace a newer file with an older
version, so check the dates of the two files and proceed accordingly.
Obviously it could be very time consuming to manually search the backup

disc or discs for a specific DLL file that you need. The quick way is to
use the Find Files or Folders facility of Windows Explorer. This can
search through thousands of files and locate the one you require in a
few seconds. Having found the required file, the Copy and Paste facilities
of Windows Explorer can be used to copy it to the appropriate folder on
the hard disc.
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Fig.4.26 The Find Files or Folders facility of Windows Explorer can be
used to find and copy all the DLL files on a hard drive

Registry backup
Although Windows makes its own backup copies of the Registry, some
users prefer to have an additional backup copy. Since the file sizes
involved are quite small it makes sense to keep the backup copies on
floppy discs, a Zip disc, etc., rather than on the hard disc where they are
vulnerable to disc failures. The Windows Registry sounds as though it
should be a single file, but as explained in chapter 2, it is actually system
data contained in two files called User.dat and System.dat. In order to
backup these files it is merely necessary to locate them on the hard disc
using Windows Explorer anc then drag them to a floppy drive, Zip drive,
or whatever
Bear in mind that these are system files, and that using the default settings

of Windows Explorer they are hidden from view. If you are going to
undertake Windows troubleshooting the settings in Windows Explorer
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Remember each folder's view settings
O Show file attributes in Detail View

Show Map Network Drive button in toolbar
Q Show pop-up description for folder and desktop items.
Visual Settings
Restore Qetaults

Fig.4.27 Windows Explorer can be made to show hidden files and
other information that is not shown by default
should be such that the system files are visible anyway, but it is essential
if you are going to use Explorer to backup any of these files. Activate
the View menu and then select Folder Options. Operate the View tab of

the new window that appears, which will produce a number of check
boxes and radio buttons that can be used to select the desired options
(Figure 4.27). Under the Hidden files section make sure that the Show
all files radio button is selected.
The User.dat file is usually quite small and will fit onto a 1.44 -megabyte
floppy disc quite comfortably. The System.dat file tends to vary in size
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Fig.4.28 The Registry Checker can be used to make a backup of tl-.e
Registry files
quite substantially from one DC to another, but in general it seems to be

much larger and can be several megabytes in size. Even us ng
compression it is unlikely that this file will fit on a single floppy disc, out
there are programs that can spread large files across several floppy
discs and reconstitute them again. For instance, later versions of the
popular Winzip program can accomplish this. Al-Rrnatively, copy it to a
larger disc such as a CD -R or Zip type.

Registry Checker
Of course, there are plenty of other Windows files that can be bacced
up, but these are less likely to be of use for a quick fix than the DLL and
registry files. Two possible exceptions are system.ini and win.ini, both
of which will be found on the boot disc in the Windows folder.
Windows does actually have a facility to backup and restore the Registry.

Probably the main use of this feature is when undertaking sometl-ing

that involves a higher than normal risk of the Registry becoming
damaged, which mainly means installing or L ninstalling softwa-e,
including the drivers for hardware. The Registry can be backed -up before
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Fig.4.29 Restoring a backup copy of the Registry from MS/DOS
the software is installed or removed from the system, and restored again
if things go awry. In order to backup the registry select Programs from

the Start menu, followed by Accessories, System tools, and Registry
Checker. The Registry Checker will look for errors in the Registry, but it
will presumably fail to find any. It will then display the message of Figure
4.28. The last backup copy made by the system automatically is probably
sufficient, but operate the Yes button to ensure that there is a fully up to
date backup copy of the Registry.

The Registry Checker runs automatically each time the computer is
booted, and it will ask for confirmation that you wish to resort to a backup
copy if the Registry is found to be damaged. It makes sense to restore

an earlier version of the Registry when major corruption has been
detected, since there is no chance of the computer booting successfully
using the corrupted Registry. The Registry Checker program will not
always detect a problem in the Registry, and it is mainly designed to find

something fairly major such as part of the file being obliterated.
Consequently, the Registry Checker may fail to find any problems but a
Registry fault could still result in the computer failing to boot properly.

If the system fails to boot properly, perhaps after some software has
been installed or removed, boot into MS/DOS. Booting from drive A:
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using a Windows Startup d sc or from C: using MS/DOS mode are both
acceptable in this case. Next type this command and press Return,
which will produce a screen like the one in Figure 4.29:
C: \windows \ command \scranreg /restore

This command includes the full path to the Scanreg program, so the
system does not have to be in a particular drive or directory when it is
issued. By default, Windows keeps five copies of the Registry, but this
includes the one that is currently in use. This sa-een enables any cf the
four backup copies to be restored. Thus, if the most recent backup is
faulty, you can revert to an earlier version and try again. Use the up and
down cursor keys to select the backup copy you require and then press
enter. If you change your mind and do not wish to reinstate a backup
copy of the registry, press The right cursor key to highlight the Cancel
option and then press Return.
The backup copies of the Registry files can also be restored from within

Windows. The backup copies are stored in cabinet files in the
\Windows \sysbckup folder, but this is a hidden folder so it will only be
visible to Windows Explorer if it is set to show h,dden files and folders.
There are several cabinet files in this folder (the ones having a "cab"
extension), and the dates of the files indicate the ages of the backup
copies that they contain. To restore a pair of backup files they are
extracted from the cabinet file and copied to the main Windows directory.
The existing Registry files will have to be overwritten so answer "yes" if
you are asked if you wish tc overwrite them.

System File Checker
Although Windows 98 does not have a true equivalent to the System
Restore facility of Windows Me, the System File Checker does provide a
similar but more restricted restore facility. Unfortunately, this facility can

go seriously wrong using the original version of Windows 98, so it is
best not to use it unless you are using Windows 98 SE. In order to run
the System File Checker select Programs from the Start menu, followed
by Accessories, System Tools, and System Information. Then select
System File Checker from the Tools menu of the window that appears.
This will produce the window shown in Figure 4.30.

Use the default settings and operate the Start button. The program will
then scan the disc, recording a list of system files and checking that
they are in good working older. If all goes well. System File Checker
should produce an onscreei message stating that the scan has been
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System File Checker verifies the integrity of your system files
Select an option and click Start.

a' Scan for altered files
It a file is found to be corrupt you will be prompted to restore the original file. By
clicking Settings, System File Checker can also be conficured to notify you of
changed and deleted files
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I
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Fig.4.30 The initial screen of the System File Checker
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Fig.4.31 A message is produced when the check has been completed
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Fig.4.32 The Settings screen of the System File Checker program

completed successfully (Figure 4.31). Suppose that you now install or
uninstall some software and Windows is left with 3 problem or two. Run
System File Checker again, but this time operate the Settings button to
bring up a screen like the one in Figure 4.32. Put ticks in both the cteck
boxes towards the bottom of the window so that System File Checker
will search for files that have been altered or deleted since the previous
check. Operate the Apply and OK buttons to make the new settings
take effect, and then run System File Checker acain.
A warning screen like the one of Figure 4.33 will appear if a file is missing
or has been altered since the previous time the program was run. You
then have several options available. Clearly the Ignore option should

be chosen if you have reason to believe that tt e file in question has
been correctly changed or deleted. If the file is one that is on the Windows
installation disc and it is not one that has been deliberately changed or
deleted, the obvious choice is to restore the file.
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CI File Changed - MSISYS VXD
System File Checker identified that the following file has changed
File

MSISYS VXID

Location

C wINDOWS \ SYSTEM
Previous

Current

16/12/00 1:04

Date and Time

16/12/00

Size

11KB

11KB

Version

403

4 03

13.01

If you upgraded this file. click Update venhcation information Otherwise. click Restore file
What do you want to do?

a Update verificahon information]
Select this option if you know the file has been updated
Bestore file
Select this option if you want to restore the file from your installation disks
Ignore

Select this option to ignore the warning The next time you use System File Checker
you will be prompted about this file again
C Update ventication information for AM changed files
Select this option only if you know many files have been updated and you don't went
to verify each one individually

OK

Cancel

Fig.4.33 The user is warned if a file has been altered or deleted
To do this, first left -click on the Restore file radio button and then operate

the OK button. A Window with two dialogue boxes will then appear
(Figure 4.34). The default destination should be correct, but you will
either have to type in
the path for the

e4 Restore file
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Fig.4.34 Selecting the source and destination
when replacing an altered file
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drive that contains the Windows 98 installation disc, and the correct
folder on that disc. This will usually be the Win98 folder. The missing or
corrupted file should then be replaced, and the Program will continue
with its checking process.

Points to remember
Backing up data and (or) system information to another drive is the cnly
way to guard against a hard disc failure. Backing up system information
to the main hard drive is sufficient to guard against problems with the
operating system.

Floppy discs are inadequate to cope with the large amounts of data
produced by many modern applications. A CD writer, Zip drive, additional

hard disc, or some other form of mass storage device is recuired. A
mass storage device is also -equired in order to make a full backup of
the main hard disc drive.
It is only necessary to save important data and configuration files, but it
is much quicker to get things back to normal if ycu make a full back up
of the hard drive.

Plenty of third party backup software is available, but the Windows
Backup utility is adequate for most purposes. It is included with Windows

95, 98, and Me, but is not necessarily included as part of the default
installation. In fact it has to be "dug out" from the installation CD-ROM
with Windows Me.
The Windows Backup program can be used to backup selected files, or

a full backup of the hard disc can be provided. Backing up the full
contents of a hard disc can be time consuming, but restoring a full backup
is the quickest way to get the computer into full working order again f a
major problem occurs.

Windows Me has a System Restore program that can be used to take
the system back to the way it was at some previous time. Using System
Restore to take the system back a day or two will usually remedy boot
problems, etc.
Windows 95 and 98 lack a System Restore facility, but there are other

facilities that provide a sim lar effect and will often cure Windows
problems. The simplest approach is to revert to one of the backup
copies of the Registry. In Wirdows 98 the System File Checker can Pe
used to check for altered or deleted system files and to make repairs.
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Backup and restore
It is worthwhile making a backup copy of all the DLL files on the hard
disc. In the event of a DLL file becoming deleted or overwritten by an
older version, the original is easily found and reinstated. It is worthwhile
backing up System.ini and Win.ini configuration files as well.
The Registry is stored in two hidden files called Jser.dat and System.dat.

These are routinely backed up by the operati ig system, but it can be
useful to store backup copies on floppy discs, a CD -R, etc.
If the computer will not boot into Windows, backup copies of the Registry
can be restored using the Scanreg program with the computer booted

into MS/DOS. Of course, your own backup copies can be restored in
MS/DOS using the Copy command.
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Clean sweep
Having decided to install Windows and your applications from scratch,
and having also done any necessary backing up of data files, etc., It is
time to start the reinstallation process. I would not recommend trying to

reinstall Windows by booting into Windows. If you can only boot
Windows in Safe Mode there will be no CD-ROM support, so it will :-,ot
be possible to install Windows from the installation CD-ROM. Ever if
the PC can be booted into a largely working version of Windows, an
installation started from Wind°Ns will simply place the new version on
top of the old one, but it will not necessarily repair any problems in :he
existing Windows set up.

Unless you have definitely decided that it is time to "sweep away -he
cobwebs" and start from scratch, I would certainly recommend tryinc to
fix Windows by reinstalling it on top of the broken ersion. If this fails to
cure the problem it is time to install Windows from scratch. Either wE.y,
I would recommend booting from a Windows Startup disc in drive A:
and selecting CD-ROM suppert when the menu appears. The differerce
is that when installing Windows "from scratch" it is necessary to wipe
the hard disc clean first. W-1En installing Windcws over the existing
version all the existing files on the hard disc are left in place. Simply run
the Windows Setup program once the computer has booted into MB/
DOS.

The basic installation process is much the same for Windows 95, 98,
and Me. Although the description provided here is for an installation of
Windows Me, the basic procedure is therefore much the same for
Windows 95 and 98. Also, the process is much the same whether the

operating system is installed from scratch or on top of an existing
Windows installation. If Windows is already on the hard disc it will be
detected by the Setup program, which will then reinstall it on top of tie
existing Windows installation, by default. Any Windows applications

programs on the disc should remain properly installed with the new
Windows installation.
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It

is because Windows finds any existing installation and merges the

new version into it that an installation "from scratch" is sometimes needed.
Completely wiping is the easiest way to ensure that there is no information
left on the disc to lead the new installation astray. However, it also means
that any data on the disc will be lost unless it is properly backed up. You

can try a middle course with the Windows directory structure being
deleted, but everything else being left on the disc
With luck this will result in Windows being reinstalled successfully, and
any problems in the old installation will not resurface. In practice there
is no absolute guarantee of success though. Also, bear in mind that
any Windows applications on the hard disc will not be installed in the
new version of Windows. All the applications will therefore have to be
reinstalled on top of the existing software. An advantage of this method
is that any data files should be left intact, but note that configuration files

for the applications programs will probably be overwritten when the
programs are reinstalled.

Things can be taken a stage further, with the da'.a files and any other
important files being copied to a new folder. Everything else on the disc
is then deleted and Windows is installed "from scratch". Where there is

no other means of backing up important files, this method has the
advantage that the files should still be intact once Windows has been
reinstalled, and there are no system files, etc., left on the disc that could
have a detrimental effect on the new Windows installation. Backing up
important files to another disc is still preferable, because the backup
copies on the main disc will be lost if there is a disc fault or a major
problem during the Windows reinstallation.
If you decide to delete certain directories rather than simply wiping the
disc clean, it is best to do most of the deleting in Windows using Windows
Explorer. Using Windows Explorer it is possible to "zap" complete

directory structures almost instantly. Deleting large numbers of files
and directories in MS/DOS tends to be a very long, slow, and drawn out
process.

The reinstallation process described here provides a true installation
"from scratch", with the hard disc being wiped clean. However, the
initial part of the process is easily modified to accommodate one of the
alternative methods outlined previously. The main installation then
proceeds in more or less the same fashion.
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Booting up
The first task is to boot the computer from a Windows Startup disc. If
you do not have a Startup disc, one can be mace by selecting Settings
from the Start menu, then Control Panel and Add/Remove Programs.
Left -click on the Startup Disk tab, operate the Create Disk button, and
then follow the onscreen prcmpts. With the Startup disc in drive A:,
restart the computer and with luck it will boot using the Startup disc.
The BIOS settings are unsuitable if the computer ignores this disc and
tries to boot from the hard disc instead. In this event you must go into
the BIOS and choose a boot -up option that has A: as the initial boot disc
and drive C: as the second boot disc. Any subsequent boot options are
irrelevant, because the PC will boot before it gets to them.
Once the PC starts to boot -up using the Startup disc you will be presented
with a menu offering three or four choices. Select the one that boots the

computer using CD-ROM support. This is important, because you can
not run the Setup program on the Windows CD-ROM without the CDROM support. The CD-ROM support works with the vast majority of CD-

ROM drives, including virtJally all types that use an IDE interface.
However, it does not work with all drives. If it does not work with the CD-

ROM drive of your computer you must make ycur own boot disc with
CD-ROM drivers.

To make a boot disc first boot the PC in MS/DOS mode. To do this you
must operate function key F8 as the system starts to boot into Windows,

and then select the appropriate option from the menu that appears.
Once the computer has booted into MS/DOS put a blank disc in drive A:
and issue this command:

format A: /s

This will format the disc and add the system files needed to make it
bootable. In Windows Me there is no option to boot in MS/DOS mode,
but the computer can be booted using a Startup disc, and then this
command can be used:
format B: /s
In the unlikely event that your PC has a drive B:, tiis will format the disc
in drive B: and place the system files onto it. If there is no drive B:, the
operating system will use drive A: as both drive A: and drive B:, and you
will have to do some disc swapping when indicated by the onscreen
instructions. The CD-ROM and mouse drivers should then be installed
onto the floppy disc. The PC should have been supplied with this dr ver
software, together with instructions for using the installation programs.
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Microsoft ScanDisk

ScanDisk checked the following driues:
rrror,

4 Uiew Log

<

Exit

;

Fig.5.1 The MS/DOS version of Scandisk is run automatically as the
initial stage of the Setup routine
Once this has been done the PC should be rebooted, and it should then
be possible to access the CD-ROM drive.
It is necessary to wipe everything from the hard disc if Windows and the
applications programs are to be installed from scratch. The easiest way
of achieving this is to reformat the hard disc. It will presumably be drive
C: that will take the new installation, so this command would be used to
format this disc:
format C:
It does not seem to be necessary to have the system files placed on the
disc, and they are presumably added by the Windows Setup program
during the installation process. The "Is" switch is therefore unnecessary,
although adding it will not do any harm. Before formatting the disc the
program will warn that all data on the disc will be lost. Make sure that all

important data has been backed up properly before the disc is
reformatted.
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Fig.5.2 The welcome screen of the Windows Setup program

Windows Setup
Once the mouse and CD-ROM drive have been installed it should be
possible to run the Setup program on the Windows 95/98/Me installation
disc. If the PC was booted using a Startup disc, this command is a I that
is needed:
setup

If the PC was booted using another boot -up cl,sc the CD-ROM's drive
letter must be specified in the command. For example, if the CD-ROM is
drive D:, this command wculd be used:
DAsetup

After a welcome message on the screen the Scandisk utility will be run,
and it will check for errors on the hard disc drives and any logical drives.
Assuming all is well a screen like Figure 5.1 will appear. Press the "x"
key to exit Scandisk and (if necessary) operate the Enter key to remove
the onscreen message and go into the first screen of the Windows Setup
program (Figure 5.2). It is then a matter of following the on -screen
prompts to complete the Windows installation, providing the information
that is requested, as described in the next sect on.
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Fig.5.3 Windows can only be installed if you agree to the licence
conditions
Note that you can install the upgrade version of Windows 95, 98 or Me
i
I

onto a "clean" hard disc, and that it is not essential to load your old
version of Windows fir§t so that you have something to upgrade.
However, during the installation process you will probably be asked to
prove that you have a qualifying upgrade product by putting the Setup
disc into the floppy drive or CD-ROM drive, as appropriate. Do not
throw away or recycle your old Windows discs, as tiis could leave you
unable to reinstall the Windows upgrade.

Installation
First you have to agree to the licensing conditions (Figure 5.3), and it is
not possible to install Windows unless you do. At the next screen the
Windows Product Key has to be entered (Figure 5.4). This code number
will be found on the Windows certificate of authenticity and (or) on the
back of the CD's jewel case. Next you are asked to select the directory

into which Windows will be installed (Figure 5.5), out unless there is
good reason to do otherwise, simply accept the default (C:\Windows).
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Fig.5.8 You can select the components to be installed or settle for a
standard set of the rr.ost common ones
After some checking of the hard disc you are offered several installation
options (Figure 5.6), but for most users the default option of a Typical
installation will suffice. Remember that you can add and delete Windows
components once the operating system is installed, so you are not tied
to the typical installation forever.

The Custom option enables the user to select precisely the recuired
components, but this can be time consuming and you need to know
what you are doing. The Compact option is useful if hard disc space is
limited, but with a new PC the hard disc will presumably be large erough

to make this option superfluous. The Portable option is optimised for
portable PCs, and is the obvious choice if you are installing the system
on a computer of this type.

At the next screen you type your name and company name into the
dialogue boxes (Figure 5.7). If an individual owns the PC the box fir the
company name can be left plank. The purpose of the next screen (Figure
5.8) is to let you choose the Windows components to be installed, but

you can simply select a standard set of components if preferred.
Operating the Next button may bring up a network identification screen
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Fig.5.9 The network selection screen is not relevant to most users
(Figure 5.9). Where appropriate, make sure that this contains the correct
information. In most cases the PC will nct be used on a network, and
the default settings can be used
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time zone is selected
(Figure 5.11). This
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the
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Fig.5.11 This screen is used to select the correct time zone
produced. If you already have one of these you may prefer to skip this

section by operating the Cancel button and then the OK button.
Unfortunately, floppy discs are not the most reliaole of storage med ums.
If you only have one Startup disc already, I would suggest That you go
ahead and make another one so that you have a standby copy.
If you are using an upgrade version of Windows there will be an additional

section in the setting up procedure where you have to prove that you
have a qualifying product to upgrade from. The screen of Figure 5.13
will appear, so that you can point the Setup program towards the disc
that conta ns the earlier ve-sion of Windows. To do this you will have to
remove the upgrade disc from the CD-ROM drive and replace it with the
disc for the previous version of Windows. Then either type the path to
the CD-ROM drive in the text box (e.g. E: \) or operate the Browse button
and point to the appropriate drive in standard Niiindows fashon. It takes
some time for the program to check the Windows installation disc, but
the program keeps you informed of its progress (Figure 5.14). Note that
this stage will be passed over if you are reinstalling an upgrade version
on top of an existing Windows installation. Windows will find the existing
installation and will deduce from this that you are a bona fide user.
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Fig.5.14 It can take some time for the check of the previous Windows

installation disc to be completed, but the program keeps you
informed of its progress

Having completed all this you will have finally progressed to the main
installation screen (Figure 5 1E,, and from thereon installation is largely
automatic. A screen

showing how the
installation
progressing

is

will

appear (Figure 5.16).

The computer will
reboot itself two or
three times during the

installation process,

so if you opted to
produce a Windows
Startup disc during
the initial set up
procedure remember

to remove this from
the floppy drive.

Fig.5. f5 The main installation screen
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Fig.5.18 The password is optional

will be further screens

telling you what the compute is doing, and giving an indication of how
far things have progressed (Figure 5.17). No input is required from the
user during all this, so you can let the computer get on with the installation.

The one exception is that near the end of the installation process you
will be asked to supply a user name and password (Figure 5.18). Simply

leave the password text box blank if you do not require password
protection. Eventually you should end up with a basic Windows
installation, and the familiar init al screen (Figure 5.19).

Sometimes the Windows Se:up program comes to a halt. Either the
computer shows no signs of any disc activity for some time, or there
may be repeated disc

with the
installation failing to
make any progress.
The usual cure is to
off
the
switch
computer, wait a few

activity

seconds, and then

}Ye
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Fig.5.19 With installation complete the
familiar Windows screen appears

occasions, but the
installation still fails to complete, it will be necessary to reboot using the
Startup disc, wipe the hard disc clean, and try again. If Windows
repeatedly refuses to install i: is likely that the PC has a hardware faJlt.
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Hardware drivers
There will probably still be a certain amount of work to be done in order
to get all the hardware fully installed, the required screen resolution set,

and so on. Windows 95/98/Me might have but -in support for all the
hardware in your PC such as the sound and video cards, but this is
unlikely. In order to get everything installed correctly you will probably
require the installation discs provided with the various items of hardware
used in the PC. These discs may be required di..ring the installation of

Windows 95/98/Me, or they may have to be used after the basic
installation has been completed. The instruction manuals provided with
the hardware should explain the options available and provide precise
installation instructions.
These days even the motherboards seem to come complete with driver
software for things such as special chipset features and the hard disc
interface. It is once

again a matter of
reading

the
instruction manual to
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Device Manager tab
for hardware that needs further
to bring up a window
installation
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Figure 5.20. Look down the various entries to check for any problems.
These are indicated by yellow exclamation marks, or possibly by yellow
question marks. Certain items of hardware will not be picked up properly
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by Windows, and some types of modem fall into this category. The
question mark in Figure 5.20 is caused by a Windows modem that the

system is unable to sort out on its own. A Windows modem uses a
relatively simple hardware plus software in the computer to provide The
encoding and decoding. Uilike a conventional modem, a Windows
modem does not interface to the computer via a true serial port. It is
interfaced via a sort of pseudo serial port, and it is this factor that makes
it difficult to correctly identify tt-e hardware.

If a problem is indicated, or an Item of hardware is missing from the list,
it will be necessary to load the drivers for the hardware concerned in

order to get things working properly. This would be a good time to
search the relevant web sites for updated driver software for the iardware

in your PC. You may well filo some newer and better drivers for tie
hardware in your PC. The hardware can be integrated into Windows
using the Add New Hardware facility in the Control Panel. However,
many items of PC hardware do not take the standard Windows route
and have special installation programs instead. Read the installation
manuals carefully and use the exact methods described therein.

Awkward hardware
Any awkward hardware will have to be added via the Add New Hardware
facility without utilizing Windows hardware detection facility. First

Windows tries to
detect Plug and Play

devices, and then it
can try to find nonPlay
Plug and
hardware. Failing
the
new
hardware has to be

installed manually
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Fig.5.21 The initial Add New Hardware screen

version of Windows
you are using, but the basic process is the same with all three versions.
Here we will consider the V/ ndows Me version.
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Add New Hardware Wizard
Windows MI now search for any new Plug and Play
devices on your system.
Your screen may go blank dunnc this process This is
normal.

To continue, click Next.

4

< Back

IL.... t..1!)4 .........

Cancel

Fig.5.22 A search for Plug and Play devices is made first
Add New Hardware Wizard
Is the device that you want to mall listed below?

r No, the device isn't in the list
device isinthe isle;
Select the device that you want to instal, and then
click Next.
Qevices:
1, MPU -401 Compatible MIDI Device

PCI Serial Contralti

4
< Back

Fig.5.23 Any Plug and Play devices that are found are listed
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5.21
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before proceeding

r No. I ward to select the hoick/ate train a Yd

further. To continue
left -click on the Next

button, which will

Bad

I

Had

I

Cancel

bring up a screen like

the one in Figure

Fig.5.24 A search can be made for
5.22. This informs
non -Plug and Play devices
you that the program
will look for Plug and
Play devices connected to the system, and not to panic if the screen
goes blank for a time. Press the Next button to proceed with the search.
Eventually you will get a screer something like the one in Figure 5.23,
complete with a list of any Plug and Play devices that have been found.
If the device you wish
to install is in the list,

leave the Yes radio

Staled the tote of t-eldroare you weed to not at

button checked, left -

click on the device
you wish to install,

barchase types

Acceitia.:

and then operate the
Next
button to

CD-ROM cogabolm
CXP

Day* odortbtd

proceed with the

Floppy Mk canbolegs
Global pagdanng devices

installation.

Hard tick cc-nolegs
Human trier ace Dawes

Any non -Plug and

howdy Derce

Play devices will not
be in the list, and it is
then a matter of

checking the No

1111

Fig.5.25 This screen enables the type
of device to be selected manually

radio button and
operating the Next
button. This brings up the window of Figure 5.24, which provides the
option of having the program search for the hardware you wish to install.
There is no harm in letting the program search for tt7e hardware, although

this can be quite time consuming.

It

is likely that a standard item of
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Windows wi now try to detect your

Before

continuing, you should:
1.

If the modern is attached to your
computer, make sure it is turned on.

2. Quit any programs that may be using the
modem.

Click Next when you are ready to continue.

r gon't detect my, modem; I

< Eack

will select it horn a 'est.!

Next >

Cancel

Fig. 5.26 Even at this stage, automatic detection is still possible
Install New Modem
Click the manufacturer and model of you
n If you modem is not listed,
or if you have an installation disk, dick Have Disk.

Manufacturers -

Models

11111111111111111111111111r"..
AIWA
British Telecom
Dynalink
Motorola International
ni-14

Standard 2400 bps Modern
Standard 9600 bps Modell Standard 14400 bps Moden
Standard 19200 bps Moden
Standard 28800 bps Modem
1.3S111 Ms Marten

Have Disk...

< jack

I

Next >

Ca_2_Icel

Fig.5.27 The Have Disk option is used if you have a drivers disc
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hardware such as an additional serial or parallel Dort will be detected,
but it is by no means certain that anything exotic will be located.

If you decide not to opt for automatic detection, check the No radio
button and operate the Next button. This produces the window of Figure

5.25 where you can select the appropriate catecory for the hardware
you are installing. A wide variety of devices are covered, with more
available under the "Other" category. In this example the modem
category was selected, and operating the Next button moved things on
to the window of Figure 5.25. Here you are once again offered the
option of automatic detection, but this does not work properly with m Dst
"soft" modems, so the No buttcn was checked and the Next button was
operated.

If you opt for manual selection you will eventually be shown a window
containing a list of devices, as in Figure 5.27. The right device might
appear in the list, but with recent hardware or geleric devices you 'NW
probably be out of luck. It is then a matter of se'ecting the Have Disk
option, which brings up a file browser so that you can direct the program
to the correct disc drive, and where appropriate, the correct folder of the
disc in that drive. With the drivers installed the computer will probably
have to be rebooted before the hardware will operate properly.

Screen settings
Once the video card has been installed properly the required screen
parameters can be set. To alter the screen resolution and colour depth,
go to the Windows Control Panel and double-click on the Display icon.
Then left -click on the Settings tab to bring up a screen of the type shown
in Figure 5.28. It is then just a matter of using the onscreen controls to

set the required screen resolution and colour depth. To use the rew
settings left -click the Apply button. It may be necessary to let the
computer reboot in order to use the new settings, but in most cases
they can be applied without doing this. Instead Windows will apply the
new settings for a few seconds so that you can see that all is well. Sin -ply
left -click on the Yes button to start using the new screen settings.

If there is a problem with the picture stability do nothing, and things
should return to the original settings after a few seconds. This shculd
not really happen if the monitor is installed correctly, because Windows
will not try to use scan rates that are beyond the capabilities of the installed
monitor. If a problem of this type should occur, check that the monitor is
installed properly. In the Display window of Control Panel select Settings,
Advanced, and then Monitor. This will bring up a screen Ike Figure
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Display Properties

1.1211
Settings

Background I Screen Saver I Appearance I Effects I Web

r
Display.

Plug and Play Monitor on Matrox MGAG100 AGP PowisrDesk
Coors

Screen area
More

Less

I

800 by 600 pixels

Advanced

OK

Cancel

I

I

Fig.5.28 The Display Properties screen is used to set screen
resolution, colour depth, etc.

5.29, which shows the type of monitor that is installed. If the installed
monitor is not the correct one, or is just one of the generic monitor types,
left -click the Change button and select the correct one. If the picture is
stable with the new settings but the size and position are completely
wrong, there is probably no problem. It should be possible to position
and size the picture correctly using the monitor's co-itrols. Many graphics
cards are supplied with utility software that helps tc get the best possible
display from the system, and it is worth trying any software of this type
to see if it gives better results.
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Matrox MGA-G100 AGP PowerDesk Properties_
General I Adapter

Ai10

Monitor I Performance I Color M 9nagement I

111:1

Color 1

Change

Plug and Play Monitor

Options

E
l Automatically detect Plug & Play monitors.

f Reset display on suspend/resume

OK

I

:ancel

I

Fig.5.29 If there is screen instability check tha' the correct monitor
is installed

Disc -free Me
It has been assumed in this chapter that you have a Windows installation
CD-ROM. Some computers are supplied with Windows Me pre -installed,
and they do not come complete with a Windows installation CD-ROM.
Instead, the hard disc has two partitions with dive C: acting as th 3 main
disc and a much smaller drive D: containing the Windows files. There is
usually a CD-ROM that can be used to recover the situation in the event

of a hard disc failure, but this is not an ordirary Windows installation
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disc. With a computer of this type it is necessary to resort to the instruction

manual for details of reinstalling Windows.
Manufacturers are able to customise the installation software to suit their

PCs and any software bundled with them. Consequently there are
differences in the installation procedures, but there should be a quick
and easy way of getting back to a basic Windows installation. In fact
some manufacturers provide a quick means of getting back to the factory
settings. in other words, the computer will have Windows installed and

set up correctly for the hardware installed at the factory. Of course, if
you have changed the hardware configuration of the PC, it will be
necessary to install the drivers for the new items of hardware.

Points to remember
Installing Windows on top of an existing version might cure problems
with the operating system, but it is not guaranteed to do so.
Installing Windows "from scratch", with all the previous files removed
from the hard disc should effect a cure to any Windows problems. If it
does not, the computer probably has a hardware fault.
You can erase the existing Windows folder structure and then reinstall
Windows. This will usually remove any problems with the original
installation, but all the applications software will still have to be reinstalled.

Everything but data files can be erased from the hard disc prior to
reinstalling Windows. Unless you are very unlucky, this will give a fully
working Windows installation and your data files will remain intact. This
method is worth trying if you have no way of backing up the data files.

Whether reinstalling Windows over an existing installation or "from
scratch" it is advisable to boot from a Windows Startup disc, opting for
CD-ROM support.

The basic installation process is largely automatic. The user provides
some basic information and then the Setup program installs the Windows

files and sets up the essential hardware. Some further installation is
then required to get all the hardware properly installed, the screen
resolution and colour depth set correctly, etc.
Not all hardware can be installed with the aid of the automatic detection
facilities. Manual installation of hardware drivers is not difficult, but where

appropriate, make sure that items of hardware are supplied complete
with a disc or discs containing the driver software. Some hardware has
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its own installation routines and does not go through the normal Windows
routes. Always install hardware in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.

PCs that are supplied with 'N ndows Me preinstalled are not necessarily
supplied with a normal Windows installation
Windows then r as to
be installed in accordance wit-i the computer manufacturer's ir-istruc:;ons.

The exact method of reirstallation varies somewhat from one
manufacturer to another.
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Appendix 1
Tweak UI
Tweak UI is a Microsoft program for making changes to the user interface.

Changes that would otherwise require editing of the Registry can be
made using this utility. It was originally supplied as part of the Windows
95 Power Toys package, which was a free but unsupported set of ut Pies.

FIEI

Tweak UI
Add/Remove
General

Boot

Repair

Expicrer

Desktop

Paranoia
New

Menu speed
Fast

Slow

Mouse sensitryity

Drag or double-click the test
icon with the eft mouse bulon
to test settincs.

Qouble-click
Drag
Effects

Test Icon

l Window animatior
Smooth scrolling
1.7 seep on errors

Tips

cK

Bestore Factory Settngs

Cancel

I

Fig.6.1 The opening screer of the Tweak Ul prcgram
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Tweak UI
General

Explorer

I

Add/Remove

I

Boot

Desktop
Repair

New

Paranoia

For an explanation of a button, click the question mark at the
top of the dialog box then click the button you wish
explained.

Rebuild Icons

41

Repair Font Folder
Repair System Files

Repair Regedit

Repair Alsociations

OK

Cancel

Fig.6.2 Tweak Ul can repair various types of Windows fault, including
some problems with the system files

It proved to be very popular, and was included as an optional extra on
the original Windows 98 installation CD-ROMs. It can be found in the
\Tools \ reskit\ powertoy folder, but note that it was omitted from the
Windows 98 SE CD-ROM. It does not seem to be included with Windows
Me either. For a time it was not available as a download from the Microsoft

web site, but Power Toys, complete with Tweak UI, has since made a
comeback. In fact the new version is bigger and Letter than ever.
There is no Setup program to install Tweak UI. Instead, use Windows
Explorer to find the file called Tweakui.inf, right -click click on its entry
188

and then select Install from the pop-up menu. Having installed Tweak
UI there is no apparent way to run it! However, if you go to the Ccntrol
Panel there should be an icon for it there. Double clicking on the icon
will bring up a window like the one of Figure 6.-. There are at least two
different varsions of the program, so you might find that the versio- you
are using has more or less tabs than the one it Figure 6.1.
Tweak UI provides control over various aspects of the user interface, but
in the currant context the facilities provided under the Repair tab (Figure
6.2) are the most useful. The buttons that appea enable various aszects
of Windows to be repaired The Repair System Files option is perhaps
the one of most interest. This will repair various system files, including
some of those that are most likely to bring the boot process *.o a hat. In
order to use this facility you simply operate the appropriate button and

then reboot the computer in Normal mode.

If the repair has been
successful the computer will then boot straight into Normal mode.
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Useful web addresses
www.microsoft.com
This is the Microsoft web site, and a vast amount of Windows support is
available here (see chapter 2).

www.shareware.com
A vast range of shareware, freeware, commercia demonstration software,
etc., is available from this site. There are also Lsefu links to other sites.

Some useful utility programs and anti -virus software can usually be
obtained from here, or via one of the links.

www.symantec.com
Symantec are the publishers of the Norton range

utilities. Their web

site has demonstration versions of their procrams plus some virus
removal tools and general anti -virus informaticr.
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Regclean
Regclean is a freely obtainable utility program from Microsoft that can
be used to scan the Registry for errors. Any that are found can then De
fixed. Unfortunately, Regclean is not guaranteed to give perfect results
every time, and under certain circumstances it can add problems rater
than remove them. If you decide to give this program a try it would
definitely be advisable to read the text file or files that accompany it.

Windows ;egistryAnalysrs and Correction
RegClean is checking a part of your registry for errors This will
take several minutes. When it is finished. you may cancel arid
exit RegClean, or let rt fix the errors rttound If you let RegClean
fix the e-rc-s. it will generate an Undo file in the folder with
RegClean Double-click on this file to reverse the corrections
,RegClean makes

Please report all bugs. suggestions and comments to
Tegclearrigmicrosoft corn
The RegClean Team
Scanning Type Library Identifiers for errors
BBBBB HIM BBBBBBBBB l OOOOOOOO Mine

Fig.7.1 Regclean starts to operate as soon as it is launched
Also, I would not recommend it as an initial means of trying to cure

problems with Windows. Just the opposite in fact, and it is probably
best to leave Regclean until other avenues of investigation have been
exhausted.

In order to run Regclean either use the Run option from the Start menu
to run the Regclean.exe program file, or locate this file using Windows
Explorer and double-click on its entry. It starts to cperate immediately,
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Microsoft RegClean
Windows Registry Analysis and Cprrection
RegClean has finished checiung the registry It can now correct
the errors that if found, or you can cancel it If you let it tnii the
errors it found, it will generate en Undo file in the folder with
RegOeen. Double-click on this file to reverse the corrections
Reggeen makes.
Please report all bugs. suggesbor s and comments to
regclean@microsoft corn

The RegClean Teem

Finished checking Waiting to Fn Errors

EC(

Errors

I

Cancel

Fig.7.2 Regclean be be used to correct any errors it finds

with a check being made of various parts of the Registry (Figure 7.1).
The window of Figure 7.2 appears if any errors are found, but you can

operate the Exit button to quite the program without fixing them.
Alternatively, operate the Fix Errors button and the suspected errors will
be corrected. The window of Figure 7.3 should then appear, confirming
that the errors have been fixed. Of course, there is no guarantee that
any problems will be found, but Regclean usually seems to find at least
one or two discrepancies. If no errors are found, the screen of Figure
7.4 appears.
If things should go badly wrong and Regclean adds rather than removes

problems, there is an easy solution to the problem. When Regclean
fixes errors it produces an undo file which is placed in the same folder
as the Regclean.exe program file. This file has a quite a long name, but
it

is easily located because it starts with "Undo" and has a "Reg"
In order to undo the changes to tne Registry locate the

extension.

Undo.....Reg file using Windows Explorer and tien double-click on its
entry. A message will appear onscreen, asking if you wish to undo the
changes to the Registry. Left -click the Yes buttor if you wish to proceed.

The changes will then be made and a further message will appear
onscreen confirming that the undo operation was successful.
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Microsoft RegClean
Windows Registry Analysis and Ccrrection

RegCeen is finishedi
It has writen changes to the registry to correct the errors it
found Click Exit to end Regr_lean

Please report all bugs, suggestions and comments to
regcleangmicrosoft corn

The Regclean Team

Fig.7.3 Having fixed the errors, Regclean reports that it has
completed its task

Windows Registry Analysis and Correction
Regclean has not found any registry entries that it can correct

Click Exit o end RegClean
Please report all bugs, suggestions and comments to
regclean@microsoft corn

The RegClean Team

Finrshec check rg Waiting to Exit

Eat

Fig.7.4 This screen appears in the event that Regclean finds
nothing amiss
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Easy Windows troubleshooting
Problems with the Windows Me, 98 and 95 operating systems are not
exactly a rarity, and are perhaps inevitable with software of such complexity and sophistication. These Windows operating systems will operate with a massive range of hardware in numerous applications, but this
versatility may lead to various periodic problems. The cause could be an
obscure bug in Windows itself, an installer or uninstaller that gets things
slightly wrong, an applications program that does not stick to the rules,
or a glitch in the hardware, but problems with Windows are generally
accepted as part of PC life. Troubleshooting problems with Windows is a
daunting task for non -expert computer users, but in fact, most faults can
be fixed quite quickly and easily by using the simple methods described
in this book. Problems with configuration files, hardware drivers, etc., can

usually be tracked down quite quickly, or with a particularly awkward
fault Windows can be reinstalled. Either way, the procedures described in
this book should soon have your PC running properly again.
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Rescue important data prior to reinstallation.
Reinstall Windows over the current version.
Reinstall Windows 'from scratch'.
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may be saved by not having to rely on help lines or service desks.
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